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THE SPREAD OF SPANISH HORSES IN THE
SOUTHWEST '1700-1800
By D. E. WORCESTER*
beginning of the eighteenth century, the use of
, Spanish horse~ was very widespread among the Indians of New Mexico and Texas, a:nd had spread among
certain tribes as far north as the confluence of the Mississippi and· Missouri rivers. Horses had been distributed
among the Indians both by trading and by stealing, the lat. ter method being. the more popular one.
'
Of' the Southwestern Indians,. the Apaches were foremost in the use of horses in warfare. During the eighteenth
century, however, they were surpassed in this· respect by
the more numerous Comanches. Other horse-using tribes in
the vicinity of New Mexico were the Na·vajos and Utes. The
Texas tribes also were fairly well-mounted; the Hasinai,.
Caddo, Bidais,
Sana,- Tonkawa, Quitseis, and others pos":.
.
sessing herds of horses.
The southern -Plains tribes which ha:dhorses at this
time were tp.e Pawnees; Osages, Kansas; Wichitas, and Co~
manches. Trading parties made trips to Spanish settlements
to exchange furs and slaves for horses, knives and other
implements, and beads. Raiding by these 'tribes also was _
felt by the Spaniards. Sometimes men of several tribes
would join to¥"ether for a raid..
. ATTHE

.~

·The opinions contained herein are those of the writer, and are not to be co'n.trued as official or reflecting the views. of the Navy Department or of the naval
service at large.
(signed) D. E. Worceste~.
Lieutenant SC USNR
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The, horse trade w.as. well-established -in New Mexico
, during the seventeenth . century, large numbers of, horses
. , and mules having been expQrted prior' to the Pueblo ~evolt',
of 1680~ The horse trade of the Indians
grew olit'. of the
/'
.......
, practice of bartering captives. The advent of the French to',' Loui~iana gave an. added stiniulus to the trade, because they'
needed horses, and because. they '~ntroduced an important
, trade, item-the gun.' Prohibiting the sale of firearms to
the natives was one of the cardinal points of Spanish trading
policy ~ ,Consequently, there' gTew up a ~ery lively comnierce
" i;>etween the French and the, Indians of Texas, 'in which'the
French received horses and mules (usually stolen from the
Spa~iards) and skin~ in exchange for guns, powder,and
lead, ,·Bythis trade ,th~ French obtained ,many 'Spanish
, horses. A Memoir sur les }{atch.ifoc1ie.s,writtenabou~ 1700,
',stated that. the greatest commerce that could be expected.
with the Indians would be in horses, peltiy,-and slaves,t
.
Wherever horses were' r;tised in the Southwest, there
w,as trouble from,Indian raiding part~es. Illustrative of this
.isa ~epoit of FatherKino from Pimeria Alta in 1701:
"

"

,

'

. '

. , -At ,this time,' in' J anmi.ry and' February, the
Apaches came in, for their accustomed annual rob~
beries; and after 'stealing horses.,. '. in various
.places . .' . they.'. . .did serious damage '.' .. 2 .
Inter-tribal trading was active, although 'there are
fewer reports concerning' it. ,There was mention in .the
seventeenth century of Apaches trading captive Indian,women of the Quivira nation to the ,pueblos of the Pecos for ,
horses. And in 1717, the Canadian Derbanne wrote that. it
was very easy toreach the Illinois by-way of the Caddos,
'as the latter for years had been taking horses to the Illinois.s
~ 'I~ 1719,- Du Tisne explored the Ai-kansas river., La
Harpe, a member of the
observed that the Tou. expedition;
. '
.
,-

'1. P. Margry, Memoires et documents pour servir a l'histoire ,des oriuenes fra",
Qaises des pays d'outre-mer, (Paris. 1879-88), vi, 2 3 0 . ,
'
'2. H. 'E. Bolton, Kino's historical memoir' of Pimer{a Alta, (Cleveland, 1919)
·i,.267.

3.

Margry, op.. cit., vi, 211.

,I
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acara were mounted on very excellent horses, and that they
used saddles and bridles of Spanish style.4
These nations raise very fine horses; they
value them highly, being '~nable to, fight· or hunt
without them . . .5
Of the Osages, La Harpe wrote :
They stay in their village like' the Missouri,
and pass' the winter chasing the buffalo, which ar~
very abundant in these parts. Horses, which they
steal from the Panis [Pawnees] can be bought of
.' them . . . 6
And of the Pawnees:
They have in these two villages three hundred
horses, which they value so much that they do not'
.like to part with them . . . According to their reports, it is fifteen ~ays' journey to the great village
of the Padoucas [Comanches], but they encounter
them frequently in six days' journey. They have a
cruel war now between them _. . . When they go
to war they harness their horses. in a cuirass of
tanned leather. They are clever with -the bow and
arrow, and also use a lance, which is .like the end
of a sword inserted in a handle of wood. 7
In the. same year, Du Tisne traded three guns and
some powder and shot to the Pawnees for two horses and
a mule, all marked with Spanish brands. The Pawnees told
-him that they previously had been to the. spanish villages
.to trade, but that at the present time the Comanches barred
the way.8 The Comanches appeared around the Spanish
settlements early in the eighteenth century, and by 1743
were seen in the vicinity of San' An~onio.9. .
.
The Apaches generally were at war with most of the
Texas tribes. The Lipan Apaches became increasingly troublesome to the Spaniards around San Antonio, frequently .
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9. -

288.

Margry, op. cit., vi,
Ibid.• vi.
Ibid.• vi. 311.
Ibid., vi, 312.
Ibid., vi, 3 1 4 . .
.
J. A. Morfi, History of Te",as, 1679-1779; (Quivira Soc., 2v.), ii, 294.

294.

..
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running off Jhe presidio horse herds.l° In 1732, Apache'
raiders even crossed the Rio Grande and harassed the settlements and ranches of CoahuilaY The 'Apaches in the
early e~ghteerith ce.nturYwere described as preferring horse
and mule meat to any other, and as being very dextrous in
the handling of hors~s.12 ,Du Rivage wrote of the Apaches: ,
,The advantage which the Cancy [Apache]
have over their enemies is that they have excellent
horses, whereas the other nations have few. . . .13

,".

The use of firearms by certain tribes offset the advantages which, others had gained by the. possession of '
horses. In this regard, ~t was said of the Hasinai, in 1722:
For this reason they make 'a show of handling
their guns with dexterity and running their horses
at great speed, for although the Natchitoches have
a greater-number of guns than the, Texas Indians,
the number of horses, they have is limited. The
latter thus travel on foot while the Texas Indians,
ride on horseback with great skill; their feet hanging loose and, traveling at a great rate, they guide
their horses with only a slender cord which they
use in place of a bridle. 14
Two years later: Bourgmont visited the Comanches,
whom he said :

of

They have also many dogs, which, carry their
equipage when they lack horses..
When they
,go to war,: they go always on horseback, and they
have leather armor which protects the horses
against atrows. 15 '
' .
!

•

The C~manches told Bourgmont that they traded many"
, buffalo robes to the Spaniards for horses, axes, and knives.
Three buffalo robes was the price 'p,aid for one horse. 16
10.

Ibid.• ii, 280-282•.

16.

Ibid.. vi, 440, 445,

11. H. K. Yoakum, History'of Texas ;•••• (N.Y.• 1856 2v.), i. 388.'
12. J. D. Arricivita, Crpnica serti/ica 11 apostilica . . . (Mexico. 1792) ii. 339;
13. Margry. 01'. cit., vi, 279.
14. "Description of the Teias or Hasinai Indians, 1691-1722," in Southwestern
historical qtuLrterl1l. xxxi. ,179.
15. -Margry. 01'. cit., vi, 446.
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When. Bourg'moi1t tried to buy ho~ses from the- Kansas Indians for his journey to the Comanches, he offered them
two measures of powder, thirty bullets, six strings,of beads,
and four knives for a horse.- They told·him that Frenchmen
and Illinois Indians had- come the. previous year' to barter
for their slaves and had offered double the merchandise that
. he proposed. 17
The Sieur de la Verendrye visited the Missouri river
region during the i 730s and 17 40~. They reported that the
Mandans-who formerly lived in the same villages wIth
the Pawnees':":"'had horses. which they used for hunting.
When the explorers were with the Gens du, Chevaux, or
Arickara; on the Cheyenne river, they wrote:
All the tribes of those countries have, a great
many horses, asses, and mules, which they use to
carry their baggage and also for riding both in .the
chase and in their travels. 18
.
I enquired about their commerce. He told me
that they . . . did a large trade in ox-hides and
slaves [with the Spaniards], giving in exchange
- horses and goods at the choice of the savages, but
not guns and ammunition. 19
Many horses raised in New Mexico and Texas were sold
or traded by the Spaniards to the Indians and French, although direct trade with the latter generally was prohIbited.
In the 1720s there were a number of instances of trade between Spaniards and French outposts, where there was a
constant demand for horses. In 1737, 250 horses were taken
to New Orleans from Natchitoches. 20 In New Mexico the
officials regulated the horse trade: in 1754, for example,
. the price of one horse was twelve to fifteen skins. An Indian
slave girl who might pass for ten years old was valued at
two pack horses without anything to boot; a smaller pfeza
Ibid., vi, 406.
L. J. Burpee, ed. Journals and letters of P. G. de V. La Verj!ndrye and his
sons . . . , (Toronto, 1927), 414.
19. Ibid;, 426..
20. N. M: M. Surrey. The comm",.ce of Louisiana during the French regime, 16991769, (New York, 1912)0, 282.
•
. 17,
18.

'!

6
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was worth one horse with something ~xtraP Each year in
, 'July or August, a great fair was held at Taos.' To this fair
came the' heathen, tribes to ,barter slaves, and' peltry for,
horse_s, ,knives, 'and other items. The Spaniards found this
trade profitable, especi~lly the trade in slaves.' In'1'76l,Fray'
Pedro Serrano wrote:
When the Indian 'trading~mbassy comes 'to
tgese governors and their alcaldes, here all pru-,
dence forsakes . . . because the fleet is in. The
fleet being, in thiscase,sometimes two hundred,
or at, the very least fifty, tents, of barbarous
heathen Indians, Comanches as well as other nations.. .. Here the governor, alcaldes, and lieu- '
, tenants gather together as many horses as' they
can'., . '.. Here, in' short, is gathered, everything
possible for trade and barter with these barbarians'
in exchange for ,deer and' buffalo hides, and, '. . '.
in exchange for Indian slaves, 'men and women"
I
small and large'. . . .22
Aftet 1751: Spanish traders engaged regularly in com, merce with the Indians of the lower Trinity river. IIi defi.,.
"ance of the law, they traded french guns and ammunition
for horses and mules, many of which had been stolen from'
other Spaniards.23 In 1754, a French trader was arrested'
•among the Orcoquiza. He claimed to have 'been trading with
the Attacapa for more'than a q!1arter 'of century, and' had "
,'in:his possession a license fr.om the. governor of Louisiana
,authorizing him to go 'among the Attacapa to trade for
horses.24
,Three years later, the colony of Nuevo S,antanderwas

a

',21. Coronado,Loibrary (Albuquerque;Univ. of N. Mex.), facsimile. of ba7U1o issued
by Governor Marin del Valle, d~ted Santa Fe Nov. 26, 1754, f. l'v.. has the ,following:
. .'. y una pie~a -de India que' pase, de diez anos por dos, caballos matalottes
sin que sele snarls otra COSB ••' . y la' pieza nias pequena, de ..un caballo,1con
algun agregado de fren'o u otra alaja: equibalante.
H.i!. Bancroft" History,' of AriZ01U£ a7U1 New Me"'ico, 276,' note, has a Burprisin'g
mistranslation of 'this passage.
, 22. C. W. Hackett, ed., Historical dd';uments relating, to New Me"'ico, Nueva
Vizcaya, and approaches thereto. (Wash., D. C., 1926-37, 3v.), iii,A86-7.
23. H. E. Bolton, "Spanish activiti~s' on the lower Trinity rive'r, '1746-1771;" in
Southwestern historical quarterly,' ,xvi" 347·8;
24. H: E. Bolton, Te",ita in the ';'Wdleeighteenth century, (Berkeley, 1915>' 337. ,

,.';
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~stimated to have fifty-eight thousand horses and nearly'
two thousand burros. 25 The fact that thi~colony was more
remote from the hostile tribes than the ranches of Texas
and New Mexico lessened the suffering from raids, and
made possible the raising of great herds. Nevertheless, the
provipces south of the Rio Grande were' not free from
Apache thievery. In 1760, Fray Juan Sanz de' Lezaun
wrote:
, Let Don Antonio del Castillo, regidor of Chi,;.
huahua, tell of the many thousand, horses, mules,
and cattle he has lost at the'hacienda of La Laguna.
. . . Let Chihuahua tell of the continuous incursions against the droves of horses and mules. . . .
The Jesuit fathers bear witness to the invasions
which have been made and are still being made
into their haciendas, as do the settlers of Chihuahua and its vicinity . . . who, on account of continuous robberies . . . have retired up the river
to La Jabonera. As a result, since both the Apaches
and the Nortefiosknow every inch of the ground,
they have penetrated as far as this side of the
valley.26

In 1763, Louisiana was ceded to Spain, and Spanish
,officials of Texas and the Provincias Internas took the op- ,
portunity to combat the trade in stolen horses. In this ragard,~'Reilly instructed De Mezieres, in -January, 17,70:
You will prohibit, Sir, very expressly, all persons whatsoever, from purchasing, trading for, or
receiving horses or mules from the savages or those
who trade with them, under penalty to the offend- '
ers of the loss of such horses and mules.. ; .27
The traders of Natehitocheswere prohibited from buying horses and mules from the Tao:vayas. The latter found
a market for th~ir animals witli the contrab~nd traders from
the ArkansJl,s, or· even with tribes from the Missouri; and
thus horse-stealing at the Spanish settlements was encour25.

Ibid.. 800.
Hackett, _op. cit., iii. 478;
H. E.. Bolton, AthanaBe de
1780, (Cleveland. 1914. 2v), i. 185.

26.
27.

M~ziereB

"
'
and the L01I.isia"a-Te",as frontier. 1788-

.'
, ,.
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80.
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Ibid., 76. .
Ibid., 218.
Bolton, De Mezwre8, op. cit., i, 269-70.
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In the same year, ,1770, De Mezieres wrote to Rip~erda
concerning an Iridian who took droves of horses from the
Taovaya villages to the Missouri. to trade with the PahisMahas, returning with .English guns and aminunition. 3i
Gaignard made an expedition up the Red river in the years
1773 and 1774. While among the Pawnees, he saw two
'groups, of Frenchmen from the Arkansas river who had
c9me to trade for horses and mules.32
,Peace was established with the Nortefios, but it was
short-lived,. On this subj ect, Ripperda wrote in 1772:
. Up to the present these latter [the friendly
nations] are keeping the promised peace, excepting the Comanches, who keep us disturbed by stealing our droves of horses. 33
'
,
In the following year, more than one thciusand horses
were stolen.34
The' Comanches continue to steal horses in
this region [San Antonio J. . . . It has been difficult to overtake the more than one hundred horses
which they carried off. . . .35
The prices for horses around San Antonio at this time
were: half-broken horses, six pesos; mares in droves, one
peso a head and less; wild mules, eight pesos. 36
The efforts of Spanish officials to stop· the tr.ade in
stolen horses gerierally were of no avail. In the first place,
they were unable to prevent horse-stealing. In 1774, Medina
reported to O'Conor:
.,
The French continu~ to trade in guns, powder,
and balls, and owe their suppliers more than six
. hundred horses. The latter do not raise horses and
mules, and therefore, in ordert6 supply the lack
.they have to get them from the Indians in trade;
and for this it is the rule that the latter, for they
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Ibid., ii, 30L
Ibid., ii, 87-90.
Ibid., i, 334.
J. D. Arricivita. Crgnica 8er<i!icay,apo8tglica . . . ' (Mexico, 1792), '393:
Bolton, D. Meziere8, op. cit., ii, 31.
Ib'id., ii, 241-2.

j ....

I,"
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have no other' occupation, come to steal in our
country, as in fact· they are doing now. They never
enter this presidio [San Antonio] ,without taking
. of horses and mules wpen they.Ieave.37
"."
.
,

'

: ,

'

'\

In the same year; the governor of Louisiana cOIp.plained '
that English .traders crossed the wild lands and traded with .
the Indians in spite of his efforts to prevent it. Juan Ham.. iltonimd others, he said, ~on{in~~d to make journeys to the
. mouth of the Trinity to buy horses and mules from the In":
dians. 3s These men were the forerunners of such later trad:
ers_as Philip Nolan.
'
. . Horse-stealing was as widespread as the use' of horses.
Spaniards who vis~ted tribes in their own ter:r:itory frequentlyspoke of seeing' herds that had been stolen ·from the
Spanish ranches, but they also mentioned 'the numerous
raiding parties sent against other tribes. Peter Pond, a fur·
ttader, was among the Sac Indians ofthe Mississippi valley
in 1773, and he observed how weaker tribes sometimes sup~
plied. themselves with h o r s e s : '
;.
The men. often join war parties with other'
nations and .go against the Indians on the Miseure .
and west of that. Someti:r:nes they go near St. Fee
'in New. Mexico and bring with ~them Spanish
'
.
·Horses.39
. ,The. pr~vin'ce or' New Mexico began -to be irt serious
straits .bec~use: of the Joss of so many horse~.' In 1775, as a
century earlier, it was' necessary for the officials to--request
that horses be sent from New -Spain to be used· in the defense of the province. Fifteen hundred horses were needed
immediately for use against the hostile tribes, Comanches,
.
..
.
Apaches, Navaj9s,'and Utes. 40
In 1777, the Panis-Mahas moved south into Texas from
37.

Bolton, De Mezieres, op. cit., ii, 84;
88.. ' Ibid" i, 77"
.
.
39, H. A. .Innis, Peter Pond, [u.r trader and adventurfl1'; (Toronto, 1930), 87.
40. Archivo General y Publica de laNaci~n (M~xico), Provhlcias.I';ternas, tomo
65, pieza 6 4 , "Es expediente formado'en 'el afto de 1775; para franquear el aUldlio de
. 1500 cavallos a los vecindarios del Nuev~ Mexico, a fin de q. pudieran defenderse, y
hazer la,guerra a los Yndios En~migos."

"

.

,
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the Missouri,41 Probably 'their movement was caused by a
desire'to be nearer the source of horses, but pressure from
the powerful northern Plains tribes may have been an inducement.
.
By the time that fur traders penetrated the Northwest,
Spanish horses and mules were common among the Indians
of that area'.42 David Thompson told of a Piegan raiding
party of 1787 which traveled far to the south in search of
the Snake (Shoshoni) Indians. The scouts discovered a file
of horses and' mules led by Black Men (Spaniards). The
Piegans attacked the train, and the Spaniards withdrew,
leaving the loaded animals: Said Thompson:
I never could learn the number of the animals [;] those that came to the camp at which I
-'
resided were' about' thirty horses and a dozen
mules, with a few saddles ,and bridles. The horses '
were about fourteen hands high finely shaped, and
, though very tired yet live.ly, mostly of a dark brown
color, head neat and small, ears short and erect,
eyes fine and clear, fine manes and tails with black .
hoofs. The saddles were larger than our english
saddles, the side leather twice as large of thick
well tanned leather of 'a chocolate color with the '
figures of flowers as if done by a hot iron, -the
bridles had snaffle bits, heavy and coarse as if
made by' a blacksmith with only his hammer. 43
.Anumber of traders beIieved that Indians as far north
as the Mandans and Gros Ventres traded with the Spaniards, as those tribes were well provided with Spanish saddles and bridles, as well, as many horses and mules marked
with well-known Spanish brands.44
During ,the eighteenth century wild horses became very
numerous in the Southwest. In 1778, De Mezieres'traveled,
from Bexar t~ the upper Trinity, Brazos, and Red rivers,
'and wrote: <.
"
Modi, op.•cit., 89·90.
Innis. ap. cit., 126.
..
,
J, B. Tyrrell, ,ed., David Thompson's ''fUJ,r~ative of his explorations in 'western
, America 1784-18111, (Toronto; 1916), 370-1.
'
44. A. P. Nasatir '(ed.), "Spanish expiorations .of the Upper:Missouri,;' in MisBiseippi Valley historical review, xiv, 58; 66, 67.
'
'
41.
42.
43.

,

'

;,

,r_ "
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. After leaving the Guadaltipe' I crossed, the'
, Colorado and Brasos, where there are . " . an in':'
credible numQer ofCastjlian' cattle, and herds of
mustangs that never leave, the, banks' of these
,
streams.45 Morti, in his history of Texas, also spoke oJ the herds
of wild horses:
,

,
,l

Nothing proves the fertility of -the land and
the richness of the soil more than the incredible
number of wild horses and cattle found every- '
where.'
.
The number of wild horses' and cattle that '
,graze here [San Gabriel river] . . . is incredible~
There are found . . . a thousand other aromatic, plants and species of grass that attract the
wild horses and cattle which multiply so rapidly ,
that one cannot journey through the province without meeting herds of two, three, and, even fqur
thousand head at a time. 46

The first American to engage in the wester:q horse trade
on a Jarge scale was Philip Nolan, who spent several years
among the Comanches. He drove fifty horses to New Orleans
as an experiment; the, animals sold so well that Nolan, was
induced to, make another trip west for horses., In 1794, he
~ook a herd of ,250 to Natchez, where the majoritywas sold.
Forty-two head were driv~n to Frankfort, Kentucky, and
disposed of there. Nolan returned to San Antonio, where
he iplanned to, gather a herd of one thousand horses. Horseraising had so declined in, that region that it was necessary
for Nolan to go to Nuevo Santander 'for most of his herd.
In 1800, Nolan was again 'in Texas after horses. , He saw
thousands of wild horse's on the Tri1?-ity and Brazos rivers.
Near the latter river he built a corral, and caught about
three hundred mustangs. At this time, Nolan was killed by,
a force which had been sent to 'apprehend him for illega,}
'entry into Texas. That he was not'the only Amei-icanengaged in the tra'de was infer!ed by Gayoso, governor of
45.
46.

Bolton, De Men_res, 0'11. 'cit., ii, 187.
Morfi, op. cit.;' 49, 54, 65-6.
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Louisiana, who complained of the constant furtive penetra- ,
tions by Americans into the Provincias Inte1"1Uis in. search
of horses. 47
An interesting account of some of the western horses
which reached Kentucky was given-by F. A. Michaux in
1802:
.
During my sojurn in this State I had an opportunity Of seeing those· wild horses that are
caught in the plains of New Mexico, and which
descend from those'that the Spaniards introduced
there formerly. To catch them they make use of
tame horses that run much swifter. . . . They
take them to New Orleans and Natches, where
they fetch about, fifty dollars. The crews Qelonging to the boats that return by land to' Kentucky
frequently purchase some of them. The, two that
I saw and made a trial of were roan coloured, of a
middling size, the head large, and not proportionate with the neck; the limbs thick, and'the mane
rather full and handsome. These horses. have a
very unpleasant gait, are capricious, difficult to
govern, and even frequently throw the rider and
take flight. 48

47. Garnet M. Brayer, Philip Nolan., (Thesis, Berkeley, 1938), 55.
48, R. G. Thwaites, ed., Early western travels, 17J,8-1846, (Cleveland, 1904-1907,
32v), iii, 245.
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FROM LEWISBURG (PA.) TO CALlfORNI,A IN 1849
'(Notes from the Diary of Williain-H~ Chamberl,in)

_Edited by LANSING B. BLOOM:
"

I

o~ A

recentbook1 dealing with gold seekers who went?ver-'
".
ll!-nd ,to California in 1849, one of our esteemed collaborators in the field of Southwestern history has called. '
attention to the fact that ~'in.popular conception,'emigra'tion
California was limited to the northern: routes"-the Santa
, Fe, Oregon, ,and' Mormon Trails. ")'hat similar scenes were'
enacted farther sO,uth is not generally kilOwn. Few journals .'
, were kept and little has been, written about the emigration
here. :Yet the ama'zing scenes of preparation for departure
from Independence across the"Plains' were repeated on: a ' ,
smaller,scale at Fort SJ;Ilith and Van Burell, Arkansas, on
the border of the Indian Territory.'" .'
Some tenyears ago 'w}:lile we were making a short'visit
to his ranch about three miles south of Estancia; New Mex- '
ico" Mr. J,. V. Chamberlin handed us a -bundle of 'old newspaper clippings' whiCh he thought might 'be, oi interest to ,
, 'the readers of our quarterly. The 'clippings were from the'
Lewisburg (Pa.)' Saturday,News'which, during th~ fall of
,1902, had published in twenfy-four "chapt~rs" or install-'
ments the diary whieh had been kept by his 'miele, William,
while goingovet::land by the Canadian River route., Four of,
the installments were found to be ,missing, but with the help
of an old'school chum 'now Jiving at State College, Pa., we
wer,e- able last summer to secure copies of these from the
,office of the newspaper which,itseems, is: still being published in Lewisburg.
"'
, The book by Grant Foreman which we' have cited is
based on the official report of Capt. Randolph R' Marcy,2

,- to

-----,~ . .

..

\

.

,

1. Gr~nt' Foreman, Marcy, a/rni the Gobi Seekers (1939)" xii.
2. Randolph B. Mar'cy'was,a native of Mass~chusetts and a graduate of the U.S.
• Military, Academy (183'2). He Iiad risen to a captaincy by' May 18, 1846; served
during 'the Mexican War, and afterwards at Fort To";son and Fort Arbuckle. Still"
later, he :was to serve in Texas, Fl~rida, and Utah, and was to distinguish himself
during the,Civii War. At this time,' he ~as in command of ,the'5th' U. S. "Infantry
at Fo~t Towson.' Heitman, Hist<nf:cal Register. I, 689;' Foreman, op. cit., 145.
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enriched by passages from dIaries of '4gers who followed
this route, letters, and news items which Mr. and Mrs. Foreman were able to glean during some years of diligent and
widely extended research. The diary which we, are here
editing did not come tO,their attention, nor have we seen any
other mention of it. Aside from any other importance whiCh
it may have, the diary is of especial interest because of the
relation ':which it shows between thIs little party from Lewisburg and the military d~t'achment under' Captain Marcy
which had, been directed to lay. out a new road from Fort
Smith to Chout~au's Trading
House (keeping'wholly to the,
.
.
south. of the Canadian River) and
, to escort emigrants coming that way. through to Santa Fe. From there, the federal
authorities 'expected them to find a direct route through to
.California over the Old Spanish ,Trail!
Accordil.lg to his ownreport,3 Capt. Frederick T. Dent4
left Fort Smith on March 27,1849, with Lieut.Joseph Updegraff5 and twenty-five men,' the advance' detachment· of
Marcy's command which was to mark out the ne:w road..
Capt,ain Marcy-himself with the rest of the escort'started,
according to previous' orders, on, April 5 and delayed at
,several poi'nts on' the road to allow emijp.ants to come up' .
from the rear. As we shall see, the party of six men from
Lewisburg.set out froni Fort Smith on March 28; the third
day out, theyovertciok Dent's detachment and from then
until they arrived at Chouteau's the two parties were at no /
, time far from e~ch other. Indeed, the record, seems 'to show
that
Lewisburg party. was in advance much of the time,
pioneering the -new road.. See" for example,' what young
'

the

3.

"Report of Capt.R. B. Marcy's Route from Fort Smith'to Santa Fe," in

Senate Ex. Docs., 31 cong., 1 sess., No. 64, Pp. 169-227; also in Foreman, op. cit., 134141.
4. Frederick T. Dent· was a native of Missouri and graduated from the U. S.
Milita~y Academy in 1843. Re won two brevets during the Mexican Wa'r, but at this .
time was a first lieutenant of -infantry, captain by brevet. Reitm~n, Historical Reg.
iSter, I, 368. Foreman (ap. cit., 14'1) notes the fact that U. S: Grant was a classmate
at West Point, and after graduation he visited Dent, whose sister Julia he after•
. wards, married.
.
.
5. Jos~ph Updegraff was a native' of Virginia who went' into the ,Mexican War'
as a private and cam'e out as la brevet 2nd Iiimtenant of the 5th U. S. Infantry. Rei!;.'
man, ap. cit., r, 978; Foreman, <>p. cit., 146, note.
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Chamberlin wrote on April' 28: "Lieutenant Dent, to save '
his credit, came up with us, this evening, alone, determined
,to be in advance to,Choteau's, so it cannot 'be said that we
laid out the road for him, although he has ordered the troops
to follow ourtrail.", Of course there is noindication of this
, ' in the official 'reports of either Dent or Marcy.', '
/

CHAPTER I.
'1849-Monday, Feb. 26. We left Lewisburg this morning about 8 o'clock, with spirits as buoyant as could' be
expected, ,after parting with 'our friends and all we hold
near and dear on earth, especially when we take' into con- ,
sideration the long and hazardous -journey befor,e us. No
doubt we will soon experience the loss we have sustained in
leaving home, with all its comforts, our friends, and the
many social ties ,that have ,heretofore bound us to society.
But theJove of adventureand prospect of reward,have over~
come all "home feelings," 'and today finds us on our way
towards the great pointof attraction: Our company consists
of R B.,Green, D. Howard, John Musser, S.F. Schaffle:, Cyrus ,Fox and myself.' If but a small portion of the good
wishes of our friends (I hope we have left no enemies) are'
realized, we will be,amply rewarded:'Three weeks ago I had:,
not the slightest idea of going, and within· 'that time I have been obliged to take an inventorY,settle up my business, and
make preparations for the·journey,-, being busily engaged .up
to the 'moment of departure. I did not have the pleasure of,
seeing all my friends, which I. regr'et very much;, but if I
live, will, make up for all deficiencie~ on my return.. I was
advised to go: by some, by others, (the greater number) to'
stay at home, but my mind was,made up. Stayed at Musser's,
Millheim.
' , '
'.
.
Tuesday, Feb. 27.-After seeing the friends"that acc~mpanied us safe on the~r way home, we started on ou~
way westward. Raining, which makes travelling very unpleasant. Arrived at Stover's inn about dark, and sat d.own
to an excellent supper of hani, eggs, etc., to which we did
'
ample justice.
,
Wednesday; Feb. 28.-;-Entered Huntingdon county af-,
ter leaving Stover's. The mud very deep, and. almost impassible, until we reach the turnpike, within seven miles of
Water Street. The winter grain looks bad, being' severely
frozen. Passed several furnaces and forges on Spruce 'creek,
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and a great number are In operation in the vicinity. Although this hilly country is not so well, adapted to agriculture
as other portions of the State, it fully makes up in mineral
wealth. The scenery is romantic and beautiful, especiany
along the banks of the Juniata river. The Central Railroad
company have commenced tunneling' the mountain at the'
mouth of Spruce creek. Dined at Water Street, and arrived
at Hollidaysburg, 6 o'clock this evening. This place, situated'
at the connection of the canal and railroad, commands a
large portion of trade, and has quite a business-like appearance.
,
Thursday, March I.-One of our wagons being out of'
repair, we did not leave until 10 o'clock. Walked about 8
miles this morning which whetted our appetites for a,lunch,
which we ,partook of at the mountain toal-gafe; with many
good wishes for Mrs. Glen G., who with prudent forsight '
had provided us with bread, ham, etc. If we had our wagons
upon runners we could get along with less labor to the teams,
there being several inches of snow upon the ground. Arrived
, at the Summit House about 4 o'clock and concluded to stop
for the night, having traveled about 10 miles to-day. Col.
J. W. Geary, a resident of this place, started for California
a short time since, with the commission of postmaster- at
San Francisco. 6
.
Friday, March2.-Left Summit about 6 o'clock, entered
Cambria CO!1nty this afternoon. 'Passed through Edensburg
-the country very rough on all sides, and thinly settled.
Rain and sleet fell during the whole day, which made our
journeying very unpleasant. Stopped at Armagh.
.
Saturday, March 3.-Snow fell during the night" and
this morning it is several inches deep. Our' wagons draw
very heavy. Reached Blairsville at 12 o'clock, had a check
and conCluded to take stage JorPittsburg, with our heavy
, trunks-ten passengers in all. Got along pretty well until
within 13 miles of Pittsburg, when we stuck in the mud,
about midnight, but by "putting our 'shoulders to the wheels,"
we succeeded in getting along at the rate of three miles- in
five hours-walked all the way, and were pretty well exhausted when we reached Pittsburg in the morning.'
.
Sunday, March 4.-At 6 a.m. put tip at Exchange Hotel,
6. H., H. Bancroft, History of California, vi, 213, note 63, tells us that John' W.
Geary was born in Westmoreland county, Pa., and rose to· prominence in 'Pittsburgh
as a civ~l engineer and railroad president. He served in the' Mexican.- War with the
2nd. Pa. Volunteers, and rose to' the rank of colonel; he was wounded in the battle
of Chapultepec. On January 22, 1849, he was appointed postmaste'r of San FranciB~o.
and "with hiB family he reached San Francisco on' the Oregon on April 1st."
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our clothes literally mud from head to foot; called on a barber, and after being washed, shaved and changed, we 'felt
· somewhat relieved.. Walked out to take. a look at the "Iron'
City." Caimotsay that I was riiuch pleased with its general
appearance, everything the eye -rests upon having a dark, .
dingy appearance, caused by the .dust· falling around from'
the' numerous iron works which. are constantly belching forth
· fire and"smoke, yet the traveler cannot but notice the bustle
ahd din of business in this great manufacturing town. The'
· West and South are the markets for her products.. Thousands of laboring men find employment in these establish- '
mEmts, and· make a comfortable livelihood for themselves .
.
.and families.r,"
. ,Monday,. March 5.-Kelly and Herbst arrived, this
morning :with our wagons and baggage.. We engaged passage on board the steamship "Winfield Scott," Capt. Devenny, to the mouth of the Arkansas river, -at $10 apiece and $7
. freight for our two .wagons. The boat is new, and"runs her
first trip down the river. Rained all day, the Ohio riVer ris. . '.
ing. We are all very anxious to be off.
. . - Tuesday, 'M~rch 6.-After pulling' our wagons. aboard,
Kellyand Herbst started for home. Purchasing tools,.cooking utensils, clothing, etc. Commenced boarding on the, boat
this morning.. Met'!'. Sargeant, formerly of Lewisb.urg, ;and .
'
Mr. Hoons, besides several other acquaintances. ,
Wednesday, March 7.,,-Engaged purchasing India rub.,.
ber goods, etc, Our boat left the Pittsburg landing about 6
o'clock p.m.. We have few passehgersaboard; The cabins
are elegantlyfurnish~d,and the table covered with the choic'est viarids. The bar is well fiIl~dup, where the choicestliquors and cigars are dealt out. We purchased an "Airometer"
to-day, ofthe inventor, Mr; Aiken, for the purpose of weighing and ascertaining the value. of gold.
"
'.' Thursday,· March 8.--:.Came to at M'Farlin'sWare·
'house, in sight' of Steubenville, Ohio, and took aboard 1500
bbls...of ·flour. Occupied the greater part of the day. The'
telegraph wires cross the river at this place. Thedver being
high, the pipes of the steamboat "Messenger"-on her wayu'i>'
came in contact, and broke one of the lines. We have Ohio
. on our right and Virginia on our left hail~. The'sc'e:qery on
either shore is very fine;, at times rich tracts of cultivated
,country, stretching 'away as far 'as the eye can reach;'. on' .
either hand, and again nothirig but bold, barren hills presenting themselves. Landed at Steub<enville this'eveniI\g. It
being the captain's 'place of residence, our cabin ,was' soon
.
filled with visitors admiring the new boat,etc;' , . '

.'
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Friday, March 9.~Dropped down the river a few m~les '
this morning and took on 750 bbls. flour. In the meantime'
.some of us went ashore and amused ourselves' by firirig .at
target. I made the best shot and my rifle proved herself a
first-class shooter. Reached Wheeling this evening. Before
we arrived, a young man, said to be of respectable family,
had a violent fit of "mania potu." He had been drinking for
some days, and was in great distress; but he recovered soas to go on shore when we landed. Took aboard 500 bbls. of
flour at this place. The amount stowed away in one of these
boats is almost -incredible. Mr. M'Donald and myself went
to a' concert by the "Eddy Family.'" They have improved
very much since.I heard them sing in Lewisburg. Mr.
Schmidt performed his' part· on the guitar admirably. The
river is now very full, being 25 feet above low water mark.,
'Saturday, March 10,~LeftWheeling at' 8 o'clock;
stopped at Marietta this afternoon. This is the oldest town
in the State of Ohio, and a handsome place, resembling Lewisburg in some respects. There is a college here, and a
burying-ground in th~ suburbs, in which stands a large
mound filled with human skeletons. It is,not known whether
it was an Indian burial place, or the work of an antediluviari
race; the former is the general supposition. Several of us
visited this curiosity during our short stay.
, Sunday, March lL-Arrived at Portsmouth. It has a
business-like appearance-windows shut and· door. open for
trade.. Very little respect is paid to the Sabbath in places
. situated on these western thoroughfares. Spent the day in
reading, not forgetting a few chapters in the book of books.
Weather warm and sultry, with thunder showers this eve;.. .
ning.The dense fog obliged us to come to anchor.
' .. Monday, March 12.-Arrived 'at Cindnnati about.7
o'clock a.m. The fog 'was so dense that we could see nothing
, of the surrounding country, which is said to present a beau. tiful appearance, being under a high state of cultivation,"and
abounding in vineyards, fruitgardens, etc.; but after the fog
broke away we had·a fine view of the business portion of the
"Queen City." In population and substantial wealth it is,
. 'perhaps, increasing' faster than any city in the Union, and
its vast resources and commercial facilities, togetlier with
the enterprising spirit of her citizens, are destined to make
Cincinnati one. of the first inland cities in the world.. Here
'we purchase provisions for our over-land journey-bacon,
ham, dried beef, flour, cornmeal, hard bread, beans,· rice,
coffee, sugar, tea, saleratu~s, salt, pepper, chocolate, etc. Left
Cincinnati at 4 o'clock p.m. _.
.

a
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Tuesday, March 13;"":"'Some new passengers aboard; the
evening agreeably spent, music,T,eading, anecdotes, etc. The
porter on this boat is four feet high and as broad as long.
We have dubbed him "Gen. Taylor," and have a great deal
'of sport at his expense. Being, an endless joker himself he
stands a butt for all who'may aim at him. Arrived at Louisville. this morning, just as we turned out of our berths. It
, makes a fine appearance from the river, and does not deceive
its looks. I was better pleased with Louisville than any' of '
the western towns we have passed through. Here we made
our last purchases of over-land equipments, inCluding a few
trinkets, beads, rings, vermillion, etc., to barter wit~ the In.,
dians. Goods of all kinds command a percentage here,
judging from the rates we paid forsorne articles. Left Lou-.
isville about 10 o'clock a.m., passing through the falls, but'
the river being so full, we scarcely noticed them, although
entirely impassable in times of low water. Passed Shippenport,Ky:, and New AIbany and Troy; Indiana. The appearance of the country on both sides of the-river would warrant
it productive soil.' To~day I notice trees coming' out in leaf,
frogs singing, and all nature wears. the aspect of early'
spring.'
"
.
.
Weqnesday,March 14.-A clear andbeautiftiltnorning,
and a cloudless sky" welcomed us this my 21st birthday.
With what fond antiCipation does the child look forward to
.that eventful day, that shall make him a "man.", He forms
plans and builds "castles in the air;", which his restles~ ambition is doomed never to realize when, he arrives at that
period; 'As time glides along, and he passes from chiidhood .
to youth, his asperations weaken, and continue to grow faint,;.
er during his rise from youth to manhood. He is not sensible
of the change, and all the fond imaginations of his bright
.and joyous days are forgotten or give place to other tho1,lghts
and feelings. This has certainly been my experience. Little
did'I think,-years ago, when I "wished I was. a man," that
this day would find me in my present situation with the
present object in view.-But I am off my subject. The countryon both sides Of the river is flat, the banks full 'and overflowing in some places.• The settlements' along the banks,
for some time nave presented a mdst squalid appearance,
wretched cabins;sunk in the sand and'ihud, surrounded with
drifts, destitute of outhouses. Eyansville" in the Qistance
looks like a small place, and is the largest town i)1 Indiana.
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II. '
Thursday, March 15.-Using the river water has given
some of us accustomed to limestone water a severe-diarrhoea.
Many feared it was the cholera, which is prevailing to some
extent in this country, but we soon found out to the contrary,
much to our satisfaction. Landed at Cairo, situated at the
_ junction of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. It is a' poor, ,
distressed looking place, almost inundated at present. The
characteristics of these two rivers:differ very materially.
While the Ohio is one continued broad, smooth stream, the
waters of the Mississippi are most turbulent, very crooked,
cut up by islands, and running in different channels. Its,
banks are low and overflowing in many places at present.
Sbmetimes.for miles it is lined with cotton-wood trees of different growths. These regular varieties in size are caused,
, I suppose, by the formation of new J;>anks, arid the deposits
of seed, as the river changes its channels. Every now and
then we see,a lone squatter living in something that has the
, ,shape of a habitation, but' generally so small and ~retched
looking (sulTounded by water whEm the river is up) that a
person can scarcely but wonder how human beings can content thems~lves in such an isolated, and apparently miserable condition. But I am told that they are, contented with
, their lot, which is ables~ing many in far more enviable situations do noteIijoy. They procure the necessaries of life by
furnishing the steamboat with wood, and occasionally we see
'a garden patch or a small lot fenced in and planted. It appears to be the highest ambition to live' "from hand to
mouth," as it is called, and wrestle with the 'fever-and-ague,
- which is their constant enemy. Like Daniel' Boone, they
think that when a person settles within twenty miles of them
they are getting'''too neighborly" and wish to encroach upon
their rights. I cannot, envy the condition of the poor squat- ,
ter on the lonely banks of the Mississippi. I would prefer a
log cabin, with a dog and a gun, amongst the wildest moun- _
tains of old Pennsylvania. I am no admirer of flat or prairie
country; I imagine it will be severe on the eyes when the
sight is unobstructed by forests, or blue mountains in the
distance. Today we saw the first canebrake; they are beautiful, being ever-green.
Friday, March 16.--':A delightful morning. Passed a
number of cotton plantations, with a row of negro huts
near the mansion houses; some of them looked very comfortable. Landed at Memphis about noon-weather almost
insupportably warm. The town is situated upon a bluff, and
CHAPTER
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, has considerable trade, principally 'in cotton. It is said there
, are;fifty cases of cholera 'in town. We lay here half a day,
discharging freight. The U.S. navy, yard at this place is
under way, and ,is a very heavy contract. . About 200 Cali-'
, fornians are assembled here from different- parts of the
South, 'making preparations for starting. The half of the
population of Memphis are slaves. We saw some specimens
of the traffic to-day. An Arkansas lawyer purchased a little
girl and brought her on board. She was literally torn from
,the arms of herinother, and their mingled cries were truly
distressing. Another case was of two 'little' brothers. ,The
purchaser was taking them to Red' River, Louisiana; they,
too, had be,en taken from their parents, and looked and no
doubt felt as though they had buried father and mother. An-'
other was a planter, who told me he had run short of change, .
and to replenish his purse, 'he selected one. of his slaves, a
comely looking fellow, about twenty-three years' of age, and
was taking him to the New Orleans market. He was in
, chains;' his master said it was. because he refused to go, or
in other words, as I learned from the shiVe himself, to be
torn away from his wife, whom he loveaand had been married to ,about four months. 1 did not wonder at his refusing
to go. But more happy and contented beings than slaves do'
not exist, when well treated and properly clothed. No' mat.,.
, ter how hard they are continually singing, jesting, etc: To
, sit an hour or two' on the wharf at 'Memphis' and 'listen to'
-their peculiar lingo, was a rafe treat to.me. Corn has been:
, already planted in this part of the country, and peach trees
are out in full bloom. :
. ,
-.
Saturday, March 17.--':Left Memphis yesterday morn'ing, and arrived at Napoleon, at the mouth of the Arkansas,
this evening. This place consists of several old steamboats
converted into stoi:'ehouses,hotels~ etc., an~ t:wo or three
"stray buildings." We stowed our traps, and took lodgings.
in one of these wretched ·wharf boats, while the "Winfield
Scott" sped on her way towards the "Crescent City." Success to her and all on board; This abject looking place ill
deserves the lofty name it bears. Everything about our,
boarding house appeared filthy, and the victuals were almost
, disgusting.
~ ,
,
,
Sunday, March 18.-Therebeingabout forty Californians here, awaiting a passage to Fort Smith, I was obliged,
to sleep on the floor last night. Caught a catfish this after-.
noon, which we .considered quite' a feat; he was a monster,
weighing 45 pounds. Some straggling Cherokee ' IndIans
about here, onthei~,way to St. Louist9,dispose of their furs.

,
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They are in canoes, and are very pooi\ They remfnd me of
the "last run of shad." About 3 o'clock tliisafternoon we
started up the Arkansas, on board boat "Wm. Arm~trong,"
a small propeller, which we engaged to go through to Fort,
Smith for $15 per man and $8 per wagon. The river is in ,
good, navigable order, and the water is more turbid than
, either the Ohio or the Mississippi, rather inclined to be red.
,The banks are lined with cypress, cottonwood and canebrake.'
.
" '
Monday, March 19.-Rained all night; river, falling,
and full of snags; 'the current is very strong, but we are.
making good time.' Arrived at Pine Bluffs about 2 p.m. It
is a small but pleasant village, situated upon a high bluff
overlooking the surrounding country., Saw some pine timber
here (growing), which is the first we have met since leaving
Penn'a. I was very much deceived in the general appearance
. of the Arkansas country. Shortly after leaving the Mississippi the banks became higher, well timbered, and an apparently finer looking country I have never seen; but I am told
- the soil is rather light.· There is a bluff on one side of 'the
river, while the opposite side is low lands, and the formation
changes sides alternately; Cotton and corn 'are the staple
products of this country. It is said to be very healthy here,
and is certainly a great opening for emigrants. We amused
ourselves to-day by firing at ducks and ge~se off the deck of
the boat; but made few successful shots. The accommodations ort board are very indifferent and the fare horrid; all'
the meats appear to have been in a putrid state before cooking. Complaint was made by the passengers,' (and we after- ,
ward had the satisfaction of eating some of ourowil'
.provisions; not knowing it at the time).
Tuesday, March 20.-Awakened this morning by a Vio,. ,
lent' storm. It' came on about 2 o'clock, accompanied by
" thunder and. lightning and high winds. Hail fell ab.out the
size of an egg. The boat was blown upon a sand-bar, which
saved tis .from being capsized.' By the screams of the wild
geese, we supposed they were sorely pelted. After the storm'
subsided we cleared the sand-bar and arrived at Little Rock
about day-break. 'This place, which is the capital of the
State, contains from 4000' to 5000 inhabitants. It is situated
upon a high rocky bluff, from which it derives its name;
(these are the first rocks we have seen since leaving the Ohio
river)'. It is a well built, healthy and pleasant place. The"
government buildings are substantially and ,handsomely situated. There are a number 'of fine private residences in '
town, the yards, garden~, .etc., of which are adorned with a
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.great deal of taste, and the inhabitants are generaily of the
best .class of society. A short distance ~bove Little Rock we
met with the first mountains since leaving the Ohio, 'and
they are but hills compared with those of Pennsylvania.. We
have passengers ,aboard bound for California from Ohio,
Kentucky, .Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas,.
South Carolina, and other of the Southern States. They are
generally young and hardy looking.
.. ' .
.
. Wednesday, March 21.-Another· violent storm last
night; rain fell in torrents; We arrivedat.Lewisburg this
morning•. It is ali insignificant looking place ';.has nothing
to recommend it, and bears no resemblance to the Lewisburg
we left behind us. Arrived at Ozark City at 10 o'clock a.m.
From the appearance of the place the founder's expectations
could never have been realized. The Ozarkcliain, that crosses
.the State here,gives the country a more mountainous appearance. The current of the river is becoming very rapid
. and difficult to ascend. Reached Van. Buren about dark. This
.was published a rendezvous for emigrants. We had thought
of stopping here, but concluded to go on ·to Fort Smith,- five.
miles ahead, where we arrived at 8 o'clock p.m. ,The ·boat
immediately discharged her passengers:and freight and put
off down the river.. When we succeeded in .gettingour traps
together, we found our· groceries missing. This- explained
the cause of our change of fare aboard the boat. But she
was off, leavirig us to renew our loss a~ best we could. There
being no storehouses here, we were under the necessity of·
lying on the bank all :q.ight to protect our baggage.' This was'
our first night's experience in "camping out.",
.
Thursday, March 22.~After passing a sleepless night,
we proposed to g() out and encamp· at Sulphur Springs, about
two miles distant from town. Fort Smith is quite' a village,·
situated on the east or Arkansas side of the river, containing
about 1000 inhabitants, made up of people from all. parts
of the States, slaves' and Indians included. It is an Iridian
tradin'gstation, and every day they come to town in num-·
bers, .bringing furs, marketing, etc., to exchange ·for the
necessaries ·of life.' There are a number of government
. troops quartered here, and the .fort and outbuildings are'
briCk,adding greatly to the appearance of the town. The
.government buildings. are enclosed by a heavy ,stone wall.
Friday, March 23.-Green and Musser gone to Van
Buren to purchase mules. The b()at Pennyweight arrived
to-day from New Orleans and discharged a cargo of. Cali" fornians. - They buried seven persons on the way up who
died with the cholera.. Purchased another stock of groceries,
.
.I
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which we are busy sacking, drying and sm9king, our bacon,
etc.
'
,Saturday, March' 24.-Bought seven mules at $50 a
head. Mr. Armstrong, from Ralston, Pa., arrived to-day and
joined our company. We use the sulphur water, although the
taste is rather nauseous. If we do not require its medical
virtues, it cannot injure us. Our mules are in bad condition,
which will require us to travel slow. in the start.
Sunday, March 25.-Went to hear the .far-famed Mr.
John Newland Maflit preach. I knew him by reputation, but
had never seen or heard him before. He is certainly an elo~
quent speaker, but I came to the conclusion that he is more'
renowned for eccentricity, than either piety or the future
welfare' of his listeners. He was formerly of the Methodist
Church, but is now an "outsider." Although upwards of fifty
years of age, he does not appear to be more than thirty, and
I am inclined to think that more of his time is spent at the
toilet than at the Bible. There appears to be more regard
for the day in camp than in town.
Monday, March 26.-Musser went to Van Buren after
our,mules. The weather is fine, tempting us to start. We
are anxious to be on our way and will get off as soon as possible. Purchased three mules at about $50 per head. We
have now five to each wagon, intending to purchase riding
ponies from the Indians on our way. HavII!g our mules shod,
wagons repaired, and making every necessary. preparation
we can think of. '
Tuesday, March 27.-Judging from the amount Of goods
sold to .the emigrants at this place, and the prices realized,
the self-interested citizens of Fort Smith could well afford
to publish to the world the many advantages (no doubt exaggerated) this place has as, a starting point, for an overland journey to California. The gamblers are fleecing many
persop§l, who will be obliged to return home 'and take a new
start. We disposed of our provision chests and exchanged
our tent for a larger and more convenient one; purchased'
saddles, extra mule shoes, pickets, etc..
We,dnesday, March 28~-Commencedrai.Ding this morning; packed our wagons harnessed to our gaunt looking
mules, and rolled out about 3 o'clock this ,afternoon. Our
teams moved off finely; the road very bad; continues raining.
Encamped on a small run; no grass; fed our animals upon
corn, which we' brought with us. We use our camp chest as
a table; we have an abundance of blankets, with which we .
make ourselves comfortable. After 'enjoying our humble
supper of coffee, bacon and biscuit,
retired to rest, pretty

we
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well pleased'with our first day's journey, and were lulled to
sleep by the hooting of owls and the howling of"wolves. We
appointed' a gliard which is to be kept .up throughout t~e
journey,. each standing half 'a night, alternately. Distance"
six miles. .
. .'
.
• f

III.
Thursday, March 29.-Traveled over a very bad road,'
the wheels sometimes sinking to the axles, but' our mules did
not 'flinch: Ferried 'over Polo river', a sluggish stream ~about
40 yards wide. Passed through the "Choctaw Agency"; a
great m~ny Indians and squaws were lounging about the
. place; some 9f them have pretty comfortable cabins, and'
.' cultivate a few acres of ground. 7 They -are very fond of
dress; some of the squaws were clad in calicoes of the most
. \ gaudy .colors. Some of them had- "papooses" lashed to a
. wicker frame, swung over 'their backs. In this way· they
- carry the~ for a whole day, not even loosing them-when they
suckle,- and the,little "brats" never murmur.. Liquor, is not
allowed to'be sold in the nation; this isa law of their own,
and'. a very sensible one. _Indeed, it, "would·' be an example
worthy of imitation by our enlightened' States.. They raise'
a great many horses, cattle, hogs, poultry, etc. There is a
·deta:clJ,ment of government soldiers ip. advance of us, surveying a new route for emigrants on the south side of the ..
Canadian river to the plains of "Great American desert,"
thence on to Santa Fe, on the same side of theriver. 8 Capt.
K B. Marcy; with a detachment ,of U. S. troops, is to leave
Fort. Smith in a few .days as an escort to the company of'
emigrants;from that place. lIe is~o travel by this new route.
Stra:nge that persons living upon the borders or frontier 'as
the Fort Smith. people 40, accustomed to dealing with the /
·Indians, require an escort of troops, while many of us from
the States; who never saw an Indian, are obliged to fight
. and cut 'our own way. Senator Borland, of' Arkansas, whose
influence brought alI. this about, must be a 'elite old 'un.
When we came t9 where the new road strt~ck off from the'
CHAPTER

'.
.. .
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· \, 7. "More than .400 wagons passed. the Choctaw agency during. the first three
weeks-of April on their way from Fort Smith ·to California." Foreman, op. cit., 155,
note, quoting the Fort Smith Herald of" Apr. 25, 1849; ,
8. At the beginning of his offi~ial :repork Captain Marcy speaks of this detachment of twenty men under Lieut. J. Updegraff as havin'g been sent forward ,to assist
. Capt~in DEmt in examining the country and' opening the new road>Fo~emari: Qp~. cit.,
152. As already stated, Marcy himself with the rest of his detachment was to start on
April 5.
'
"
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old one, we were influenced to take the former by a man
stationed there for the. purpose. We were the first that.traveled it,9 except the military detachment, which consists of
two wagons and 25 men, who are but a few miles ahead of
us-and ahead of them, a wilderness of 250 miles! They
are guided· by the old Delaware Indian trail, which runs
'about 20 degrees S. of W. to the edge of the plains. We
crossed a prairie a few miles in wIdth;' the ground is ,very
soft; once we mired down, and it was only by unloading,
double-teaming, and. putting our shoulders to the wheel, thaj;
we succeeded in getting the wagon out. Obliged to encamp
on the prairie, but found enough wood ana water to answer
our purposes., Saw a great many grouse.and prairie snipe
, to-day; but, either because they were too wild, or we inexperienced in ,the art, did not succeed in killing them.Distance, 22 miles; 28 miles out.
.
.
Friday, March 30.-Started early. Soon found the r<,ad
almost impassable: This portion' of the prairie had been'
lately burned over, which made it much worse: . Mired both
wagons and mules very frequentlY,and it required all our
strength, ingenuity and courage to get them out. We almost
despaired getting through, fo~· scarcely would we get them
.out, until they were in again.. Came up with the troops this
evening, and encamped with _them in a beautiful spot oil
the border of a small prairie, through which ran, a brook of
clear, delicious water. The air was perfumed by a variety
of shrubbery that grew along its banks, now in full bloom.
Saw a few deer at a distance to-day. Out of corn for our
'mules,' and the grass too short to affo:r:d them much nourishment. Very much fatigued by the day's labor, and turned
in early. Distance, 5 miles-33.
.
'Saturday, March 31.-':"Became acquainted with Lieuts.
Dent. and Updegraff-both apparently clever fellows. Dent
,has a brother in California. Almost worn out, but "necessity
is the mother of invention," and we do not find ourselves in
so great a dilemma, when our teams bog down, as we did at
first, having learned to extricate them with less difficulty.
Again encamped on a small stream, on the skirts of a "miniature prairie." This evening Howard and myself each
mounted a mule, and started in search of corn for our suffering animals; after following a trail about three miles, we
9. Chamberlin so, believed when he wrote 'tbis ,in his diary. 'Later, on April 7,
he speaks of "a mess of Texians" with whom they caught up, who "had left Fort,
Smith several weeks ago" and who were -waiting for company but "scarcely knew
wher~ they were going." Perhaps, however, he did not regard them as an organized
company.
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came to a cabin of an Indian.. He at fir'st said he had Doile,
but we knew by the stalks in, his patch that he was lying; we '
were determined to have it, which he saw and gave in. We .
, , got as much as our animals could carry for $1.00 per hun-' '
dred ears. In the meantime the old squaw was busily engaged'
dissecting a fine wild ,turkey, which she did without -much
ceremony, using her hands.instead of a knife: Night overtook us l:j.nd·it was with difficulty we found our way back to
,camp, which 'we reached in time to partake ofa hearty'
though simple supper. Distance, 4 miles-37.' '
,
Sunday, April l.-'-Did not move camp. If ever the Sab'bath was required as a day of "rest," this was, as well for
our animals as ourselves; but idleI).ess in camp becomes mo:notony, and as we could not endure that, some of us weI1t
gunning, and others fishing. I shot several large fox squ~r
rels; others caught some small fish; resembling what we call
sunfish. Our game 'made us a very palatable supper. The
troops moved on this morning.. The Sabqath is not observed
',in the army.l0~ We'have crossed several mountains and found
abundance of iron ore and indications of coal. The soil in
the valleys and prairies is undoubtedly good, judging from
the luxuriant growth of grass in season. The Indians with
their rude implements of cultivating the ground, raise fine
crops of corn, although from their natural distaste of labor,
they seldom grow more .than they require for their own'sus-,
tenance. While out gunning, strolling along an, Indian' trail,
I.almost trod upon a very large rattlesnake, stretched' across
the path. lie comIQ-enced making m.usic for me in a very high
tone, but I silenced it bya bullet through his pate. Saw a
number of deer, but could not get within shooting distance
of them. The water in this' neighborhood has a milky appearance. A,number'of Indians and squaws visited us to.;
day, begging tobacco, bread, etc. They are on their way to
the agency, to traffic and encamp near us. The squaws imitate the men in riding by sitting astride the animal.
,
Monday, April 2.-Cloudy,' indicating rain; the road
somewhat better. Purchased some corn at $1:00 per bushel.
, ,Traveled over mountains and, strips of prairie, the scenery
varied and beautiful.' Met an American in company with
some Indians;_ they had been, out on a hunting excursion.
10. Probably young Chamberlin had seim little of army life, and this sounds 'like
a bit- of prejudice, A ,quick glance at Marcy's report, for example, shows' that, his
command did not move on Sundays, May 6; '13,' and 20; 'and .. on May 27 we read:
"-Today '(Sunday) in accordan'ce with a 'rule I have adopted, w~ "lay by," to give
the men time to wash, and the animals to. graze and recruit/' Foreman. op. cit.,. 198, .
204, 212, 2i7.
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The American had six fine wild turkeys suspended from his
saddle. He had' lived with the Indians a number of years,
and adopted their dress and customs. He was an intelligent
man and said that he had been educated at one of the best
literary institutions in the States, and received his diploma.
What induced him to forsake' civilized society' and. dwell
among savages, he did not inform us. He certainly has a
romantic fancy. The military ahead of us had very imprudently set the prairie on fire ; it was rushing toward us;
consuming everything before it; we could' not retreat, bp.t,
halting our teams, some of us went ahead and encountering.
it at the edge of the woods, and after a severe effort, succeeded in arresting its progress in one spot wide enough, for
our wagons to pass .through, which they did in safety. It
was a fearful sight, and we were lucky in escaping the devouring flames so easily. We encamped on the skirt of the
. woods, pordering on a prairie, where we found a' small pool
of almost stagnant water. Purchased fowls, sweet potatoes,
and peanuts, of some Indians, who had followed. us all afternoon for the purpose of trading.. The woods and prairies on
fire all around our camp. Distance, 1 mile--49.
Tuesday, April 3.--:-After the wagons started this morning, I rambled through the woods and' shot a fine mess of
pigeons and partridges, and had, a long tramp before I again .
overtook the company. Met an old Indian of whom we purchased some eggs, or "chickens," as they call them in broken
. English. The Choctaws are very dark colored. A good pony
can be purchased of them for $5. Very thoughtlessly, I did
, not purchase one, for while we were making s.uch short
stages, I preferred walking, a.nd gunning occasionally, to
taking care of an extra animal. (I had reasons afterwards
for repenting this negligence.) The road to-day was very
, good in comparison with what we have passed, except crossing the San Boy river, a stream 10 yards wide and. pretty
deep. The hills here abound in iron ore. Encamped on Cooper's creek this evening.H The grass is about three or four
inches high and affords indifferent pasture for our stock.
Some of the landscape scenery 'is truly fine being a constant
succession of hills, vallies, woodland, and prairies, the last
of which are now clothed in green interspersed with innumerable wild flowers of every variety and hue. Occasion.ally our table is furnished with a dish of "green" or wild
onions. The old Indian trail, in. many places, is no~ more
than a foot wide, by which thousands pass yearly on their
II. Foreman. op. cit., 156, remarks:· "Cooper's Creek appears as Beaver Creek
on modem maps'"
.

.
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way to the settlements to trade.' The timber in this, country,
, which is principally oak, is rather scrubby. Distance, 12
miles-6L
'_
'Wednesday, April 4.-ln'the course' of the ,day we
- crossed the bridge, very difficult of. ascent and descent.
Qvertook the government train and encamped on a stream
of· good water. I shot a very large hare, which made' us an
excellent, supper and breakfast. Purchased some corn of an
Indian by the way, and found we could get as much for three
·or four dimes as for a dollar, they preferring small ,change,
and at the ,same time we gave them full value 'for their
grain. They generally treat us very civilly, and never attempt to pilfer 'even the most 'trifling article. Distance,' 9
"', m i l e s - 7 0 . ,
'
Thursday, April 5.-Started early, bilt owing, to the'
bad state of the road; we made but little progress, crossing
mal).y deep ravines; and encamped early. Rain this ,evening,. ,
but our tent comfortable. I snot eight gray ,squirrels as we
traveled along ·to-day, which, furnished a savory 'dish this'
evening. Distance, 6 miles-76.
'
Friday, April 6.-ln to:'day's .journey we crossed a
beautiful, prairie about, 8 miles in, width;, and over a very
,difficult mountain. A deep and apparently impassible ravine'
was .rlOW before. us; this we crossed with less trouble tha.n
we anticipated, 'but not without a hard struggle on the part
,of our-teams, which we· doublea. 'A very heavy thunder,
shower now fell upon us,- wetting' us completely. Shortly
'afterwards we reached the bank of Gaines' creek12 This,
after another hard siege; we forded, and' encamped' on the
opposite bank about noon. 'rhe rain continul'ld falling in
tor-rents all night. We thought of encamping oil the other
-, ,side; but luckily for us we did not, for immediately after we
crossed it commenced, rising, and was'soon full, the banks
at least 30 feet high. There is a small mongrel settlement
'near us cOl1sisting of half-breeds, Indians, and negroes,
which is reported as a place infested: with thieves and rob-bers. The spot where weare ,encamped,although the ,best
we cal). find, is a perfect mud hole. Distance, 11 miles-:-87.
Saturday, April, 7."'-Heavy showers continued falling
'during the .night, and it has'not ceased this morning. The
military are encamped on the other side,where they must
remain until the water falls., About nocm;:westruckour tent,'
traveled about 3 .miles,and encamped
on al).other stream, so
-----"
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12. Marcy identifies Gaines' c;eek as "the,.~~;"th ,fork 'of the Canadian:" Fore'man speaks of it as "the east branch or'the South Fork of the Canadian'" (op. ciL,'156,
note).
"
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swollen as to be impassible. There is a mes's .of Texians on'
the opposite bank, who have been waiting for several days
for company. They had left Fort Smith several weeks ago
and followed the Indian trail thus far. They scarcely knew
where they were going, but I suppose had' heard of California, knew it was westward, and were pushing forward in
that direction. Distance, 3 miles-'-90.
Sunday, April 8.-,On "watch" until 1 o'clock this morning; Stormed all night; making it impossible to trade or do
anything else; we are almost swamped, in mud and, water,
and are obliged to lay in our t e n t s . '
Monday, April 9.-R~lined all night, cleared off this
morning. Our mules wandered off during the night, but
found them this afternoon; unable to proceed on account Of
the soft state of the earth.. Busy drying bed clothes, repairing wagons, etc.
Tuesday, April10.-R'emained in camp for reasons given yesterday, engaged airing our p'rovisions, washing our
clothes, etc; The large, flat stones on the bank of the stream
answer admirably instead of a wash machine, and the appearance of our linen, when "hung up to dry," would reflect
honor upon a washerwoman skilled in the art. Endeavored
to catch some of the small fish that appear to abound in the
stream, but with,little success. Howard fired at a'deer yesterday but without effect. Quarreling among the soldiers,
and punishment accordingly.' Whisky the cause.
Wednesday, "April n.-Our teams were again ·under
way this morning and crossed the stream a short distance
above. The prairies and, hills are very soft, but we got along
tolerably' well. The army kept along the side of the mountain, but after upsetting both wagons, they concluded' to
come back to the trail, .which we had not left. Stopped at 4
o'clock. We have been in the Chickasaw Indian country
since leaving Gaines' creek. They are fairer in complexion
than the Choctaws; some of them can speak a little English.
They grow some corn and vegetables. Distance, 10 miles100.
,

IV.
Thursday, April' 12.-Made an early start; road very
bad; frequently had to take the axe and cut ~out a new one,
to avoid swampy places. About n o'clock we overtook the
military" who were badly bogged, and 'shortly afterwards
encamped, having apparently got to 01).1' journey's' end;
swamps, creeks 'and mountains on all sides. Wliatwe will
CHAPTER
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. do next is yet to be determined ;'sbme exploring willl!ave to
be done. While washing the other ,day, the .sun burned my .
arms severely; they are now swollen and very painful. Raining to-day, very cold and unpleasant. If I had been told
before startingt.hat we could pass over such a cOluitryand
roads, I would not have believed it; but perseverance accom::.
plishes wonders. Our wagons have held together. in places
where I expected them to be "smashed -into pi." Weare all
in good health 'and spirits; our only cause. for complaint is
that we do not get along faster towards our place of destiria.tion., Walking all day gives us a keen.relish for our frugal
fare,which we enjoy while seated around our camp chest."
,Many a joke is cracked and many an anecdote of by-gone.
days is related. We almost forget· that we have heretofore.
lived in a civilized cOuntry, and enjoyed the good things of
the world. Nearly every day we grace our table with'a dish
of game, which take the place of bacon; and though not accompanied with the "fixin's" generally used in cooking, it
is not to be sneered at. Wefind our India rubber coats, caps,
beds, etc., very useful in case of rain, and the ground is
',constantly damp. Carrying an extra supply of clothing is
an absurd idea"imd I never would do it again;· We have.not
a fowling piece in the company for shooting small game,
which we regret very much.
'
.
Friday, April 13;~Remained'in :camp to-~ay. Another
heavy thunder shower. From all appearances we wiIl not
reach "Choteau's" for weeks to come; We are within a few
hundred yards of Coal creek, whiCh we shall be obliged to
cross.13 It is much swollen and the water very cold. Another
company has overtaken' us, consisting of six tailors, lacking
three of t.he complement necessary to "make a man," which
is no joke in .this instance, for, from their outward appeararice, they are certainly "out of their element."14 They and
the Texians crossed the creek to-day. It was a foolish and
. 13. A comparison of distances from Fort Smith as given by this diary ;md by
Marcy makes it 'probable 'that the Lewisburg party crossed Coal' ~reek .by what
, Marcy calls Hthe second ford:' For~man, op. cit., 157.
14. One is curious to know where this young Pennsylvanian had picked up the
old English :proverb that "Nine tail~rs make a m~n." Had he been reading Thomas
Carlyle, whose Sarto-r Resartus was published i;' 1833-347 In Book III, chapter -11,
that author tskes the proverb back into. the 16th century in the passage: "Does it
not ,stand on record that the 'English Queen Elizabeth, receiving, a deputation of
eighteen tailors, addressed them' with a 'Good morning, gentlemen both'!'" As' if
there were but two men in her. presence.. Ben Johnson, Shakespeare, and others ,seem
'to have' allusions to the 'proverb; 'or again, in a letter of· July '26,' 1819. Sir Walter
Scott wrote~: ~'They say it takes ~i~e tailors "to. make" a man-:-8Pparently, one.-is sufficient to ruin him," New English 'Dicti01UJ,1'1/ ~n Historical Principle8, vol. ix;' Part 2,
"tailor.".
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unnecessary undertaking, but they fhially succeeded, after
wetting all their baggage and being obliged to swim.
Saturday, April 14.-We have concluded to wait until
the creek falls, which is yet impassable. A very sudden
change in the weather, too cold. Hail and rain this afternoon, very disagreeable.
.
. Sunday', April 15.-Snow fell to the dept of three inc4es
last.night; the thermometer is down to 25° this morning at
sunrise, which is something uncommon for this latitude, at
this season of .the year: It has rained almost continually
since this month came in, and it is a fortunate circumstance
that we have a waterproof tent and clothing. The grass is
several inches high, the trees are in leaf, flowers in bloom,
and everything indicates approaching summ~r. "Dame Na'ture" has certainly assumed a dress this morning that illbecomes her. Emigrants should never leave the frontiers
before the first of ·May; they only· expose themselves to the
inclemency of the weather, and use up their animals; indeed,
a goOd deal of rain may be expected after this date.
.
.
Monday, April 16..,....--.Weather settled, with prospects of,
its continuance, at least for a short time. Musser and myself busied ourselves at altering and fitting our harness,
which have been too. large for our' mules. Lieuts. Dent and,
Updegraff visit our camp. frequently to discuss politics, and
the general topics of the day~ Lieut. Dent is a graduate' of
West Point Military Academy, and Lieut. Updegraff was
. promoted from the ranks. Both served in Mexico during
the war, and bear the evidence, upon their persons.
Tuesday, April 17.-Making preparations to cross the
creek this morning. We were obliged to "corduroy'" the
banks on both sides, being perfect swamps. "Hauled out"
about nine o'clock, succeeded in crossing, with a great deal of
difficulty. Passed through a canebrake.
.
.
Came across an Indian settlement, and purchased some
corn of "Mr. Tecumseh." Encamped on the border of a small
prairie, having made but little headway~ Our road was
through, a continued swamp, and we frequently boggE~.d
down. After such a day's work as this our clothes present
a sad appearance, for we cannot avoid the mud.. We are all
very much fatigued, need rest, and will "turn in" early. Distance, 4 miles; 104 miles out from Fort Smith.
Wednesday, April 18.-Made an early start and crossed
what we supposed to be Cedar creek. The military employed
two Indians this morning to gUide them. ' We traveled over
some very rough mountains, cutting our own road the great.:.
er part of the day, and when we at last emerged from the
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'woods', ~ prairie lay before us, with all the beauty 'in which
Nature has arrayed these '-'natural fields" of the ,west. ,On'
the edge of this we pitched our tents; about 3:o'clock iIi the
afternoon. ' The sight Of these "spots'" has an amazingeffect upon qur spirits, the timber land' being ,more boggy, besides which, shouldering the 'axe and opening our way is not
light work. 'This evening several m¢n'with pack animals.'en. camped with us who had b~en but four days out frQm Fort'
Smith! Of course, we "scratched our heads," and wished, we
had our traps similarly arranged. Distance, 10-114.
, Thursday, April 19.-Under way 'at 7 o'clock; crossed
a' sm'all prairie and found ,ourselves at the foot of a high and
very steep mountain, and the military at a~stand-the Indian
guide said there was no, way but to cross the, mountain, and
they'were afraid to undertake it. Armstrong and myself
took the axe, and in a short time cut a road to the,top, wind.:.
ing around to make the ascent more gradual. Up this the:'
,mules finally succeeded in dragging the wagons, assisted by
'all hands. But, strange t9 tell"we had ~notproceeded far, on '
the very back-bone of the ridge; until we were badly mired
down. The, descent at the farther end was also very xough
and difficult, but at the foot we found a small, clear stream,
on the hank of which weencam'ped about 4 o'clock. Caught
~, fine mess of sunfish forstipper, TO-'day Lieut. Dent re-:
ce~ved an express from Capt. Marcy with. inf,ormation that
, he was on the road; but·"travelling under~ ground" a great
portion ofthe time. The'man who 'brought the news (to hear'
him tell the story) was "downed" several times, 'i'starved to.
, death," and' "killed'by the Indians" as often; He was indeed',:
, . a picture of a "used-up.,man." He must have been "awfully'
scared" ; but he stowed away the pork and beans, when they ,
were passed arourid, as t,hough nothing had', happened.
' '
Friday, April20.-0ur general course thus far has been
a few degrees S.of W. 'The road better than usual to-day;
crossed a creek within half a. mile of its junction with the
Canadian river., 'We are now in the Shawnee Indian 'country.
P~ssed through one of their villages ;15 they appear to be a,
more civilized tribe than, any we have yet met wit9~ ,They, '
have very 'good'log 'cabins, arranged'in straight line, with "
, a road or street passing along in frollt of them. The old chief
of whom we purchased corn had a stern, commimding ap- ,
-pearance, and intellectllal physiognomy, and "fir'e'" in his
, eye, but was very obliging. ,He 'said that he had been,at war

a

.

'
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. 15, ,This was probably what Marcy 'calls "the Shawnee village:' not to be con-"
fused 'with Shawneetown (below),
' '
..
,
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with the whites, had fought many battles with them in the
States, but was now at peace with everybody and hoped to
remain so. As he'said this his moistened eyes appear·ed to
wander around upon the fields, and cabins, of this,a portion
of the remnant of his 'once powerful tribe, with a seeming,
though melancholy pride. Some of the squaws were_handsome, with regular features, and in dress imitated the style
of the whites. One in particular, the, wife of a white man
who was absent on a hunting excursion; was quite fashionably dressed. Her house and contents were comfortable and
neatly arranged, and not the least prominent article of furniture was a clean looking bed and bedstead, curtained .and
festooned off a.:-la-mode. 'From this lady we procured eggs,chickens, milk, etc. Distance, 8 miles-122~
Saturday; April 21.-Made little. progress .today ; our
course layover a rough and mountainous country. We were
followed all day by Indians wanting to trade with us. They
had corn and. potatoes, and. generally wanted clothing of
some description in exchan'ge. They have a good idea 'of the
. worth of the different articles we offered them, and are well
acquainted :with the value of money. These half-civilized
Indians have a great dread of the '\\;ild "Redskins" of the
plains, and tremble when the word "Comanche'.' is named.
They appear to. think that we are a foolhardy set to venture
through this' co).mtry, .and that we will certainly get into
troubl.e. '. The grass is becoming more nourishing to the stock,
which are fast improving. We have pitched our tent upon
the bank of a brook, and have quite a crowd of Indians about
'us. They are very independent and even insolent, but willI
beg tobacco; this being the first 'thing they ask for. Distance,
6miles-128.
Sunday, April 22.-Rain this morning. For fear of de-'
tention by highwatel's, concluded to travel to-day. Crossed
a number of deep, boggy slues,' in one of which we broke the
bolster of our wagon; another upset in the stream, injuring
the wagon and wetting our baggage ; a third broke the tongue
of their wagon. We soon repaired ours and were again. under way. Soon after we reached a prairie several miles in.
length, but quite narrow. From the number of horses and
cattle we saw grazing, we knew we were near an Indian
settlement. We encamped early, and were soon visited' by a.
number of squaWs, bringing eggs, fowls, milk, butter, etc.,
to sell, and .afterwards by the men on horseback. We learned
that we were within two miles of the Canadian river, five
miles of Edwards' trading house.on the opposite,side, arid
half a mile of "Shawnee town." This village is situated in
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the woods between the prairie and the river, very much
scattered; being several miles in length. TheCanadian,divides the Shawnee and Creek. Indian Territory. Distance,
,
.
.
'.
'.
JO miles-13S.'
· . Monday, 'April 23.-Major Green and myself rode' over
'to Edwards' trading house; which is situated on Little river,
. near its j unction with the Canadian. 16 It is 180 miles from
Fort. Smith on the old road, which is. the one we should have
taken. We forded t:4e Canadian, which is here about 600
. yards wide. The water is. brackish, turbid, and of a yellowish color. The bed of the river is entirely quicksand, which
is in constant motion. We. were obliged. to hurry our animalsacross to prevent them from sinking. There are a number of cabins about this trading post, inhabited by a motley..
race of whites, Indians and. negroes. Old Mr. Edwards has
grown wealthy, but at the same time gray, and bordering on
second childhood, in this traffic with the Indians. The Knickerbocker company from .New York passed Edwards' last
week. They disposed of many of their effects here; have had
a great deal of trouble and contention in their paity,17 Two'
wagons overtook and encamped near us. this evening. A'
heavy thundershower last night; to-day very pleasant.
.. Tuesday, April 24.--.-Started at seven o'clock this'morning, the 'road better, and the country. more open than usuaL
·We have oeen luxuriating for some days upoll'the many
good things we procured from the Shawnees,' such as ,wild
turkey, fresh pork, milk, butter,eggs, sweet potatoe,s,peanuts, etc., and a dish of fritters; butter cakes or doughnuts,
',. is not uncommon on our table. Distance, 10 miles~148 ..
Wednesday, April 25.-Remained in camp to-day. The
government
teams'gone.r back
to Shawneetown for corn. •The
•
.
.
....~

'16, Foreman ..(op, cit., 157. note; 159) locates Edwards~ trading house more definitely as "on the .right bank of Little River one and one' half. miles above where. it
debouches from the north into the .Canadian:~ It was the last' settlement on this route .
until reaching .the first Spanish villages of New Mexico.
17; Tbis. Knickerbocke~ co':"pany had not co;"e over the new road; but the older
one which followed' the north 'side of the Canadian. Numbering about 75 men, well
· arm~d and well equipped, they had -left Fort Smith on March,'26 !ind reached Edwards'
on April 11.. Chamberlin's Observation about them agrees with that of others; as one,
wrote: "The New Yorkers divested themselves of many dainties and. m'ucIi extra
'clothing which they had pro~ided between Fort Smith and this point (North Fork
Town). They gave them to the Indians and threw them away-anY way to less~n
'~heir l~ding., .- . -. Cl~mor._and dissension, have prevailed in ~very one of the o~gani~ed
camps. . . . Every party is breaking up and a part of each are packing. The NewY,ork
party that preceded us about 75 strong,. will return, not more .than half their number,
. with the wagons. The others ~ill 'pack." ,The Knickerbocker party did succeed in
maintaining its "identity however, arid after re~rganizing at Edwards' on Little river,
'they had continued west (as here noted) several days before the Lewisburg party
arrived by the new road..Foreman, op. cit., 22-24, 169-170, 175, 178-9.
y
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Indians promised to bring us corn and "coot flour" to camp,
. but did not fulfil. Persons living in a civilized country, unacquainted with the Indian character, would naturally sympathize with them· and would· dwell for hours upon the
wrongs they had received at the hands of the whites, but a
short acquaintance with these Redskins, will suffice to change
that opinion. They are a treacherous, lying, dishonest people, with but few redeeming traits of character. We gave
them no opportunities to pilfer from us.
'
Thursday, April 26.-Started at 6 O'clock this morning,
and traveleq over a level country, at a pretty fast rate, until
, 9 o'clock, when it commenced raining, and the troops encamped. We determined to go on. I ascended a high point
or bluff, 'off which I had a fine view of a large ana beautiful
scope of country-woodland and strips of prairie alternate~
ly, wanting but the houses to give it the appearance of a vast
settlement. We made the compass our guide, and steered in
a due west direction, cutting our own road for about five
miles, when we encamped, satisfied that we had done a reasonable day's work. There isa great abundance of iron ore
in this section of country, and the soil is a rich loam, producing fine grass. The water in the small streams we crossed.
to-day was as clear as crystal, but of a soft, brackish taste.
The sun is generally very hot during the day, and the night
uncomfortably cool. Distan~e, 13 miles-161.
Friday, April 27.-Started early, and after crossing a
creek, struck upon a high prairie; over which we passed at
a good rate until 2 o'clock p.m., when we bore a little N. of
W.'and soon found ourselves in a tight place-rocks, ravines
and woods all around us; but we finally reached our camp.
ground, after upsetting one of our wagons in a deep ravine;
fortunately we broke nothing. Part of our course to-day was through a fine country. Crossed what Lieut. Dent called the
Delaware mountains ; the scenery from some of the peaks
was truly magnificent. The streams of water crossed to-day
were limpid, but saltish in taste. From the appearance of·
the country, we must be near the Canadian .river, and by
what. we can learn from the Indians, about 25 miles from
"Choteau's." It is high time we reach that point, which has'
been more the topic with us than the gold mines of California., We have no good feelings for the founders of the new
road,· and hope but few will venture upon it. Distance, 18
miles-179.
/
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PHAPTER V.
, Saturday, April 28.-Several of us started ahead of the
. wagons, early .this morning, to "cut and blaze" the road,
which we did for about four miles thro' a scrub oak and
. briar thicket, when the wagons came up with us; crossed a'
'wide creek, flowing towards the "Canadian, the bed being
quicksands; passed through several miles of titnber, which
proved to be the "Cross Timbers" which separated the Indian Territory from the Plains of. "Great American Desert."
The Delaware Indians inhabit this portion of the country;
the mountains, of name are nothing more than a high, bald
prairie." About ·noon," we came out upon the great· plain,
which extends north, south and west as Jar as the eye can
reaeh. Saw two antelopes today, and fired.two shots at them
as they ran or rather flew by us. Several nne turkeys killed
today, and a prairie chick's nest robbed of 14 eggs. Tonight,
asI sitby the fire on guard, I am well serenaded by w6lves,
which keep up a perfect chorus. As yet,we have seen no·
buffalo, except their old "crossings," 'and a number of
"frames" or skeletons. By uniting a hard day's labor with
a hard day's travel,some idea can be formed of how we have
been getting along, and how- we feel when we. encamp. at.
night.. We have been one month out from.Fort Smith, today.
Lieutenant Updegraff has encamped some miles back, to
'await the arrival of Captain Marcy with" provisions; Lieutenant Dent, to s~ve his. credit, came'up with us this eve.,
ning, alone, determined to be in advance to Choteau's,so it
cannot be said that we laid out the road for him, although .
he' has ordered the troops to follow our trail. A good pocket
~ompass is an indispensable article in traveling through this
country. Wild turkey for supper. Distance, 15 'miles-194.
. Sunday,. April 29.-Remembered the "Sabbath" today,
by pursuing our journey. We left our encampment at 6
o'clock and had a. fine high prairie for s~veral miles, but
were again interrupted by creeks and slues which detained
\ us very much. Encamped this evening within two miles 9f
the river. We breakfasted on turkey and venison. Strawberries are abundant on the 'plain, and beginning to ripen..
There h~s been a strong hot wind blowing today; water very
.
scarce,' and unfit for use. Distance, 12 miles-206. '.
-' Monday, April 30.-0ur course today. was along the
dividing ridge between the Canadian and Watchita rivers.
Encamped on a small ravine, where we c.ould scarcely procure enough water for cooking purposes. This evening a
Delaware Indian' visited our camp. He caIied himself. Big
"
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Buck, and could speak a good deal of English. He said that
, we were within 8 miles of Choteau's, and gave us a great
:deal of information in regard to the country. ,In return we
gave him his supper, and he ate fully six men's rations,
enough, he said, to last him three days. When he departed
he, promised to come in the morning and guide us to Cho..,
teau's, and find us a good crossing, etc. He and his companions, are out from their village on a hunting expedition.
"
,
Distance, 15 miles-221.'
Tuesday, May 1.-Big Buck came according to agree-=:
ment, to act as guide.
reaching the river, several' of our
,company crossed, and 'Yent in search of a trading house. We
caught some fine fish, in which the Canadian abounds; and
the Indians trap, a good many otter along its banks. This
afternoon we crossed, our teams, with but little difficulty,
the river being wide, but shallow. We were obliged to keep
the wagons "rolling" to prevent their sinking into the quicksand. Enc~mped on the north side of the river, where we
had excellent feed for oui stock. Distance, 6 miles-:-227.,
Wednesday', May 2.-Reached Choteau's this morning;
in an hour's traveJ.18 We found an organized company of
, emigrants here, about 200 men, with 40 wagons, under the
command of Captain Bass ;19 als~ some scattering messes,'
and some families, who' were waiting for Captain Marcy's
escort. ' We heard that the Knickerbocker company had
passed several years [days] ago, also the Cherokee' companY,20 and a pack mule company. Encamped, and deliberated upon "what was to be done next." Distance, 3 miles----:'
230.
Thqrsday, May 3.-This m~rning, I visited what was
formerly an extensive Indian trading post,e~tablished by
Mr. Choteau, of St. Louis; how long since he abandoned it,
I am not able to learn. 21 Some'years ago, Mr:Edwards, of
Little River, 80 miles below, sent up a lot of goods and ne-

On

18. Foreman, 011. cit., 198, quotes Simp~on's Report, p. 6, as saying that Cliou-'
teau's trading-house" ··is· at this' time a lo·calitY with a '~ame but no hB~itation'"
19. Captain John L. Bass headed the Western Rovers Company of 96 members'
who organized at Sulphur Springs on March 31 and started from Fort Smith on
April 3,-evidently by the older' road. The number here given shows that they had
'had many additions en route. Foreman, 011. cit., 27.
.
20. That the Cherokee company had passed Chouteau's is surprising but may' be,
.co~rect" Th~ company was organized on April' 24 "at the crossing of the Grand River
at the Grand Saline near what is now Salina, Oklahoma/' They did not gO through
by the ':'ew route, but they did pass Chouteau's. Ibid" 67-69. A.. C. Russell, in a letter
which he, wrote from Little River on April 17, meniioned th~ Cherokee 6'0mpany: "The
,Cherokees are on the road, and will, perhaps, join us before we leave here." Ibid., 176.
21. Col. A. :P. Chouteau, built his post her~ in 1836 and maintained it until Ilis
death in 1838. Foreman,~. cit., 200, note.
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groes", with a :man, in charge, to trade with the' Ihdians,
cultivate corn, etc. After they had a crop raised, and everything going on as well as could be wished, they were suddenly attacked' by the' Com~inches; the negroes fled, and'the
overseer was killed; the buildings were set on fire, and everything burned to the ground. FroIn the remains, it can be
, seen that there were several buildings, enclosing on three
sides a court about 150 feet square, the open'side to the east."
We have.determined not to travel with a largecompany,
if we could find 20 or 30 men of our mind. A mess of nine
Virginians have concluded.to go with us. This evening we
struck camp, and traveled ~ few miles upon the plain; halted
on a small ravine, amid heavy rain; here we found a mess of
eight men from Baton Rouge', La., who also agreed to go
with us. Distance, 6 miles~236.
. ,
Friday, May 4.---:-Rained all day but we continued moving along. Encamped' early, for the pur.pose of organizing
a company for mutual protection as far as Santa Fe or Rio
, Grande: Elected, Ml:ljor Green, captain. There are 31 men:
in our company, and nine wagons. Fitzhugh,·Winston, Winston, Jenifer,Burnell, Rockyfellar, Hart, Bornan~and Jim,
from Virginia; Dixon, Dixon, Gathwait, Heddenburg, Pier-'
ren, Meeker, Martin 'and Henry, from ,Louisiana; Dougher,,:
ty; Dougherty, Green, Faras, Parker, Campbell and George
from Texas~these,'including our mess,' formed our little,
company.So!TIe thought it rather rash ·to attempt .passing
through the Co~an~he country, with so small. aforce,but all
agreed that our animals would fare better,arid we would
be more 'likely ·to get along in harmony, (both of which
proved true) . DistanGe,30\mi.les-286.
'
'
Saturday, May 6.-'-Started at 8 o'clock. Traveled over a
perfectly level plain. ,The,road being go.od, we made excellent time. The road is so much better ,than that we have
been traveling over fo'r the la~t ,five weeks, that we scarcely
know when to stop. We are now fairly.launched upon the
plains, and if "wind and tide" favor us, we 'will "probably'
'live".to see the end of oilr journey. We were obliged to leave
the road'a mjIe or more this evening, for the purpose of encamping with, wood and water. Rain ,and heavy thunder,
,showers during the night. Distance, 30mil~s-286. '
,Sunday, May 6.-In the course of today's travel,' there
was frequently not a tree or shrub, in· sight. ' Passed through
a large prairie dog village; the earth, was very spouty and
damp wh~.te: they had. burrowed.. We saw a number that
were app:ii~.l1tTY guarding, their habitations, but turned 'in
up~m our approach. We did not su~ceed inkilling·any. They,
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are said to be delicious eating. Encamped on' a ravine and
had good water and' feed. Distance, 15 rriiles-295.
Monday, May 7.-Left camp at 8 o'clock, shortly
reached. and crossed the CanadIan river ;it has- the same
singular, turbid appearance, and quicksand bed. The road
today has been very good. This route has never been trav- eled before, so that' our course is merely marked out and
not a solid. road. There are probably 20 wagons in advance,
of us. We are now in the Comanche Indian range; but as yet
have seen but few traces· of them, or rather it may be con. sldered neutral ground between the savage and half-civilized
Indian tribes. Game is very scarce, and although there have
been atone time vast numbers of buffalo on these plains, yet
as civilization advances this animal retreats toward the setting sun. We have pitched Our camp upon' a high point,
where the horizon does not appear to be more than- a half
mile distant on all sides.' Distance, 20 miles-":"'315.
Tuesday, May 8.-0ur course today lay avera high,
level plain, very solid, which'made the wheeling good. We.
passed a great number of natural mounds today, of various.
shapes, which gave the landscape an odd, romantic appearance. The mounds are composed· of a red colored, rotten
sandstone, and earth of the same nature and color. Thegrass
on the plains is short, but very nourishing to our animals,
Water and wood have been very scarce today; we almost
despaired of finding a place to encamp until 4 p.m., when
we crossed several ridges of white stone, Which we decided
-to be plaster; the g.rass appearing to be more fresh, and we
soon found water and wood enough to answer all purposes.
The former,. however, was so hard that we could scarcely use
it. Today we saw the first traces of buffalo-their watering ,
places, fresh dung, and newly cropped· grass; and. about 3
o'clock, saw seven. bulls feeding about a mile from the road.
At that moment what would I not have given for a good'
horse; I could have exclaimed "a horse! a horse! a kingdom
for· a horse!" As it was, I could but witness the sport. Several of the men gave chase, and succeeded in killing one, and
wounding three more. We found seventeen bulls grazing
behind a small mound, within one-fourth of a mile of camp.
Messrs. Fitzhugh and Winston wounded one of them, pur- .
sued him several miles, and finally killed him, but did not
reach camp until late at night. During the day we had alsQ
killed a deer, turkey, prairie chicks, and ducks, -and we are
enjoying a bounteous feast this evening.. If our situation
, was, known by our friends at home; they would certainly
_envy us. The bull meat, however, proved rather tough'; oth-:-
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erwise it,resembfed beef; excepting the wild fla~or. 'Wol~es,
rattlesnakes and' toads abundant;. Distance, 20 miles-:-335;
.
Wednesday, May' 9.-Crossed several deep. and difficult
, ravines today, and encamped on a stream running in a S. E. "
, direction. It is about 20 yards wide, 'and we suppose a branch ,
'of Red River. :Thewater is very red, turbid and unfit for
,use. Fortunately, we had filled one of our India rubber bags:
during the day, which served us for cooking. ,J ~r,king our
venison and buffalo meat this evenjng. We have very fine
grass at this camp. 'Caught sqmefine catfish,and soft shelled
'turtle in the stream. The,weather is very warm, and I find
'wal~ing all day pretty tiresome work. Passed the remains
,,", of a horse, left by some company inaq.vance of us.Distance~
16 miles-351.,
, '
'ThursdlJ,y, May 10'"7"Passed over a high rolling'prairie;
the few shrubs that grow in the "arroyos" are in full bloom~
,which' 'served to cheer the' monotony of this vast waste. "I
Found but little water, gathered a ,mess of, mushrooms for
supper. Encamped,upon a small running stream, of very rea
water. It will ,not affect soap. Distance, 20 miles-371.
Friday, May~l1.--,-Rainthis morning ; cleared Off, and·"
, 'we started; weather very warm and sultry. ' About-2 o'clock
we were met by a most terrific hail, storm; there. was a con~
starttstream of lightning and peal after peal of thunder; ice
fell to the depth of two inches in a few minutes.. Our animals
, were so frightenedl:\osto be unmanageable, and they ran,
, with, the, wagon, in every, direction over the prairie, anc;l
. when the storm ceased, some of us were but of'each other's'
,sight.' Ihad oil an India rubhercap, an'd my head'was sore
for several days afterwards from the beating of the hail.,
Some of the men,happening:to have some brandy with them,
iced it, and drank "hail storm." Found a: deserted wagon.
It appears by a handbill 'left upon it,' that it was owned by
a inessof three, one,of whom had strayed off,and was supposed to have been killed by the Indians, the other two' had
abandoned the wagon, and started in search of their comrade. Thus far we have had but little trouble with oUr ani-,
mals. Immediately after encamping, w;e turned them out tQ;
'graze until dark, under ,guard. We then tie them up, and
guard them during the night, and loose them early, in the
morning. We generally form our wagons into a "corral,"
put the animals inside, and our fires ,on the outside. Al-'
though we.apprehend but little danger, from the Indians, it'
is best to be ptepared~ Distance, 18 iniles-389.
"
Saturday, May' 12.-Encamped ,this evening· on the
banks
of the Canadian river. The water is very blal;!dsh and "
,-
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ill-tasted, .but we are obliged to use it. The plains which
heretofore were covered with grass, wild flowers and odorous plants, have become barren and hilly; and traveling· is
much impeded by deep arroyos and sand hills. Distance, .20
miles~09.

Sunday, May 13.~Remained in camp today, to rest, and
graze our wearied animals. We very much need rest ourselves. Washing our clothes, and. preparing fOI: another
week's travel.
.,
.
Monday,May l4.-Started early, and traveled on, and
near the bank of the Canadian all day. We now find it necessary to keep near the river,to find water and grass. Passed
a number of mounds. Encamped on a small pool of water,
near a deserted Indian- encampment,' which is not 10 days
old. There had been 18 lodges. 'Distance, 30 miles-439.
Tuesday, May 15.-0pposite our camp on the other
. bank of the river, ther.e is a desert of sand, entirely destitute
of vegetation. It resembles a snow drift, having no doubt
been formed by high winds.; It is several miles square. There
appears to be as much water irt the Canadian, here, as there
w;ts200 miles below. I suppose it loses as much by evaporation, as it gains by the few streams, that put into it for that
distance. In all respects it retains the same appearance, excepting that the growth of cotton wood on its banks is more
sparse.. We have not as yet resorted to "buffalo chips" for
fuel, but 1- find that one answers the purpose of a writing
desk at present. Distance, 16 miles-455.
.
'Wednesday, May 16.-our course today has been-along
the flat of the river, which in places is wiry narrow, and in
other a half mile broad. Occasionally we come across a
/ . patch of' good grass. For several days we have crossed no .
streams putting into the river. The sand in our 'road is very
heavy, and the weather hot, .which makes traveling very .
laborious upon man and beast\ Passed a-number of large
mounds upon the plains which resembled the former ones.
We are much annoyed by sand flies and gnats. Saw 'some :
wild flax, and a great variety of wild flowers, some of which
were rare and beautiful. Grapes. grow in abundance, and a .
few dwarf plums. The scalp of an emigrant was taken a
few days ago, by the Indians, and hung upon a pole in the
road. It was by a company in advance of us. They probably .
thought to frighten us by this act of hostility, but will find,
out to the contrary.· A hailstorm this morning and a he.avy
shower threatens this evening. Distance, 20 miles-47.5.
. ThurSday, May 17.-We have traveled along the bankS
of the river for several" days. About noon today.we crossed

.'
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'a large branch, which was muchswollen,'and very cold on
account of the recent hail storm. Our general rule for traveling is as, follows,: Start at 8 o'clock in the morning, and
continue'without intermission until 4 p.m~, when we ,encamp, '
and graze our mules, until 8; then tie them upuntil 4 in the"
morning, and again start at 8. Distance, 20 miles--':495. '
,Friday, May 18.-0verhiken by a pack mule company
this morning. Road very heavy, caused by the recent rains.
Saw some qeatitiful specimens of "cactus" in bloom-they
were several colors, but principally yellow. I have suffered
severely I,from toothache for several' days; contrary to all
rules it commenced after all our sugar had run out. We are
gettiI).g scarce of bread'stuff, but have plenty of bacon and
beans. Distance, 20 miles-515; ,
'

CHAPTER, VI..

,

'

'-

,

"
Saturday, May' 19.~The country presents ,a rough,
broken arid very barren appearance. There is a species of
rank grass growing ontlie flats of the river; one stock tl1.at,
I, measured out of curiosity, was 27 feet long. Crossed a ~
large, drybranch of the Canadian to-daY,and it wa,s with
difficulty that the mules dragged the, wagons through it. Wesee a great many of "Captain Lee's M~xicari toads"on our
way.22 Pitched our tent in time to escape a soaking. Dis, tance 15 iniles-530.
_
"
'
Sunday, May20.-The wind is, very high, which has,'
blown the sand over everything, ruining-our victuals, etc.
The grass is poor, and of a salty nature; and the water is
strongly impregnated with salt. Although we had proposed
remaining here over 'Sabbath, some of the company, consid- '
ering our situation, were in ,favor of moving; a v'ote' was
, , taken and decided to travel. The flat on.the river appeared
to end here, and we, were obliged to ascend a high and very
steep bluff. Continued, traveling over a high barren plain;
crossed one small stream and passed small spring of good
water, where some of us fortunately filled our kegs, can..,' '
teens, ,etc., for we were obliged to encamp upon the plains"
without wood'or water, not a tree qr shrub to be seen as far
as the eye can reach over the !::Jarren waste.' We are getting'
out of the buffalo r:,mge,'but succeeded in finding enough
dung, .,
to boil our coffee, by carrying the sack
full of!'chips"
' . . ,
--,----'-

22,

'Probably horned toadS, which are found over',much of the Southwest and' of '
. . ,. northern M e x i c o . '
.
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about two miles. When perfectly d.ry it is a good substitute
for wood, and our cooking was very palatable. We have been
traveling south to-day. Distance, 20 miles-5,50.
Monday, May 2L...":"The first day we have escaped a
shower since we left, Choteau's. No dew fell last night, and
we had to drive several miles,out of our way this morning
to procure water. We have seen very little or no game for
several days. What the Creator designed this barren portion
of the world for is more than I can imagine, unless, like the
deserts of Africa, it was thrown in "to fill up." The road
was heavy and we made but little progress. Encamped early, ,
with an abundance of good wood, water, and grass. Here we
came, upon an old wagon road, which we afterwards learned '
was the route traveled by Mexican traders into the Indian
country. Distance, 15miles-565.'
,
Tuesday, May 22.-Some of 'the company, anXious to
"lie by" to-day, but again decide by vote to travel, and accordingly 'started; ascended a high range of hills and kept
along th~ backbone, over a solid gravel road. Encamped at
half past one o'clock; had good grass, water, and some wood.
Shortly after we had pitched our tents, we were visited' by
three Mexicans; they were rough, looking fellows and the
first we had seen., They said they lived' at a ranch ten miles
to the south, but could speak no English. A sight of them,
however, was cheerful, and' we began to think we were near
the borders of Mexico. The weather has been pleasant today, with a good breeze' from the west. Walter Winston has
been very unwell for some days, but is recovering. The faces of some of the party, bitten by gnats and sandflies, are dreadfully swollen, and very painful. To__day we saw a' new
variety of ,prickly pears or cactus, that grew in the form of
a bush. It had some fruit upo~ it; cutiosityprompted some
of us to taste it; we were soon satisfied, and came away with
our mouths stuck full of small barbs, which we could not
extract. We have already decided to pack from Santa Fe,
if we can procure the necessary outfit at that place; Weather uncomfortably warm. Distance, 15 miles-580. '
Wednesday, May 23.-Visited this morning by several
Mexicans; one of them spoke pretty good English. He has
, been in the employ of Americans for 25 years, and made a
trip to California years ago. Some years since, he was employed by "Boyl Drake" (formerly of Lewisburg), to assist'
him to take 12 live buffaloes to the East for exhibition. Maj.
Green had seen, them to' [at] Philadelphia, and recognized
the Mexican although fie has since lost an eye, and is otherwise disfigured. Our course nearly,S. W., over hard gravel
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pl~ins., Prairie dogs abundant. Encamped'on a sniallpool
of standing water. Distance, 20 miles-600.
,
, , ' Thursday, May" 24.-The country presents the usual
appearance, to-day. -Traveled 9% hours; crossed a. small
stream, w:here we supplied ourselves with wood ~nd water,
and wentJufther in search of grass. Ascended several large
hills, and, continued our course 9ver a high plain; annoyed
by a very high wind, which impeded our mot~on, and'filled
,our eyes with sand. Findirig it impossible to keep a hat upon
. my head, I ,laid, it aside, and received the scorching rays of,
the sun upon my bare pate. Dr, Winston shot an 'antelope
to-day, the meat Of wl].ich was pronounced the most tender
and, delicious' we had ever eaten. They a:r:e a beautiful animal and as fleet as the wind; we' see a good many of them:,
but they'are difficult tokiIl. -Encamped near some puddles
of, wretch~d_ water, the' grazing very indifferent.' Distance,
'
, '
,
,
25 miles-625.
Friday, May 25.-.,.-Passed over. a broken, and barren'
, plain to-day. -The grass is fast dryiJ;lg up. About, 1 o'clock
, we came to a rocky chasm in the,bottom of which there was
a little water, whicl). was a God':send, for we were very much
in need' of it. Millions' of swallows'inhabit 'these rocks, attaching their nests to them;, in one place,under a large
overhanging rock, there werE:! a great many hieroglyphics,
. painted and carVed ·in the stone, .imitating 'persons, beasts,
birds; 'reptiles, and one in particular, which we sqpposed' was'
intended to represent the evil spirit; there' were also a great'
number of large stone crucibles lying ~bout ; what they were
used for was more 'than we could discover: Altogether it is
, a strange, wild; and piCturesque place. There are recesses in '
- the rocks that would shelter and hide thousands of perSons.
From the numerous ,trails ~bout it we suppose it to be a
great resort of the' Indians, to trade with' the Me~icaIis.
There Wl:lre 17 of the latter encamped amongst the rocks,
. who offered'to sell us corn, tobacco, etc.; they pack it hither
, upon mules and, asses. Our road from this point appears
much 'plainer; These Mexicans said they were :out upon a
trading expedition with the Comanches.. They asked' $'2.50
per bushel for corn, aridsixpense apiece for their hard, '
,black-looking crackers. They informed.us'that wewer'e yet
.200 miles distant from Santa Fe, but we' doubted 'their word,
. supposing it to be to their interest to sell us their merchandise. We are~encamped upon'a puddle of water, with a little
wood, land poor· gTass. We have not more than three days
supply of breadstuffs on hand. Distance; 25 miles-,-650.
Saturday, May 26.-Started
at the usual 'time this
.
. .'.
..f'
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morning, and traveled until 714 p.-m.; finding. no water
except one pool which was too salty for use; some of us suffered very much from thirst. We did not encamp until after
dark, when a little water was found iIi a rocky ravine a mile
.from camp; we dio not get all the animals watered until
midnight, then made a cup of tea and "turned in," after a
hard day's travel, and our difficulties were 'soon forgotten
in a sound sleep. We met another gang of Mexican traders
to-day. A pack-mule company ahead of. us, in searching
for water, became separated, and lost to each other. The
Mexicans also became scattered, being also in. searcl,1 of
water. High wind during the night. Distanc~, 33: miles683.
.
Sunday, May 27.-We have had but one day's r.est since
leaving Choteau's, and concluded to remain in camp to-day.
Thereas6n we have not stopped oftener is that we have
never-found good water, or grass enough .for our animals, . and being in hopes of finding better every day. Our great
objection to this route across the plains will be the scarcity ,
of food. How large companies will fare, I can not tell; but
I think that many an ox-team will never. reach Santa' Fe.
Mules' endure thirst much better than cattle. The range of
the Rocky mountains that runs. through New Mexico, is in
sight in the west.. One large peaK has the appearance of a
perfect dome, and others have peculiar shapes. There is a
long range of bluffs to the south of us, covered with a .small .
growth of c'edar. I have been interested to-day in reading
Bryant's "What I saw in California."23 The portion that
treats on his journey across the plains agrees pretty well
with our,. experience, except that three great necessarieswater, grass and wood, were more abundant on his route,
and his road being a plain, well beaten one. Our tent was
blown down by the storm last night.
Monday, May 28.-Thewind was very high during the
night, and when I awoke'this morning was almost suffocated
with sand. While the storm was raging, we were alarmed
by cries of distress near our camp; we answered and· groped
our way Jowardthem as well as we could in the dark; their
continued cries served to guide us to them, when we found
them to be a company of Mexicans, who nad been scattered
and driven out of their way by the storm.. They were :very
much alarmed, and did not move from the spot until daylight. This morning a company of emigrants with six
wagons overtook us and turned in to encamp, wh~re we h.ad
23. William Cullen Bryant had been editor 'of the New York Eveni7tli Post from
1829. Perhaps Chamberlin had gotten hold of a ~Opy which carried this account•.
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left.. They had been without water since'themorning before; ,
We have had a comfortable breeze today, and' our. course·
had led over a rather barren plain, broken by mounds and
rockypeaks, amongst which we wound our way. One cluster
, of conical shaped mounds rising up, on~. behind the other,
'reminds me of, a picture upon the cover of my old school'
atlas, representing the heights of the different mountains in .
the world. The general scenery to-day _has been, grand, ,
.gloomy and picturesque. 'We are now, obliged, to use·,the dry
branches of the cactus for fuel. Found some wild peas today,
Of which our animals are very fond; passed through' some .
patches of wild flax, and saw 'a great variety of wild flowers, .
but b,eing no botanist I can not give their names; they 'are
altogeiherstrange tome and. peculiar to the country and
.climate. Encamped on a small dry stream, in the bei] of .
which were a few holes of water, so salty that we could
scarcely use it; but stern necessity compels us to drink or
.die. Some wood and grass. Distance,. 18 miles-701.· . '
". Tuesday, May 29:~To-day our road ran~through-a:'val:;;'
ley bounded on the north, west and south by high peaks,' ,
pyramid-shaped,hills and mounds, covered with.. a scrubby
growth· of cedars; the grass is all dried up, and we found
nO'waterimtil4 o'clock p.m., when we came to a ditch filled
'with red, ]llUddy· water. Our animals dra:nk without measure; when I tasted, I found it so 'nauseous that I could not
drink:We'were.obliged to en~amp and make the most of it.. '
This is a watering place for a flock' of several thOusand '
sheep; which are grazed in the neighborhood, and driven into
a natural fold in the mountain, where they are watched by. .
shepherds, and dogs. The plain to-day has been covered with .
bear grass; the root resembles a pineapple, from which a
large top of coarse grf;lss springs up, very sharp at the ends~
The animals are afraid 'of it and turn out of its way when
in the road. A stalk grows -out of the center, to the height
-,of several feet,bearing a white, drooping flower. Distance,
.
20 miles-721.
_ 'Wednesday, May 30.--,-While the' teams were passing
through the outlet of the valley, I clambered to the top of
one of the high ridges. The mountains appear,to be COlU'posed" of red sand, or granite rock; tnose uppermost were
very much washed and worn by' water, although from the
present parched appearance of the country it·would be natur, al to think that it.is never visited bY·rain. I-found some rich'
specimens of iron ore, Of which'mineral there is undoubtedly
a great abundance in these mountains. Saw a nlirhberof
mocking birds, and it did me' good to hear these little song./
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sters, imitating the various birds of the country;' I only
regretted that I could not listen to them -any longer. Shortly
afterwards, we found the country more broken. Cedar appears to be the only wood, except it' few scrubby, pines, the
odor of which, when we broke the twigs, resembles a good,
ripe apple. Passed a large ~ftock of sheep and goats, herded
- by dogs and several wretched looking Mexicans. We purchased' a sheep for $1.50 and a lamb for half price; ,the
mutton tasted very good. The wool grown in this country
is remarkably coarse, no regard being paid to its improvement; although the co'untry is well adapted to wool-growing.
Here we found a basin of water in the, rock, ,strongly impregnated with salt and "sheepishness." We watered our
stock and proceeded until 6 o'clock,_ when we encamped (as
we supposed) 'without food or water, but .found a small
spring of water about a mile fromcamp,where we obtained
a scanty supply. Cactus for fuel. Distance, 25 miles---:'736.
Thursday, May 31.-The c(:>untry to'-day has the usual
rough, hilly appearance; sun very powerful this morning,
and not' a breath of air stirring. Overtook a pack-mule
company who had lost the greater part of their stock during the night; they were in an unpleasant situation, and we
agreed to carry a part of their baggage to the first Mexican
town. ' Found no water until evening, when we encamped
on a pure, running stream, about 20 feet wide, very deep,
and swift. We did not learn the name of it, but no doubt it
finds its way to the Rio Grande; it heads in the mountains
to the north, and is very cold. 24 This is the first running
-water we have crossed in a distance of 200 miles, and, to'gether with the old-fashioned romantic, mountain scenery
around us, it had a cheering effect upon us. Used the small
green willows that grew upon the bank of the'stream for
fuel. Distance, 25 miles-771.·
,
CHAPTER VII
Friday, June I.-Crossed the stream and ascended a '
long sloping hill, surrounded on all sides by a rough, moun,tainous country. The grass in the small.valleys.is very short,
owing to the vast amount of, stock that is, grazed here.
'Passed through large herds of cattle and sheep. At the top

,

24. This was probably the main stream of Gallinas creek, a tributary of the Pecos
river. When General Marcy was here three weeks'later (June 23 L he described'it
a fine running stream, with !l rock bed, and "fifty 'yards wide." .Foreman, Ope cit.,'
244: If it was the same which Chamberlin here says was, "about 20 feet wide, very
deep and swift," it is evident that Marcy hit a better fording place; also by the last
of June the volume of such a stream would be apt to be at its greatest.
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of the hill we found a small, coolspring~ gushing 'up from
the· rocks, the water slightly impregnated-with sulphur;
shortly afterwards, came to a "fork" in,our road.) Here we
were in a dilemma, not knowing which to 'pursue; afterseveral hours delay, we concluded to "go it blind."25 Encamped
on a ,small plain; found a small pooL of water about a mile
.from camp, but not· enough for· our stock. >' There was a
shepherd's ·camp. near us" of whom we procured some Q~ the
" richest milk I ever drank, .and what a luxury! They.inform
us that we are within a few'miles of San Miguel,26 Distance,
.
'
,".
' ,
18 miles..,....-789. ' " " , , '
. Saturday, June2.---='Startedearly this morning, in expectation of, seeing some place very soon, but did not reach
·!!town" u.ntil late' in the afternoon; passeq, two Mexican
.ranches on the way; if all the inhabitants of New Mexico
live ina similar manner, theY-are to be pitied. Theirmiser-..
_ able mud·dwellings do not compare with the more comfort,able .log .cabins. of the, colonized Indians" on the border of,
the States. This country ,and its -inhabitants are certainly
"pretty accessions" to the prpperty and influence of "Uncle
Sam." Here we saw a rich specimen 'of the packingbusine13s; .
several jackasses were loaded with about 400 pounds of corn
each, and driven off to market. Here we also saw some 'of
the effects of'inissionary labor.. A Mexican woman ha'dsev- ,
eral fine'looking white rhiIdren clinging around her ; their
father, she said, :was an "American missiona:ry,'~ but he had
"vamoosed" to the states..,....-poor woman !27 Before reaching,
'San Miguel, ,we, came out upon the Santa 'Fe and Independence road. It is' better than any macadamized road I ever
saw
the states, being broad, smooth and~solid. Crossed
Pacos river, a large tributary of the Rio Grande; it is about
,thirty yards wide, and- rapid. The water is good, and, very
>

,
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25. Continuing the quo~~tion from Marcy in our· last no.te, .he wrote:' "Nine
miles from here (where they forded' the Gallinas) there is a spring of cold water; and
." at this place the road forks, the right leading to San Miguel, the left to Anton Chico.
We took the latter, and reached the Pecos ,before night, making a drive of ,thirty-one
''':'il''s. This was the first settlement' we had seen 'since leaving Edwards' trading-,
house. . .." Foreman, op. cit., 244-245.
,
'.
,
The full Mexican name of this little'town was "San Miguel del Bado" (of the,
ford). During .th~ Mexican period' (1821-46), the Sauta Fe Trail forded the Pec~s river
at this point, ~nd· a small ~quad _'of ~~ldiers· was maintained here to welcome" traders
with their' loaded ~agons.c,.to see' that' they did not evade paying the 'customs. due,
as they entered New Mexico:
.
Could s~meone of the Mormon Battalion· have tarried by the, way 1 Certainly
n~'''American'' missionary, Roman Catholic' or Protestant, arrived 6ufficiently* early to
ac;"'u~t for' this family.' One is incl;'ned to think that young Chamberlin Was over,
credulous. The res·ponsible party, ~r· parties,; might bett~r be sllrmised as among ~ the
countless traders who had .been using this' highway for spme thirty years:
'

26.

27.
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cold, caused by the snow melting off the mountains to the
north, the white capped peaks of which are in sight.' San
Miguel is situated on this river. It is composed of about
,seventy-five adobe hovels, one story high, all the outbuildings
(if they haye any) being within the same walls.. There are'
several stores of groceries in the place, their principal busi-·
ness being the sale of inferior liquor, at a "bit" a glass. We
.encamped near the town; there is no grass' within miles of
the place, but we were lucky in getting some corn at $1'.50
per bushel; it is very inferior to the corn raised in the states.
The only land in the vicinity that can be cultivated is the
narrow flats along Pacos river, and'there it requires irrigation. Walked into town this evening to "se~ the sights."
Our attention was soon attracted to a "Fandango," open to
all, and especially to American emigrants. This was a~ curiosity to me; it was certainly a shade faster than anything
of the kind I had ever seen before":"-a medley of' Mexicans
and Americans, dancing upon a ground floor with the
"Marguerettas" of the country, the face of each of these ornamented with a cigarette. Some, of their dances were
pretty, keeping remarkably good time with the music, the
gentlemen being obliged to treat their partners to a glass of
wine 'at the end of each set. But the "noise and confusion,"
, heat, smoke, dust, fumes of liquor, and the strange "lingua,"
made it sorry enjqyment for me, and I left the' scene 'of'
merriment at an early hour. Distance, 11 miles~800.
Sunday, June 3-Concluded to remain'here until tomor-,
row. Purchased some Mexican bread, which was very good
, with one exception, being sour. The Virginia .and Louisiana
messes started for Santa Fe today. We are anxious to travel
with pack animals from Santa Fe; had an~offer of three
. mules each for our wagons, which we accepted' with' the
'privilege of hauling- our baggage to Santa Fe, fifty miles
distant. "Attended church" today-,--Catholic, of course. The
building is a large adobe finished in the most rude style of
architecture, the floor covered with 'rough boards upon
which all kneel, having no seats or benches. Thousands of
swallows were flying and "twittering" about the room during service. The images and paintings. were of the most
ridiculous design and finish. It is a gloomy edifice throughout, and well suited to the ignorant minds that pretend. to
worship God after the manner of that sect. It is said the . ". Padre defrauds ,these poor delud~d people out of $25,000 a
year. ' Thus it is with their "churches" thr,oughout New
Mexico. It is amusing to see the country people coming in,
three or four mounted on one little mule.
.
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Monday, June 4---:-Engaged today in' exchanging bur
trunks, and other things we' wished to dispose of, for pack
saddles, lariats, skins" blankets; and other article~ necessary
for 'packing. I procured a "mustang pony'-' for, my trunk.
This evening we heard a shot fired.in town, which was followed bya distressing cry of "0 Lord!" We hurried iti, and
found that~ cold.:blooded murder had, been committed. A
man-named Rob't Stanfield had, deliberately shot Jose'ph
Kane; captairi of a pack-mul(:l company; There were several
eye witnesses to the deed. He fiied a fowling~piece; -at ten'
feet distance, two balls entering the back", and coming-out'
just above the heart. An inquest'was held over the bodY,by ,
twelve Mexi~alis who 'went about it rather awkwardly, this
being the first case of the kind that had everhappi:med under
, the U. S. laws. 28 Mules can be purchased at this place, .from
, $50 to $100 each. California gold has affected this country
, , also, for before the emigration commenced they could have
, been bought for from $25 to $40 each.
Tuesday, June 5-Employed as' yesterday. ,Bought
M;exican' saddle' for $25. • We are very much an'noyed by
high' winds, ,which blow the sandall over us, into our
, victuals, etc. ' This evening our new-mules were brought up~
TheY,are srn;all, but we,have no doubt a pretty goodbargairt.
A large train of wagons has come up, and' encamped ne~r, ,
us. All are anxious to pack the balance of the way. A
-wagon will not command a good mule; 'the market being
already overstocked with them. ,The man with whom we
exchanged designs moving down the Rio Grande into Old ,
,Mexico, not liking the laws of the United States.
,
Wednesday, June 6-Struck camp this morning, and
~ left for Santa Fe. High winds which 'keep up a' constant
"cloud of sand in the roads; the weather very CQol, being iI).
th~ range of the Rocky mountains. 'Encamped on a small
rivulet, as ,clear as crystal and as cold as ice, near the village
of -Pacos [Pecos]," which -is, now in ruins. 29 ' There was
, formerly a large church here, and it was a place of consider, able note,- the buildings were of adobe (the timber' of
: cedar) ;30 someofthem apparently three stories high;-, There:
are a number of very large cisterns in the place, walled with'

a
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,

'

28. Captain Buford, on the trail three days later, heard of this killing and,
, carried the ,news \0 'the States; but he had th~ victim as "Robert Moore of Missouri."
It is likely that' Chamberlin, who ';"'as on the ground, had, the names correctly.' See ,
Foreman, op. ~it., 246, note; 265:, The killer wa~ to ,be ,hanged on July 10.
,
29'.
is here speaking of the old Indian pueblo of Pecos,' from which the last
inhabita~ts had moved away in 1837.
'
.'
'
30.' ,The larger timbering in all such' ruins was of yellow pine. ,
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stone, and cemented. S! This camp furnished no grass £61'
our animals. Distance, 25 miles-825.
'
. Thursday, June 7-This morning, one of our mules was
missing; in searching for him, I found some bunches of
grass, 'growing beneath the walls of Pacos; which I cut with
my knife, and packed it along in a blanket. I strayed several.
miles from the road, and did not overtake the wagons' until
the afternoon. I had been' as far as the Rio Pacos.S 2 There.
is a small but beautiful valley at this point on the river;
with a number of ranches scattered over it; they appeared to
have a' good deal of land under cultivation.. Met the U. S.
Mail on the way' to Independence; they expected to: go
through in from 16 to 20 days.ss I had no letters written;
Musser and Armstrong were more fortunate, and embraced
the opportunity of, sending news to their friends at home.
Our course had been north, amongst the mountains, the
ascent being very gradual with a good road..' Crossed one
pretty high mountain.
.
The first object that attracted our attention, as we
neared Santa Fe, was the American "stars and stripes"
floating in the breeze. A descending road into the place,
which is' situated in a narrow valley, on a small'stream of
water, surrounded by an appareritly barren country; and
hills of the same nature; in the distance, mountains towering
to the clouds, whose snow-clad peaks gave nature a chilling
appearance, although the day was very warm. The somber
appearance' of the town, built entirely of unburnt adobes,
the scope of country, stretching for leagues to the S. W., and
enveloped in haze, inspired us with rather gloomy sensations; however, we could not but feel 'gratified that we had
reached the important point in our journey. On entering.
the place we noticed handbills,advising emigrants to put·
up at the United States hotel, for comfort, convenience, good
living, etc. Of course this was "something to our minds,"
and we drew up before the "U. S." As for comfort and
convenience, the quarters, in which about 30. of us 'were

1-

. 31. What· he ealJs cisterns 'were the old ceremonial kivas, or estufas. of which the
roofs had fallen in.
32. Apparently Chamberlin had not recognized the "small rivulet" near Peeos ruins.
as the Pecos river; here he had gotten to the Mexican village or ranches farther up
the valley,
•
S3. Captain Buford left Santa F~ on June 6, escorting the mail contractor Raywood and .the Chihuahua merchants Mulliken, Rister, Ragen, and Lucas; they
arrived at Fort Gibson 24 days later. On June.6-7, between Santa Fe and San Miguel,
he reported .having met between six and seven hundred California emigrants from
Fort Sinith and Van Buren "who had left before the departure of the company
escorted by Marcy." Foreman, QP. cit., 246, note,
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stored with Our baggage, is, a'small uncleansed stable, in: fested 'with fleas, bedbugs and. other vermin,. the stench
.being horrible. Distance, 25 miles--,-850. '":" ,.
Friday, June 8-'-Boarding ,$1 a day and, fed upon mutton. The weather' comfortabl~ at this place, and the.atmos.:.
phere'very pure. Fresh meat hung out in the. air will'keep
sound untillised, or dried up.. Corn is· worth $3 per bushel
and very scarce. ,We are obliged ,to purchase hay for 'our
~ules in small billets, packed in ,upon asses, at the :rate of,
$100 per ton. Provisions are very ,cheap"the quartermaster
of the army· "(it is:said) lost about $30,000 during the winter;
by gambling; to make up his loss, he had a sufficientamo'unt
of government stores "condemned," and was selling;them to
emigrants at low rates, aJthough everything was of the best' ,
q~ality., We bought good American flour at $6 a hundred; .
. bacon at 12% cents' per lb., etc. It was a lucky piece ,of
rascality for the emigrant. All kinds of merchandise is very
low, and busipess dull,. ,at. present.. Competition has' pro':'
duceda stagnation in trade;'. There 'are a large number of
, stores and gr,oceries in the, place, ,certainly more than will
ever make fortunes: Immens~ quantities of goods, that were
prevented'from entering Old Mexico at the close of',the war, .
,have been brought back to,this place, completely gluttei:l the'
market. Having read of the vast wealth and trade of Santa
'Fe, and the fortunes that. had been made here, our curiosity
ran high, but we were disappointed. The 'appearance arid,
,condition of the place, do hot correspond with, its fame..
Having disposed of 'our wagons, and not beinganxiolls to
, remain lorig in town, we prepared to pack our provisions and
, chattels, and employed a man to give u~ the first- lesson.' in
the art. We made our'sacks out of tanned' buffalo hides, and
purpose putting about 200 lbs. ,,:eight.upon each nmle.. The,
Mexicans are skilled in the art of packing; We employed'
one to go through with us, at $12 per month. We have now
22 head of horses and mules.
'
. Saturday, June 9-:-Busily engaged in weighhig, sacking.
-, our "traps," and making preparations to 'start as soqn 'as'
possible. The Virginia mess have driven their stock out into
the' country to graze.'.
.
Sunday, June' 10--'-Santa· Fe is a very immoral place.
The population is composed of Mexicans,. Indians and for-'
. eigners from all parts of the world. .The public square and
gambling hotises are crowded with idle loup.gers, ,male and '
female; "the character of' but few of the latter will bear a
:v:irtuous test. Several Fandangoes are in full operation
~ll the while. T4e sefiorett::ts' are of all. castes ,and' sorts;
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from Indians up to pure Spanish. Some of the .Californiab9und bQYs enjoy these sports, and lavish their money freely
upon amusement. Many of ~hem, however, will find .this the
"sticking point;" the funds of some have been exhausted in
getting thus far, and being obliged to change the mode. of
travel and renew their stock of provisions, they caimotgo
on. Others have been induced to deposit what they had left
in the "monte banks," which are unsafe, non-paying institutions. Some more prudent than others have gone to the'
gold mines in the vicinity, where they can make from one to
five dollars a -day, in hopes of raising enough to continue
their journey. I saw a specimen of the gold obtained from
these mines; it is in scales, of different" sizes, though gen:erally very small, clean and bright, and i~ worth' $18.50 per
ounce in Santa Fe. The place is some forty miles distant. 34 ,
This market is completelyoverstocked with wagons, but
mules are very high; commanding from $60 to $100 per head.
As at Fort Smith, rumors are afloat, that the' Apache' and
other Indians are very hostile on our route,and 'the most 'of the emigrants are in favor of forming in .large companies.
.One company is ab.out employing Mackintosh, a half-breed
Indian, and somewhat noted as a mountaineer; he agrees to
guide them through, by the "Spanish Trail," in sixty days;
for the sum of $800. 35. We have again determined not to
travel with It large company, let the consequence be what
.it will. Saw Mr. Aubrey, a merchant of this piace, the nian
that rode from Santa Fe to Independence, a.distance o{:800
miles, in 5 days and 10 horirs. He is a French Canadian:36 '
.' It appears that we are yet almost as far from California as .
the Fort Smith circulars made the distance through from
that place. Some of the emigrants are starting north,. to. 34. The Old Placers (from 1828) arid the New Placers (from 1839) were about'
thirty miles 'south of Santa Fe,-or from the Rio Grande valley at Bernalillo' they lay
eastward through the mountains. At the latter diggings.' the town of Tuerto' sprang'
UP. 'and in. 1845· had 22 stores, That year the yield of both districts was given - as
$250,000. H. H_ Bancroft, History ot' New Mexico and Ariz01Ut, 340.
35. ':MacKintosh" may be the A;chie McIntosh who, Lieut: John G, Bourke tells
us, was. employed as a guide with federal troops on· two campaigns against the
. Apaches in December 1872 and Jan,-Feb., 1873. See "Bourke on the Southwest," in
N. MEX. 'HIST. REV., ix (1934), 387, 390-1; 407, 418 (note). We have found no
other p-ossible clue to the man here mentioned by Chamberlin.
36. Francis Xavier Aubry (or Aubrey) had made his most famous ride the year
before. Coming west in the spring of 1848. he had left along the way a 'number 'of
s'wift saddle-mares and at Santa Fe he completed his arrangements for a rapid return
to Independence. He rO,de against a wager that cuhe could not make the trip in .
eight days." He did not do it "in 5 days and 10 hours'" as told 'to Cha~berlin in the
streets of Santa Fe, but. he did win the wager. See W. D. Wyman, "F. X. Aubry; .
Santa Fe. Freighter, !athfinder and Explorer," in N. MEX. HIST. REV., vii, 1-31. :'
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intersect tpe Independence. route ;~7 .others: are going by the
Spanish trail" or middle route ;38 but the majority take the
.southern route, or those traveled by Kearney, Cook, etc.. ;39
while a few have already turned their faces homeward, arid
more intend doing so. Money is it very essential article in a
strange country, and many have ;maqe short calculations~
wpich now puts them to great inconvenience. We have concluded togo K:earney's route, and follow his trail, or employ
guides if we can get them from different points.
At 12 o'clock we were ready to l~shon our packs; which
occupied two hours. . We then started, and after considerable difficulty;with our mules, we got out of town.' This isa
novel mode'oftraveling to me, but I suppos~ we will become
accustomed to it. Our animals were almost starved in "that
"poverfy.,stricken" place, and it is with difficulty we can get.
tl;1emalorig; they wanted to stop at every patch of grass..
The r,Oad runs S. W:,and the appearance of the country
iIp,proves as we advance. , There are some miniature valleys
amongst the roIling hiIIsin which, there·is a little grass.
Passed several ranches, and. encamped near one, on a small
run of good water. Distance, 17miles-867. '.
Monday, June ll-Remained in camp, for the purpose
of grazing our animals. Wrote letters'; I hildno.shade, and
used theeartl). for" a writing desk. ' It was' a difficult task,
and I was annoyed by a young .Mexican boy, who wanted me
to learn him to talk and write "AmeriCano." We purchased
an unbt:oken mule for ,Fernando to ride; ,he found it very
difficult to conquer, and gave us s'omerarespecimens of
Mexiean horsemanship. The, first thing' is to' blind. the
anima) (whieh is of the greatest 'advantage), then saddle
~nd qriqle him, putting on all the trappings, then he mounts, . 37. By "the Independence rOlIte" these emigrants evidently intended to get on
the trail ~hich crossed the plains to Bent's Fort, then tur':'ed north ;md west by way
of Fort Bridger, Great .Salt Lake, Humboldt river, and so' directly to the gold mines
of California. See R. P. Bieber's map with his "Southwestern Trails .to California in
1849," in Mississippi VaUey Hist. Rev" .xii (1925), 344-375.
38. The Old Spanish Trail, or what Chamberlin .here call. "the middle route," is
the one usually associated 'with the famous 'Escalante-Doming~ez expedition of 1776."
The 'governor at Santa Fe. had been ordered to open a trail through to the' California .
coast .at Monterrey. The Franciscan padres started from Santa Fe in July 1776 but
got only to 'central Utah, where they had to . tum back because of the lateness of 'the
season. Emigrants could' then. head southwest across the Mohave desert to Los
Angeles, or north. and west by the lake .and· Humboldt river.
39. In some ways this was decidedly the best route for the emigrants, and it
had been much used for the past twenty-five years by trappers and· traders going to
southern Califor"nia. Another route, not so easy but still' more-direct, .would have taken
"them ,west from Old Albuquerqu.e by an ·old .Indian trail: to Zuni·; then southwest
through the heart of "Apacheland" down trie Salt river, and west down the Gila.
See Bieber's map, loco - cit. -
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raises the bUnd, and instead of checking sinks the spurs into
his side, and suffers him to run until fairly tamed down.·
Having no tent, we are now obligeq to "bivouak" in "all
.out-doors," with the heavens for a counterpane, al).d the
earth for a mattress. The sun, during the day is very hot,
. and the nights cool.
.
Tuesda,y, June 12-The country .around oU,r camp,'
.. abounds in the long-eared hare, which is the only game we
see; we killed several ; they were 'very fine eating.' Started at
12 o'clock in a southern direction, through barren hills, and
, over a rough country. Found the Virginia mess encampedin a .valley on a small creek; here we concluded to stop, and
graze our animals until all our old company. would get
together. The grass is very short and poor, and the water in
. the stream very brackish. Distance, 15 miles:-882.

(To be continued)
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5.

FRIAR-PERSONNEL, 16.17-1625

'I, ' Npriests
1616 there were apparently sixteen~ friars (thirteen
and three lay brothers) remaining in New' Mex':'

ico; The priest~ wer~Fray Isidro Ordonez, commissary;-.
,Fray Andres de Baptista, Fray: Agustin de Burgos, Fray
, 'Pedro Haro de la Cueva, Fray Bernardo de Marta, Fray'
. Alonso de Peinado, Fray'E,stevan de Ferea, fray Franciilco
. Perez Guerta,F.'raY Andres Perguer, Fray Cristobal de,
Quiros, Fray Juan 'de Salas, Fray. Andres Suarez- (or ,'"
'Juarez), and Fray Luis TiradO. ,The three lay brothers were
Fray Jeronim,o de Pedraza; Fiay Juan de San Buenaventura,'
and Fray Pedro de Vergara.' '
,
~A new group, of 'seven friars wel)t out to New MexicO
in'1616, 65 arrivirtg'in the province 'toward the end o:(Decem'ber, or early -in January, 1617. After, the, arrival of this
group Fray Estevan de Perea took office as custodian and
served as local prelate until the autumn 'of 1621.66
" ,'Weare able positively to identifyo'nly three of, the seven
friars who'went, out in 1616., They are Fray Bernardo de
Agujr-re, who served 'as '''presidEmt'' of the group during the ~
journey to New Mexico, Fray Pedro: Zambrano Ortiz, and
Fray Alonso de San Juan, lay brother. 67 , As we have noted
in preceding seCtions"ofthis paper, Fray Alonso de San Juan
had already been in New Mexico during the latter part of
the Onate period and also subsequent to, 1610.' He had re.,
turned to New Spain, probably with Governor Peralta in
65. Accounts for th~ purch~se,of wagons and s';pplies, furnished to this group
'of seven friars are found in A. G.' I., 'Contaduria, legs. 718 ~rid 845B.
'
'
66.' See Scholes, "Problems in' the Early EccleBiastic~1 History of New Mexico,"
• NEW MEx.HrsT. REV., VII' (1932), Pl>. 53-67, and Church and State in' New Me"'ico, '
-1610-1650 (Albuquerque, 1937), pp'. 39, 67-68~
' .
lb. All three are mentioned in the contemporary recor.ds, 1617,1621.
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. 1614, and now came back again to New Mexico with the
1616 group. We shall see that he made other trips to and.
from New Spain in later years.·
.
.. . A .fourth. friar who came with the 1616 group was
probably Fray Pedro de Carrascal, of whom Vetancurt tells
us that he served as a missionary in New Mexico and later
- returned to New Spain, where he died ~n Mexico City 'on
August 28, 1622.68 As we have already noted in seCtion 1,
Bancroft lists Carrascal as. one of· the friars who went to
New Mexico in the time of Onate, but we doubt that th'is
was the case, since the friar is not mentioned in any of the
contemporary sources for theperfod prior· to 1610. His
riame- is' not required to complete the lists of friars who
went out in 1609 and in 1612. It also seems' unlikely that
he came in 1621, ·when another gTOUP of friar-recruits arrived, because the supply caravan of that year did not set
out on its return journey to New Spairi until "October, 1622,
several weeks later than the date of Carrascal's death.in
Mexico City as given byVetancurt,and we have no evidence
that any .friars left New -Mexico ahead of the caravan. In
view of the foregoing, w~; conclude that . Carrasca:I .,came
with Aguirre's group in 1616.
Documents of the year 1617 contain references to a
certain Fray Pedro de Escobar. 69 These papers do not speccifically state that Escobar was then in New Mexico; but ,we
have no mention of him in earlier records. It is po.ssible that
the statements in the 1617 documents actua:Ily refer to Fray
Francisco de Escobar, a former commissary of the Francisca~s in Onate's time. It seems unlikely, however, that
the friar's first name, which occurs several times, would in
all cases have been incorre,ctly recorded as-Pedro instead of
Francisco. We believe therefore that Fray Pedro de Esco.bar
was. another person and that he was also a member of the
1616 group..
•

l

I

68. Vetancurt, Teatro· Me.,icano, ed. 1870-71, vol 4, p. 293.
69.. · Fray Pedro de Escobar is mentioned several times in the record of the trial of .
Don Juan de Escarramad,
A. G~ N., Provincias Internas, tomo 34~ expo 1. Copy' of
the trial record is also fomid in A. G.. N:, 1nquisici6n, tomo '316, If. 175-84. For an
account of the Escarramad episode, see Scholes, Church and State, pp. 43'49.
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Testimony given in 1661 by a resident of Santa' Fe.
indicates that many years earliE:!r,when Fray Bernardo' de
Aguirre 'was gu~~dian of the villa, there was another priest
, there named Fray Tomas de la Mar. 7,oWe know that Aguirre
served as guardian of Santa Fe in 1617.' Although w'e find
no reference to Fray. Tomas de la Mar in the earlier records,
it would appear that he was also a member of the ·group
that 'came in 1 6 1 6 ; '
.
.
This leaves only one of the -1616 group to account for.' .
Unfortunately the documents and chronicles provide no data
as to his identity.
.
.
In 1618 Fray Pedro de' Ortega, who later ser'ved at
. various missions and as secretary to Fray Alonso de Bena~ vi des, accompanied Governor Juan deEulat~ to New Mexico; _
arriving in December .of that year. Fray JeroniIno./de·
Pedraza; lay brother, was also a ·member of Eulate's party.71
Pedraza had come to New Mexico.in 1612 and we have'
listed him as one of the friars serving in New Mexico in.
161ft He had apparently journeyed' to New Sp~in in 1617,
,
and returned with Eulat'e's party the following year.
., Thus we.have a total oftwe~ty-four friars who se~ved .'
in New Mexico during the period from 1616-161~ to. the
autumn of 1621, when another' group arrived~ The twentyfour included the sixteen who were in the pr0vince in 1616,
\ the seven who went out in that year, and Fray Pedro. de
Ortega,who accompanied Eulate in 1618.
In 1620 . the .custodian, .Fray Estevan de Perea, sent.
Fray Alonso de. San Juan to Mexico with reports for the
viceroy and' the superior prelates of the Franciscan Order.
On the basis ()f these reports the authorities in New Spain'
sent out another group of friars·in 1621 and also provided
70. A. G. N., 'Inquisicion, tomo .593, .exp. I, f. 94.
71. Both Ortega and Pe'dr~za refer to events of the journe'y to New Mexico with
Eulate in testimony. in 1621 and 162.6. A. G. N., Inquisicion, tomo 356, If. 271v, .288-.
88v. They do not specify the year in which. the journey was made; but we know
fro.m other. sources that Eulate came in i618 "and-took office 8S governor on December
23. A. G: I., Contaduria, leg. 723; L. B. Bloom, "The Governors ~f New Mexico,"
NEW MEX: RIST. REV.,. X' (1935), p. 154; Scholes, Church and State,
70. Ortega
always signed his name "'Hortega," but we have dropped the silent iil:itiaI.
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supplies for fourteen others serving in the province. 72 , The
fourteen in New Mexico can be identified as follows: Perea,
the custodian, Aguirre, Baptista, Burgos, Haro de la Cueva,
Ortega, Pedraza (lay brother), 'Peinado, Quiros, Salas, San
Buenaventura (lay brother), Suarez, Vergara (lay brother),
and Zambrano Ortiz. 73 Counting this group and Fray
Alonso de San Juan, who carried the reports to Mexico City,
we have a total of fifteen, leaving nine others to be accounted
for. Of the latter, five (Ordonez, Perez Guerta, Perguer,
Tirado, and Marta) :had come to New Mexico prior'to 1616,
and four (.Carrascal, Pedro de Escobar, de la Mar, and one'
unidentified friar) were members of the group that went out
to the province in that year.
' "
Fray Isidro OrdQnez, the former commissary of the
Franciscans, and Fray: Francisco Perez, Guerta left the
province in the autumn of 1617, when the supply caravan
that went out in the preceding year returned to Mexico. 74
The documents of 1617 et seq. contain no reference to Fray
Andres' Perguer and Fray Luis Tirado, so we infer that
they left New Mexico or died there prior to 1620.' R'osa
Figueroa states that Fray Bernardo de Marta died.in New
Mexico in 1632. Vetancurt gives the year as 1635. 75 We
,find no mention of Marta, however, in any of the contemporary sources for the period f:t;om 1617 to the early 1630's,
and his name is not required to· make up the list of fourteen friars in New Mexico for whom provision was made in .the
,dispatch of supplies sent in 1621. We surmise therefore
that his death occurred prior to 1620, when Fray Alonso de
San Juan took the reports to New Spain on the basis of
which the 1621 dispatch was. made.
of the four to account for from the group that went out
72. ' Accounts for purchase of supplies for the 1621 group and for the fourteen
remaining in New Mexico are found in A. G. 1., Contaduria, legs. 723, 845B. In a
letter to the king, dated May 27, 1620, the viceroy reported that there were sixteen
friars 8~rving in New Mexico. . A. G. 1.', Mexico, leg. 29. This statement· was prob~
ably based on earlier reports received before those brought by Fray Alonso de San Juan.
73. All of these friars are mentioned, in the record sfor the early 1620's. A~ G. ,N.,
Inquisici6n, tomo 356, If. 257-316, and tomo 486, If. 45-51; A. G. N., Civil, tomo 77,
expo 14.
74. Scholes, Church and State, p. 42.
75. Rosa Figueroa, Bezerro General, P: 126; Vetancurt, op. cit., vol. 4, p. 328.
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in '1616~ we may assume that Fray Pedro. de Carrascal r~
turned to Mexico not later than 1620. 'Since we'~have no
. other data concerning Escobir and d.e laMar; we can only.
conclude that they and the unidentifie'dfriar had di.ed before
1620, or that they had returned to' New Sp"ain sometime .,
between 1617 alid 1620:
. . The treasury accou.nts list the. names of six friars who
~ ..went ~~ New-Mexico with the supply c~ravan of 1621. Th.ey
were Fray Miguel de Chavarria, Fray Martin de Arvide,
, Fray Francisco:Fonte-(or Fonsi ), Fray AscEmsio de Zarate;
. Fray Jeronimo de Zarate SalmarQD" and the lay brother,
. Fray Alonso de San .Juan, mentioned' above, who now returned again to the province. 76 This group of six and the
fourteeI,l already in New Mexico ':r;nake atotal of twenty
'friars in the.province in the autumn of 1621 when the
. caravan arrlved. 77
.
. Fray Mig1J.el de Chi:warrIa took office as the second'
" .custodian, succeeding Perea,on:October 3, 1621.78 He'remained in,New Mexico only a year, however, for· h'ereturned
to New Spain in the,autumn of 1622, Prior'tq his departure
Fray A~censio de Zarate was named vice-custodian, and the
. latter had charg~ of the m,issions until the arrival of 'Fray
.Alonso de Beriavides in December, 1625. 79 .
Fray Pedro de .vergara . (lay' brother) accompanied
Chavarria to Mexico in the autumn of 1622. 80 'In ',the Jol-.
lowing 'year others also left· for New' Spain,81 and .by a
process of elimination we find that they were 'Fray Bernardo
de Aguirre and Fray Agustin de Burgos. At the same time
76. A .. G. I., Contaduria, leg. 845B
77. A report filed by tbe Franciscan Province of the Holy Gospel on July 21, 1622;
states that. there were twenty-four friars (eighteen priests _and, six lay brothers). in"
New' Mexico' at that time. A.G.I., Mexico, leg.. 2547. We believe, however, that this
r~port is incorrect. since the treasury records· of the preceding year. clearly' indicate ...
that' the 1621 caravan provided for fourteen friars 'in the province and six others who
went \out at that time.
.
..
.
78., Petition of Fray Estevan de Perea to Chavarria, August 26, 1622. A. G. N.,
Inquisici6n, tomD 486. f. 46,'
,/
'.
,.'
.'
79. Schole·s, uProblems in ,the Early Ecclesiastical History of New Mexico,"
pp.
and 'Church and State. PP.·
paslfim. _. '
' .
'.
Letter of Fray Pedro Zambrano, October
A, G.' N., Inquisici6n,
-tomo
f.
~l. Perea to' the' Holy Office. Sandia, August
A.' G. N.:, In,!uisiCi6n.
tomo
f.

'64-69,
80.
486; 49.
345; 470.

74-84,

,

5. 1622..
14, 1623.
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'reports were sent to the authorities in Mexico City on .the
basis of which the next dispatch of supplies was made.
The treasury accounts indicate that this caravan, which
went out in 1625, took supplies for fourteen friars remaining in New' Mexico. 82, These fourteen can be positively
identified 'as follows: Zarate, the vice-custodian, Arvide,'
Baptista, Fonte, Haro de la Cueva, Ortega, Pedraza (Iliy
brother) ,- Perea" Quiros, Salas, San Juan, (lay' brother)',
Suarez, Zambrano Ortiz, and ZarateSalmeron. 83 Counting
this ~oup of fourteen and the four (Chavarria, Vergara,
Aguirre,and Burgos) who left- 'in 1622.·and 1623, we have
only two of the twenty in New Mexico in the autumn of 1621
,to account for, viz., Peinado and San Buenaventura. '
, We have a letter of Fray Alonso de Peinado, dated at
'Chilili on October 4, 1622,84 but he is not mentioned 'in later
documents. Reference is made to Fray Juan de San Buenaventura (hiy -brother, who had come to New Mexico' with
Onate in 1598) in a document of August 26, 1622,' but we
have no reference to himthereafter. 85 We conclude therefore that both Peinado and' Sa~ Buenaven.tura died sometime
prior to the following summer, (1623), when the reports
were sent to Mex~co Cit~· on the basis of which the. 1625
dispatch o~ supplies was made.
6.. MISSION CHRONOLOGY, 1617-1625
During the nine years from the beginning of 1617 to
the end of 1625 the Franciscans achieved considerable suc-,
cess in their missionary efforts, despite the controversies
.with Governors Ceballos and' Eulate which 'characterized
- the history' o~ this period. The friars carried forward the
work already started among the Tewa, Tano,' Keres, and
the Rio Grande and, Manzano Tiwa, and the mission area
was expanded to include Pecos, Picuris, Taos, the, Jemez
towns, and'the Tompiro pueblo of Ab6. .
..'
82.' Accounts for the 1625 caravan are. found in A. G. 1., Contaduria, leg. 726;
83. All of these friars are mentioned in documents of 1626. A. G. N., Inquisicion,
tomo 356, 11'. 257-316. .
84. A. G.N., Civil, tomo· 77, expo 14.
,
85. Petition. of Fray .Estevan' de Perea to Chavarria, August 26, 1622. I A. G. N.,.
Inquisicion, tomo 486, f. 46.
"
.
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In the 'Tewa area the convents of "San Ildefonso and
NamM coritin~ed to', serve as the mission centers; A third
'., convent, (Santa Clara) was not established until the time
"of Benavides. The Rio Grande Tiwa were administered,as'
b~fote'-from Sandia and Isleta ;86 and Chilili, where Peinado'
remained in charge ,until his death sometime in 1622. or
,1623, continued to be the center of actiVity. for the Tiwa
towns east of the Manzano range. The names of Peinado's
immediate successors at Chilili are notknown. 87 .It maybe
assumed that work was also carried on_at Tajique and Cua. rac during the period under discussion, but the earliest
refer~nce to another convent (Cuarac)' occurs in the dOClimEmts of Benavides' time.
'
,
As stated. in section, 4, two convents were established
at Galisteo and San Lazaro in the -Tano ,area between 16;1.0 _
and 1613., The Sap Lazaro ,foundation was:'not permanent;'
a'nd Galisteo became the chief center' missionary. activity "
,among the Tano. Fray Pedro de Ortega, who· arrived tn
New Mexico in December, 1l;i18,' served' at Galisteo in the
following year (1619)', and perhaps for partor all'of1620,
until he was 'assigned toPecos. 88 His successor was Fray
Pedro Zambrano Ortiz; who is first'recorded as guardian of'
Galisteo in 1621. Zambrano 'rem~ined in charge of the .mission until at least 1632. 89
,
The San' Lazaro convent was'apparently abandoned
sometime between 1614 and 1621. Difficulties in,maintaining
;.. mission discipline' and the persistence' of nativereligionappear to have been contributing factors. In 1621 San Lazaro
was administered from Galisteo, and in the later seventeenth

of'

(

86. A conv~nt (Santa Ana) at Ala';'eda is first mentioned in 1635. when Fray
Justo de Mlran'da was guardian. The Alameda chur~h was not finished, however, until,
the time of Governor Peiialosa (1661-64). 'A. G. N., Inquisiei6n, tomo 380, f. 253, and
tomo '507, f. 325. ,Apparently a separate convent was never established at Puaray.
\'
87. F,ray Fra~cisco de Salazar served at Chilili in 1634 and 1636, Fray Fernando
de Velasco, c. 1660, and Fray Francisco G6inez de la Cadena, 1671~72.
88. References to O.rtega's services at Galisteo are found in -A. G. N., Inquisi,ci6n, .
tomo 356, If. 257-316, passim.
89. A. G.' N .• Inquisici6n, tomo ,356, f. 28211, and tomo 304, f. 190., Other friars
who served at Galisteo prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray' Antonio de Aranda'
(1640); Fray Crist6bal de Velasco (1659), Fray Nicolas .dei ·Villar (1661), Fray An, tonio de Ibargaray (1663-65), Fray· Pedro. de Villegas (1665), Fray Juan 'Bernal'
(1672), and .Fray Juan Domingo de Ver~ (1680).
.
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)century it was. a visita. of either Galisteo or San Marcos. 9o
The first reference to a mission at San Cristobal occurs
in documents of 1621,· although ,missio~ary work there was
apparently started before that time. The lay brotlier, Fray·
Pedro de Vergara, was "president" of the mission in 1621,
serving under the'direction of Fray Pedro Zambrano Ortiz,
stationed at Galisteo. The convent. of San Cristobal is first
mentioned in a document of 1626, but the earliest recorded
guardian was Fray Alonso de Estremera, who was serving
at San Cristobal in .1628. 91 But the San Cristobal convent,
like that at San Lazaro, was not permanent, and in later
years San Cristobal was a visita of Galisteo.
.
In the Benavides Memorials of 1630 and 1634 Galisteo
is designated as the seat of the only convent in, the Tano
area. Subsequently another permanent convent was established at San Marcos, of which Fray Agustin de Cuellar,
who served there in 1638-'1640, is the first recorded g'uardian. 92 Henceforth this convent and the one at Galisteo served
as the two mission centers for the Tano.
Prior to 1617 two convents, at Sia and Santo Domingo,
had been founded in the Keres area. (See sections 2 and 4.)
.Santa Ana was served from Shi,an,d ·we have no ev'idence
that it ever became the seat of· a convent. For several years
all· of the Keres pueblos along the Rio Grande were administered from Santo Domingo, but by1621 a separate convent
was established at San Felipe. 93 F~ay Crist6bal de QuirQs;
who had earlier served at Sia and Santo Domingo, was
guardian in 1621, and he apparently spent most of his time
there until his death in 1643.94
90., Numerous references to the astuation' at San Lazaro in 1621 et ante are
recorded in A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tomo 356, if. 257-316, ·passim.
91.A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tomo 356, ff. 257-316, passim, and tomo 363.
92. A. G. N., Inquisicion, tomo 385, expo 15; A. G. I., .Patronato, leg. 244, ramo
7. Other friars who served at San Marcos prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray Diego'
de Santander (1662). Fray Bernardo Lopez de Covarrubias (1663-64)" Fray Pedro de
·Villegas (1665), Fray Tomas de Torres (1668:69), Fray Francisco Antonio de
Lorenzana (1672), and Fray Manuel Tinoco (1680).
'
93. A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tomo 356, f. 290v.
94. Other friars who served at S~n Felipe prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray
Juan Suarez (or .Tuarez), who succeeded· Quir6s in 1643, and Fray Juan de Plasencia
(1662).
•
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Benavides records 'only three ~onvents (evidently Sia,-,
Santo Domingo, :and San Felipe)':for the Keres areas in
1630 and 1634. By 1637"however~'Cochiti hadits,~wn convent, with Fray' Justo de Miranda as -guardian. tn later
years both San Felipe and Cochiti were frequently visita,s Of
Santo' poniingo, indicating that t.hese missions often lacked
resident friars.
Aperman,entmissionat Pecos was founded as. early as '.
1619, when, Fray Pedro Zambrano Ortiz wasgliardian. It,
is quite possible'that Zambrano ",vas assigned to fecos soon
after his arrival in New Mexico in the' winter of 1(316-1617,
but this is only a surmise. In the autumn of 1621, Fray
Pedro de Ortega, who had previously served at Galisteo, was
in charge at-Pecos, having apparently changed places with
Zambrano.96 , By: October" 1622, c Ortega had been replaced
'llY Fray Andres Suarez' (or Juarez)', who remained at Pecos,
'
,
u,ntil at' least 1633.97
Benavides gives. Smlrez chief credit for building the
Pecos'church and conve~t,91l but we.have evidence that the.
church ~as under constructiqn as early as 1621, when Ortega was in charge. 99 In a letter to the viceroy, dated Oc.t~ber
2, 1622, Suarez expressed the hope -that the church, would
be finished in the/following Yea~, and he asked the viceroy
.to·seild a retabl60f Nuestra Senora de los, Angeles, the,
advocation of the mission, and a statue of the child Jesus
to place abovethe mainaltar.10o
. ,
San Felipe' and Pecos were apparently the only new'
convents founded before the arrival of Custodian. Qhavarria
, and five other friars in the autumn qf 1~21. Subsequently.
work was started at Picuris, Taos, in the Jemez area; and at

AM.

'

,

95. A. G. N., Inqui~ici6n, tomo 369, expo 14,
96. A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tomo 356, If. 257-316, p;,asim.
. 97. A. G. N., Civil, tomb 77, exp.' 14, ~nd Inquisici6n, tomo 380, ,expo 2. Other
,friars who served at Pecos prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray Domingo del
Espiritu Santo (1635), Fray 'Antonio de Ybargaray (1636), Fray J~~nGonzalez'
, (1661), Fray Nicolas' Enriquez (1666), ,Fray Juan Bernal (1670), Fray Luis de·
Morales (1672), and Fray Francisco 'de Velasco (1680).
'
98. Benavides, Memorial (1684).
99. A.!}; N., Inquisici6n, tomo 856.
100. ·A. G. N., Civil, tomo 77, expo 14: '

"
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, The founder of Picuris mission was Fray Martin de
,Arvide, who arrived with Chavarria in the autumn of 1621
· .and was evidently assigned to Picuris soon thereafter. Benavides gives a brief account of Arvide's labors at ,the new
mission and' of the ill-treatment he received at the· hands
of some of the Indians. ,Native 'opposition finally forced
him to abandon the mission, and iil 1625 he was stationed
at Santo Domingo.' Missionary work was not resumed at
Picuris until 1628 (see section 8).101
Benavides states that Fray Pedro de Ortega was the
founder of Taos mission. Since we know that Ortega was
· at Pecos in' September, 1621, prior to Chavarria's arrival,·
and we have; references to missionary activity at Taos as
of. 1622, we infer that Ortega 'was transferred from Pecos
to Taos in the latter part of 1621 or early in 1622. At Taos,
as at Picuris, considerable native opposition wasencoun:teredo After the arrival of Benavides in December, 1625,
Ortega was appointed notary of the Holy Office' and was
assigned to the Santa Fe convent. Mission work at Taos
was resumed in 1627, ",hen one of the friars who accompanied BenaVides took charge (see section 8).102 ,
In separate articles previously published the authors
of the present paper have traced the early history of the
Jemez']Ilissions. 103 The first mission was founded at San
Jose de Guisewa by Fray JerQnimo de Zarate Salmer6n in ,
the autumn of 1621, or during the winter of 1621-1622.
Soon thereafter Salmer6n established a second mission'
known as the "pueblo de la Congregaci6n" and later as San
Diego de la Congregaci6n. ' This foundation was apparently' ,
located at or near the pr8sent Jemez pueblo. Local disturb-ances resulted in the abandonment of' this "congregation"
pueblo in 1623 and the' scattering of its population. What
· effect this had on the mission at-Sail Jose is riot clear, but
· it would appear that the latter was not aban,doned, since a
Benavides, Memorial (1634).
Ibid., and A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tOmo,'356, ft. 257-316, paasi";'o '
103~ to' B. Bloom and L. B: Mitchell, "The Chapter Elections in 1672," NElWMEX.
RIST. REV., XIII (1938), pp. 85-119; Scholes, '~Notes on the Jemez· ' missions in the,
seventeenth ,century:' El Palacio, XLIV (~938), ppo 61-71, 93-102.
.
101.
102.
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document of 1626 refers to Salmeron as "guardian of-the
convent of San Jose of the J:eme,z." For later developments
at Jemez in the time of Benavides, see section 8.
- Ve4tncurftE;llls us that 'Fray Francisco de Acevedo, who
came to New Mexico in 1629, built the church at AbQ, and
also two smaller ones- at Ten'abO and' Tabira. 104 .We now
. hav~ evidence, however, that missionary work had, b~en in
progress' at Abo for several years prior to ·the .arrival of ,.
Acevedo. In a letter written from Chilili on' October 4, 1622,
Fray Alonsod.e Pei~ado refers to the "nations" that had
.recently' been reduced to faith and obedience, "como son la
naciQn de ios Taos, de los Pecos, Y la de los 'Emes, y los 'del
pueblo de gu.errade 'Abo y Penabo [Tenabo?]."105 This is
clear indication that the Abo mission dates from at least..
1622. Th,e ne~t r~ferenceto it is .i'ecordedin a do'cument,
dated. January, 1626, in 'which we.learn that Fray Francisco
Fonte, a 'm'ember of the' group of friars who' accompanied
Chavarifain 1621, was "gual'dian of AbO."106 Itis possible
that the Abo convent had been established as early as 1622,wh€m Peinado wrote his letter, or its ,erect{on may have been'
voted at a' chapter meeting held after the arrival of Benavides'in December, 1625. In any case, ,we have definite proof
that the convent was founded prior to the arrival of Acevedo
i~ 1629.
.
.
. Perea's Relaciones record that -Acevedo was one of, a
group of friars assigned to the Piro-Tompiro pueblos in
1629, and there is evidence that Acevedo served in the'
Tompiro area for sonie thirty yearsthereafter. 107 It would
appear, however; ·that he did not become guardian of Ab6
until several years subsequent to 1629, for .Fray' Juan del
Campo is recorded as guardian in 1634.i°s But in view of
the fact that Acevedo spent so many years among .the Toni,piro, Vebincurt is undoubt~dly justified iIl stressing his

-a

104.
105.
. 106.
'107.
108.

Vetancurt, op. cit., voL:4. p. 260.
A. 'G. N., Civil,.tomo 77, expo 14,
A. G. N., Inquisi.ci6n, tomo 356, f1'. 260v., 263v.
Hackett, Historical:Documents; voL 3, pp; 146, 147, 159.
A. G;..N., Inquisici6n; tomo 380, exp: 2. .
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ser"vices, and it may well be true that Acevedo deserves chief
credit for the construction of the Ab6 church and convent. 109
7." FRIAR
rE~SONNEL,. 1626-1629
.

"In section 5 we have listed fourteen friars remaining in .
New Mexico for whom supplies were sent in the caravan
that arrived in the province toward the end of December,
1625. With the caravan came twelve others, making a total
of twenty-six in New Mexico at the beginning of 1626.
Of the twelve who came with the caravan we can identify only seven, as follows: Fray Alonso de Benavides, the
new custodian", Fray Tomas de Carrasco, Fray Martin del
Espiritu Santo, Fray Alonso de Estremera, Fray Juan Guth~rrez de la Cliica, Fray Andres de Zea, and Fray Pedro de
Vergara, wno had journeyed to Mexico City in 1622 and now"
returned to the province,11° We have no clear evidence as
to the identity of any of the other five. ""
The supply wagons set out on the retur]1 journey to
Mexico in the autumn of 1626. In 1627-1628 preparations
were made for the next caravan, which left Mexico in September, 1628, and arrived in New Mexico in the spring of
the following year (1629). This dispatch brought supplies
for twenty friars in the province, evidently the number
remaining there when the" preceding caravan set out for
New Spain in the autumn qf 1626p1
On the basis of contemporary data, we find that eleven
of these were friars already in New Mexico in 1625; the
other nine were evidently me~bers of the group that arrived
in December of that year. The first eleven included Arvide,
Ascensio de Zarate, Baptista, Fonte, Haro de laCueva, Ortega, Pedraza (lay brother),· Quir6s, Salas, Suarez, and
Zambrano Ortiz. The group of nine included Benavides,
Carrasco, "Martin del Espiritu Santo, Estremera, Gutierrez
109. Other friars who served at Abo before the Pueblo Revolt were Fray Antonio
de Aguado (1659), Fray Joseph de Paredes (1662), Fray Gabriel de Torija (1668),
Fray Nicolas de Villar (1669), and "Fray Ildefonso Gil de Avila (1672):
110. Carrasco. Espiritu Santo, and Zea are mentioned in Benavides" Me77Wrial of
1634. References to the others occur in contemporary sourc~s: 1626 et seq.
111. Accounts for purchase of supplies for this caravan are. found in A; G. I.,
Contaduria, leg. 728, 729, 845A.
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· de la 'Chica, Vergar~' (lay brother) ,.Zea, and two unide~ti;.
fled friars, .
"
In 1627 Perea was re-electecl as custodian, to .succeed "
Benavides. He ~eturned to New Mexicowfth the 1629 caravan, bringing wltlfhim a .groupqf th~r.ty friars, nine of ,
the expense of the Fra:ncis~an Order .i12" The_
whom' came
naines of twenty' are' recorded in Perea's' Relaciones, as
follows: (1) Fray Francisco de Acevedo, (2) Fray Antonio
de Arteaga, (3) FrayCrlstobal de la C~ncepcion (lay broth.er), (4) Fray'Francisco de .1a Concepcion, (5)' Fray Agustin
'de Cuellar, (6) 'Fray Roque de Figueredo,(7) .Fray Di~go
de la Fuente, (8) Fray Martin 'gonzaJez,l13 (9) Fray Andres
Gutierrez, (10) Fray Francisco de Letrado, (11) Fray Fran-.
;cisc~'de la Madre de Dios (lay brother)" '(12) Fray Tomas
Manso, (13) Fray Francisco. Munoz, (14) 'Fray Francisco
'de Porras" (15) Fray Juan Ramirez, (1'6) Fray Bartolome
Romero, (17) .Fray Francisco'de San Buenaventura (lay
b~other), (18) Fray Tomils
San Diego, (i9) Fray.Garcia
"de San Francisco (lay. brother) , 114',and (20) Fray Diego'de
San Lucas (lay brother): O~ the basis ot' other s9urces we
can identify six ,others :, (21) Fray Diego Lopez, (22) .'Fray
,Alonso de San JU'an (lay brother), again r.eturIiing to' New.
,Mexico, (23) Fray Pedro de'Santana, ,(24) Fray' Luis Suarez, (25) Fray Alonso de- Yanez (lay brother), and (26) Fray Garcia de Zuniga' (lay brother). The remaining four
cannot be identified.
.
, '~'.
"
..', .:
'Fray MartiJi Gonzalez died en route,115 and Fray Luis
Suarez died four days' after the caravan arrived. ll6 In the.
autumn of 1629 three friars, Fray.,Alonso de BeJlavides,
Fray Francisco Munoz, and Fray Garcia de Zuniga, returned

at

de

B.

112. L.·
:B1oo~, "F~ay Estevan de, Perea's 'RelacWn," NEW. MEX. HlST:·REV.,
VIII (1933), p. 2 2 4 . '
'113. In a .marginal note to section 38 of Benavides' Memorial of 1634, the ,name
i~ 'given -as Fray Bartolome Go~zales.
.,
.
,
114. 'Vetancurt (op. cit., coJ. 4,pp. '24~25) gives this friar's name as Garcla
de San Francisco y Zuniga. The 'chronicler evidently confused two friars,' ,both of
· th~"; lay brothers, named Garcia de 'Sim Francisco and Garcla de Zuniga. The latter
· was much older than Garcia de San Francisco. .
"
'115. Bloom, "Fray :Estevari de Perea's Relaci6n," i>. 225. '
•
116. Benavides, Memo~ (1634)': section '38, and margina) note.
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to New Spain. 1l7 ,Deducting these five,we have a total of,
forty-six friars in service' at the end of 1629. This figure
is confirmed by it report made by Fray Tomas Manso, procurador general of the custody, during the negotiations
which resulted in the formulation of the famous supply
,ser'{ice contract of'1631.Thirty-five were priests, and eleven
were lay brothers. u8
,The friars in service at the end of 1629 were: ~ ,
(1) Fray FranCisco de Acevedo. Came in 1629.
(2) Fray Antonio de Arteaga. Came in 1629.
(3) Fray Martin de Arvide. Came in 1621.
(4) Fray Andres de Baptista. Came in 1609.
(5) Fray Toniasde Carrasco. -Came in 1625.
,
(6) Fray Cristobal de la Concepcion (lay brother).
dame in 1629.
_
' '
(7) Fray Francisco de la Concepcion, Came in 1629.
(8) Fray Agustin de Cuellar. Came in 1629.
(9) Fray Martiri del Espiritu Santo. Came in 1625.
, (10) Fray Alonso de Estremera. Came in 1625.
(11) Fray Roque de Figueredo. Came in 1629:
(12) Fray Fran:ciscoFonte. Came in 1621. '
(13) Fray Diego de ia Fuente. Came in 1629.
,(14) Fray Andres Gutierrez. Came in 1629.
(15)' Fray Juan Gutierrez de la Chica. Came'in 162,~.
(16) 7Fray: I'edro Haro de la Cueva~ Came in 1612.
(17). Fray Francisco de Letrado. Came in 1629.
(18) Fray Diego Lopez. Came in 1629, '
(19) Fray Francisco de la Madre de Dios (lay brother). Came in 1629."
"
,
'
(20) Fray Tomas Manso, procurador ge~eraI. Came in
1629. Manso also returned to Ne-w Spain with the caravan
in the autumn of 1629, but because of his position as director
of the supply service, he was considered' as one of the friars
resident in the province.
'
117. Zuniga 'gave testimony in Mexico- City in 1680. A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tomo
866, If. 408v-404. In December, 1680, Munoz gave testimony at Hecelchakan in Yucatan and testified _that he had left New Mexico in the, preceding year. Procescj"'•••
contra DieiJo de Vera Perdomo, A. G. N., Itiquisici6n. tomo 495, fr. 89-103.
118. -Scholes, "The supply service of the New Mexico missions in the seventeenth
cen"turY," p. "97.
. . ..
.
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(21), fray Pedro-de Ortega. Came in 1618.'
,
(22) ,Fray Jeronimo de Pedraza (lay brother).' Came
in 1612.
,
custodian. First came in
(23) Fray EstEwan de Perea,
,
'1609.
(24) 'Fray Francisco de Porras. Came in 1629.
'(25) Fray-Cristob'al de Quiros. Came in 1609.
,(26) Fray Juan Ramirez. Came in 1629.
, (27) 'FrayBartolome Romero. Came in 1629.
(28) Fray Juan de Salas. Came in 1612.
(29) Fniy Francisco de Sail Buenaventura (lay br'other). Came in 1629.'
,,'
(30) 'Fray Tomas de San Diego. Came in 1629.
. (31) Fray Garcia de San, Francisco' (lay, brother).
Came in'1629. ,
'
,
'
,(32) .Fray Alonso, de San..Juan (lay brother). First
came in 1603 or,1605. :
'
'(33)' 'Fray Diego de San Lucas (lay brothe~). Camein,
'

.

'

.

J "

1629~'-

(34) Fray :f>edro de Santana.' Came in 1629.
(35) Fray Andres Suarez (or Juarez) . Came in1609.
(36) Fray Pedro de Vergara- (lay 'brother),. First
came in 1598.
'
,
(37): FraY Aionso de Yanez (lay brother). Came in
1~29.
. , ' .
(38) Fray Pedro Zambrano Ortiz. Came in 1616.
(39) , Fray Asctmsio de Zarate. Camein 1621..
,(40) 'Fray Andres 'de Zea.Came in 1625.
,
(41':'46) Six unidentified friars, of whom two came in
1625 and four In J629. Two were evidently lay brothers,
since only nine are included in the forty names iisted
above.'
8. MISSIONARY PROGRESS,1626.,1629
During the period 'from 1626 to 1629 additional convents were fOl.mded in the Tewa, Manzano Tiwa" and
Tompiro are,as, work was resumed at Picuris and Taos', and
the mission in the Jemez "pueblo de la Congregadon" was'
re-established.' New missions were also founded in the Piro'
,

, I
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district, at Acoma, and among the Zuni and Hopi pueblos.
By the end of 1629 the Franciscans were engaged in mis-.
sionary effort in
parts of the Pueblo' country. "
In the Tewa area Benavides established a third convent
at Santa Clara. This foundation probably dates from ca.
1628, . since we have eviden.ce that the custodian was in .
residence at Santa Clara during part of the summer of that
year. ll9 In the 1630 Memorial Benavides refers to three
convents in the Tewa district, but in the revised edition of
. 1634 he speaks of San Ildefonso and three others. 12o We
infer therefore that a fourth convent; undoubtedly San Juan,
had been established sometim~ after Benavides left New
Mexico in 1629 and by the summer of 1633.' If the fourth
convent had been founded at a later date, Benavides could
not have received the report in time to incorporate the information in the revised Memorial, which was presented
to Pope Urban VIII on February 12, 1634. 121 •
The convent ofChilili is the only one recorded for the
Manzano Tiwa district prior to 1626. A document of 1628
states that Fray Juan Gutierrez- de la Chica, who came with
Benavides, was then "guardian of the convent of Nuestra
Senora de la Concepcion of the pueblo of Querac [Cuarae] ."122 We assume therefore that this second friar-house
'was established under -Benavides' auspices sometime between 1626 and 1628. In the 1630's Fray Estevan de Perea,
after serving his se~ond term as custodian, spent several
years at Cuarac. Vetancurt states that it was he who con'verted the pueblo,123 but in view of the foregoing evidence
the chronicler's statement niay be interpreted as meaning .
that Perea completed the work of indoctrination carried
on in prec~ding years by Fray Juan Gutierrez de la Chica. 124

all

119.

Benavides, acting"as commissary of the Holy Office, received the testimony of
A. G. N., Inqui~icion, tomo
863. Fray Antonio Perez was guardian in 1638.
.
120. Benavides, Memorial (Ayer ed.), p. 24, and 'Memorial (1634), setion 33.

several witnesses at Santa Clara on July 21 and 26, 1628.

121. Fray Miguel de Guevara was guardian of San Juan in 1665. Fray Sebastian de Contreras in 1666, and Fray Felipe Montes in 1672.122. A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tomo 363.
123. Vetancurt, op. cit., vol. 3, P. 324.
124. Other friars who served at Cuarac prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray
Jua,n de Salas (early 1640's), Fray Jeronimo de la Llana (659), Fray Nicoll!s de
Freitas (660), Fray Francisco de Salazar (1668), and Fray Diego de Parraga 0'672).
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in the Memorial of 1630, asin t~e revised ed'iti'on of
1634, Benavides refers to six convents and churches among'
the '~'Tompira Nation," in which he evidently includes the
Manzano Tiwa. 125 This argues in favor of the founding of
a convent at Tajique as early as' 1629, 'although the earliest
'men~ion 'of a guardian' of Tajique occurs in a document of
1635, when Fray Francisco de la Concepcion was in charge '
,of. the mission. 126
,
,
,
Asri6ted in section 6, the AbO,convent was established
as early as 1626, and it evidently became the center for,missionary work at other Tompiro' pueblos, such as Tenab6 and
Tabira.Another Tompiro town, also located in the Salinas.
district, was called "Xumanas." 'Benavides tells' us that it
was'so named, "because this ~~tion often comes there to
trade and barter." The na:rp.e may also be derived from the
fact that the village was probably one of the pueblos of
'Jumallos-Rayados mentioned in the Onate documents. On
a visit to the town in 1629, Benavides preached to th!,! natives
and dedicated the 'incipient mission to San Isidro, arch"bishop of Seville. Apparent'ly nothing more was done until
,after the arrival of the 1629 caravan, when Fray Francisco
de Letrado, member of a group assigned to the Piro-Tompiro
area; took charge. Benavides states that Letrado "converted
and baptIzed the pueblo and founded there a convent' and a,
fine church." It is evident, however, that· Letrado did not
remain there more than year or two, ~ince we know that
he was killed at Hawikuh in 1632. The convent of San
Isidro was' apparently abandoned, and for many years the
pueblo waS administered from Abo. In'1659-1660 a resident
mission was re-established, this time named San Buenaventura d,e las Humanas, and Fray Diego .de Santander, who
was guardian at 'this time, sfarted the constructiqn of a new
church and convent. Kubler first identified this mission
pueblo, as the Gran Quivira ruin,' also known as Tabira.

a

,

' .

125. Benavides, Memorial (Ayer ed.); p.20, and Memorial (1634), section 29.
126. A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tomo 380, expo 2. Other friars who served at Tajique
, prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray J er6nimo de la Llana (1636), Fray Diego de
Parraga (1660), Fray Juan Ramirez' (1660), Fray'Francisco'G6mez de la Cadena,
(1671-72), and Fray SebasWin de Aliri (1672). -
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But in view of the fact that in the documents qf the 1660's
Tabira is recorded as ~ visita
Las
. of
,
. Humanas, the former
was obviously a separate site. 127
Work at the Picuris mission, fou'nded in 1621 or'1622
by Fray Martin de' Arvide and subsequently abandoned,
was resumed in 1628, so Benavides tells us, by Fray Andres
de Zea. It is to Fray Ascensio de Zarate, however, that
'Benavides gives chief credit for the "conversion and general' baptism of that indomitable pueblo." Zarate's services
. pr,obably date from about 1629 to 1632. Vetancurf states
, that in the latter year Zarate "passed to the Lord . . . in
the convent of San Lorenzo de los Picuries."128'
,
In 1627 Fray Tomas de Carrasco, who had accompanied
Benavides to New Mexico in 1625, took charge of the Taos
,mission started five or six years earlier by Fray Pedro de
Ortega. According to' Benavides, Carrasco carried on the
work ~'with great zeal arid' courage," and built a "good
church with firie architecture.~'129 Carrasco is not mentioned
in other contemporary records, so we cannot fix the term·
of lIis service at Taos. Vetancurt tells us that Fray· Pedro
de Miranda was martyred at Taos in 1631, but this is evidently an error for 1639.130 'Fray Nicolas de Hidalgo was
guardian in 1638.13~
,
Another event of importance during the' period of
, Benav!des', tenure ,as custodian was the refounding of the
~'''congregation''mission and pueblo in the Jemez area, known
henceforth as San Diego de laCongregaci6n, or simply as
'San Diego de los Jemez. The missionary who carried out
thiS work was Fray Martin de Arvide, who had served in
.

127. Benavides, Menwrial (1634), section 29; G. Kubler, "Gran QuiviraHumanas," NEW MEX. HIST. REV., XIV (1939), pp. 418-21, F. V. Scholes 'and H. P.
Mera, Some Aspects of the Jumaito, Problem (Washi;'gton, 1940), PP. 276-85.
. 128. Benavid~s, Memorial (1634), section 35; Vetanc';rt, op. cit., vol. 4, P. 398.
Other friars who served at Pi~uris, prior to th~ Pueblo Revolt were Fray Juan de
Vidania (1637), Fray Francisco Munoz (1660), Fray Juan Lobato (1661), Fray' An':
'tonio de Sierra (1671-72), and Fray Matias de Rend6n (1680).
'
129. Benavides, Memorial (1634), section 36.
130. Vetancurt, op. cit., vol. 4, p. 414; Scholes, Church and State, p. 137.
131. Oth,er friars who served at Taos prior to the 'Pueblo Revolt were, Fray Sal,vador de Guerra (165.9-60), Fray Felipe Rodriguez: (1660), Fray Luis Mlirtinez (1661),
Fray Andres Duran (1663), Fray Antonio de ;Mora (1672-80).
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earlier years atPic'uris. There is some. question; however,
as to the date of Arvide's services in the Jemez' area;
,
In Benavides' revised Memorial ,of 1634 we learn that
Arvide served in both the Jemez and Piro di~trictsduririi
the custodian's term of office., The problem is to fix the
chronology,aild the "difficulty arises from the fact that,
Benavides' narrative does not make the'sequence of events
entirely clear.. In· section 34 on "The Hemes Nation" the
date for the beginning of Arvide's 'labors there appears ,to .
be 1626, although the final "6" miglit be read as an "8." In
section 25 on the "Nation of the Piros"Benavides describe!3
his own' missionary activities among the Piro, beginning in
· 1626, and states that after the work was well started (he
seems to imply a:. period of. about a year and a haif) he
turned it over to Arvide to carryon. Thus it would appear,
on the basis·'of. the foregoing evidence, that Arvide served
first at Jemez in 1626, and that he later took charge of the'
Piromissions, possibly toward the end of .1~27 or in .i628.'
But when we turn to section' 42 of the-revised Memorial,
in which Benavides gives a sketch of Arvide's life, we fin'd
a different story. Here Benavides, after relating Arvide's
services at, Picuris, states that he placed him in charge of
the missionary 'program'in the Piro ,area 'which the custodian had started. And-following this. passage we -read:
"Afterwards) sent him to the Hemes ~ation," etc. Benavides
then tells how Arv~de reassembled the Indians in, a pueblo
of more than 300 houses, viz:, San Diego de la CongregaCi6n;
.and 'that having completed the conversion of. the Jemez,
Arvide set out on the journey to the Zipia couptry, during.
which he was ikilledon February 27, 1632.
- We are of the'opinion, therefore, that the "1626" date
in the Jemez section, of the revised Memorial should be read
· as '1628, and that Ar~ide's work in the J'emez area started,
'in the latter year, after a period of service among the Piro.·
The only other alternative_ would be to assume that Arvide
was actually at Jemez in 1626, that he went from there to,
· the Piro area, and thathe later returned to Jemez sometime·
before 1632, when he suffered ~artyrdom while en route to

"
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the Zipia country. But there is nothing in Benavides' sketch
of the friar's life to substantiate such inferences. Moreover,
in our account of the Piro conversions, we shall cite other
evidence in favor of dating,Arvide's Piro services ,in 1626:
or 1627.
. At the end of Benavides' term of office in 1629, there
were t~o convents in the Jemez area, San Jose de Giusewa
and San Diego de la' Congregaci6n. Within the succeeding
, decade, however, the convent of San Jose was apparently
abandoned, and San Diego became the center of missionary
activity among the Jemez during the remainder of the period
prior to the Pueblo Revolt of 1680:132
We t,urn now to the story of early missionary enterprise
among the Rio Grande Piro; Benavides claims for himself
the chief credit for the conversion of this group, and although he unduly stresses his own role, i~ is undoubtedly
true that he took an active part in the work and that it was
carried on at first under his direction and supervision. In
section 25 of the revised Memorial we are told that the
custodian, beginning in 1626, made as many as nine journeys
from his residence as prelate (Santo Domingo) to the Piro _
area, and that within less than a year and a half "they were
all converted through the virtue of the divine word pr~ached
by a minister as unworthy as 1."133 And having established
the conversion, on a firm basis, he then "handed it over" to
,Fray Martin de Arvide, who. continued the work and
founded a convent and church. This would imply that Arvide took charge sometime during the second half of 1627,
or possibly as late as 1628.
The account in Benavides' sketch of Arvide's life is less
definite as to the time when Arvide took charge. Here the,
custodian merely relates that he started the conversions,
13'2: Scholes. UNotes fm the Jemez missions in the seventeenth century," pp. 9398. Friars who served ~t Jemez prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray Diego de San
Lucas (1639), Fray Juan del Campo (1640), Fray Alonso de Posada (1656), Fray
Miguel Sacristan (1661). Fray Salvador de Guerra (1661' and for several years thereafter), Fray Tomas de Alvarado (1669), 'Fray Tomas de la Torre (1672), Fray Francisco Munoz (1680). Fray Juan de J eslis (1680).'
_
'
133. This passage and one or two others are quoted from the edition of the 1634
Memorial now in pres;:Jo
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but wasmiable to continue because, of his duties as prelate.
Consequently he entrusted the work to Arvide, who baptized
and converted many Indians, and, as stated above, founded
.
...
/ a church and convent:
.If we turn to other evidence, recorded in documents ,of
.1626':1628, we find that Benavidesma:dehis first' missi~:riary ,
'journey to the Piro area toward the end of June, 162~, and
that he remained aboufa month, returning to the northern
pueblos by the end of July.. The document in which this
journey is mention~d states th~t he had gone "to.convertthe
pueblo of Senecu." We also learn that in the autumn of
.1.626 he accompanied the returning su,pply caravim .as.. far
as Senecu, and that he made another journey to the Piro
country in October, 1627.134 This evidence confirms Benavides" own' statement that his missionary activity among
.. the' Piro' extended, over a' period· of something less tha~. a .
. year and a hal{
.'
. .'
. ' .'
But the most .valuable data recorded in these e~rly
documents refer to the Socorro convent. On AugUstS, 1626;
a sol~liergave testimony before 'Benavideslnwhich h~ told·
about. making a journey .tothe Socorro area and mentioned
"the .convent. and oratory ',in .which the friars ·reside." We'.
also have a document 'dated at "the' convent· of Nuestra
Senora del Socorro'" on October 22, .1627. 135 Thus we find.
that a convent, with friars in residence, had been estaqlished
as early as the summer of 1626, and we may assume that
one or more were stationed there during the intervals be.;..
tween Benavides' visits. This means. that altgough the·
custodian ~ay have. taken the lead in initiating t:Q.e missionary 'program among the< Piro and apparently exercised
.general supervision by: means of frequent ,visits, the day-to- .
day work was, cariied,onbyresident friars.
Urifortunately the documents do not record the names
of the friars stationed at Socorro in·1626~1627. We strongly
suspect; however, that. Arvide was one, of them, and that the .
convent and church he is said to have founded were located
' "
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134. A. G. N., Inquisi~i6n, tomo 356, ff.. 257.316, passim.
135.. A. G. N.,.Inquisici6n, tomo '356, r.· 296, and tOmo .363.
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there. In short, ~e are of the opinion' that ~fter ,one or
more visits to the Piro, during which he personally assisted
in starting the wo'rk of conversion and baptism, Benavides
turned' the work over to Arvide and others to carryon,
since his own duties as custodian made it impossible to .
reside 'in the Piro arEia for any length 'of time. Later on,
when the work was proceeding satisfactorily, Arvide was'
transferred toJemez to undertake another 'important task
there, the refounding of the congregati,on pueblo abandoned
, in 1623.
"
'
- This line' of reasoning is supported by the chronology'
as stated in Benavides' sketCh 'of Arvide's life in section 42
of the revised Memorial., A close examination of section 25,
describing the beginnings of .the Piro conversions, also indicates that,jt records two significant points: (1) that BEmavides made visits to the Piro area .over a period of something
less than a year an'd a half; and (2) that because of his,
official duties he "handed over" adJllinistration of the area
to Arvide. The order in which these points are present~d
and the general tenor of the narrative in section, 25 would
imply that Arvide took charge after the work had been in
progress about
year ,and a half, or toward _the end' of
1627, but Benavides does not make ali explicit statement
, to this effect. And in the light of other evidence,'jt seems
clear that the narrative may be. interpreted as recording'
two
overlapping
phases of the Piro missionary enterprise.
.
.,
.
.
We are also :of the opinion that Arvide's career indicates that he would have been little inclined to take charge
of' a mission where he would have had the relatively easy ,
task of carrying on a job that someone else had successfully,
begun. It was evidently his nature to be a missionary
pioneer. He started the Picuris mission and remained there,
despite the hostility of his neophytes, until the opposition
became so serious that 'Benavides characterizes it as rebel~ ,
lion. ,In the early stages Of the Piroconversion he would
. also have had an opportunity to do pioneer work, even
though Benavides visited the area at frequent intervals.
But once the work was. well under way, Benavides, who

a
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evidently recognized his special talent, sent him to Jemez
'to reestablish, the congregatIon pueblo at San D'iego.. And
,it may also be poipted out that during'his period of service
at Jemez, Arvide made missionary journey 'into the Navaho
country. By 1632: having established the scattered Jemez
at San Diego, he was ready to move on to a new'puebloand
~ndertook
the journey that cost, him his Ilfe.'
'
.
We have<arguedthis point at some length because it
involves the .chronology of missionary events in two' im-:
portant parts of t~e 'Pueblo area; and it is the purpose of
, this paper to establish with as much accuracy as possible
the basil; facts of mission chronology in this early period.
The discussion, will also have served to clarify important'
facts in the career gf a courageous", Franciscan friar who'
gav~his life in the service, of,the Church:
, No information is available Goncerning the immediate
successor of, A~vide in the ;Piro field. After '~he arrival of,
the 1629 caravan additiona.l missionaries were assigned to
that area, of whom the best known are Fray Antonio' de '
Arteaga ,and Fray Garcia de ,San Francisco (lay ~rothe'r).
Arteaga and the lay brother were stationed at Senecu, where
, they founded the convent of San Antonio de Padua, and
during the succeeding, nine years they labored together at
this new mission. It was fromSenecu' that Arteaga,Garcia
de San Francisco, and several others set out ,on an unsuccessful missionary' journey to the country Of the Zipias and
Ipotlapiguas in, northern Sonora in 1638. Soon thereafter
Arteaga left for New Spain, and Fray Garcia'de San FraqelSCO, stilI a lay brother, may have accompanied him in order
to obtain ordination as a priest. But whereas Arteaga re~
'mained in Mexico and rejoined "his province of San Diego
of' the Discalced Franciscans,' his' old associate return~d to
\' ' New Mexico to resume his labors at Senec6, where he 'be~
came guardian of the convent. Fray Garcia remained at
Senecu ~ntil the end of the 1650;8, and in 1659-1661 served'
as vice-custodian. It was also at this time that he undertook

a
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the direction' of a new missionary enterprise among the
Manso and Suma Indians in the EI Paso region. 1a6
Vetancurt tells us that Socorro "was foundation of"
. the venerable Padre Fray Garcia."137 Although he may have
assisted at Socorro from time to time, it is now clear, on the
basis of the data presented above, that the Socorro mission
was established before 1629, when Fray Garcia first came
to New Mexico. The earliest reference to a friar at Socorro
subsequent to 1629 is for the year 1638, when Fray Juan
Suarez (or Juar~z) was guardian. 1s8
Benavides' Memorials of 1630 and 1634 also mention a
third Piro convent at Sevilleta, but this foundation was not
permanent. We have no record of any friarwho·served as
guardian, and it was apparently replaced" by the convent
of Alamillo. A document of 1638 states that Fray Diego
L6pez was then .guardian of the "Convento del Santo Angel
de la (}uarda del Alamillo."139 The mission was later" known
as Santa Ana.
It is unnecessary to trace in any detail the story of the
founding of the new" missions at Acoma and in the Zuni
and Hopi areas in 1629, since the essential facts are well
known. Fray Juan Ramirez founded 'the convent at Acoma
and apparently served there for many years. 140 Fray Roque
de Figueredo, Fray Agustin de Cuellar, and, Fray Francisco
de la' Madre de Dios started the conversions in" the Zuni
district. One convent was established" at Hawikuh, and a
second probably at Halona. It is apparent, however, that

a

Bloom, "Fray Estevan de Perea's Relaci6"," p. 226; Vetancurt, 011: cit., vol.
vol. 4, pp. 24-25; A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tomo 385, expo 15; Scholes, Troublou8
Times i" New Mezico (1659-1670) (Albuquerque, 1942), pp. 21-106. passim; Hackett.
Historical Documents, vol." 3; p. 189. Other friars who served at Senecu, were Fray
Diego de Santander (1665), Fray Tomas de Alvarado (1667), Fray Nicolas Hurtado
(1670), Fray-Joseph de Paredes (1672); and Fray IIdefonso Gil de Avila (1675).
137. Vetancurt, 011. cit., vol. 3, p. 809.
.
"\
188. A. "G. N., Inquisici6n, to"mo 385, expo 15. Other friars who served at
Socorro prior ·to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray I!enito de IIi Natividad (1659-61), Fray
Fernando de Velasco i 1672).
S,p.

136.
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139. A. G. N., Inquisici6n, tomo 385, expo 15. Other friars who served at Ala- "
millo were" Fray Francisco de Acevedo (1659), Fray Salvador de San Antonio (1672).
"140. Other friars who served at Acoma prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray
Francisco Munoz (1660-61), Fray Salvador de Guerra (1661), Fray Nicolas Freitas
and Fray Diego de Santander (1666), Fr~y Fernando de 'Velasco (1667), Fray Lucas
"Maldonado (1671-80).
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these- three friars did not" long remain among the Zuni, and
by 1632 Letrado had been transferred from San Isidro de .'
Xumanasto HawikJih where he suffered martYrdom in 1632..
The later histo~y of the Zuiu missions has been told in detail,
in the writings of Dr. F. ·W. Hodge. HI'
.
The pioneer .friars in the Hopi area were Fr.ay Fran-'
cisco .Porras; Fran Andr~s Gutierre~, Fray. Cristobal de la .
Concepcion (lay brother); Fray Francisco de San Buenaventura, and' Fray Bartolome Romero.. The first three. are
mentioned 'in Pereats Relaciones; the fourth' is mentioned
in Vetancurt's ,account of th~ death of Porras in 1633;142
and from .the sevellteenth century record& we learn that .
Romero served in the Hopi.area ·for some"ten years prior
to 1640.143
The first convent was established ,at Awatobl in 1629,
· and it was here, ~o Vetancurt. tells us, that 'Porras ;was poi- .
soned in 1633. Fray Francisco de San Bueriaventura was
serving there with' him at this 'time. H4 A second convent"
was foundedafOraibi; probably within a year after the first
·friars arrived in the Hopi area. Fray Bartolome was guard.;.
Hm in 1640, an.d" we have his own statement that he Had
already spent ten years among'fhe HopLI45 By.1641 Shongo;'·
povi also had its .own friar-house. 146 The other. Hopi towns,
Walpiand
Mishongnovi
were administered
as visitas,of these
'.
,
.
InlSSIOncenters.
~
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141. Fray 'Jua~ de ]a Ascension served at Hawikuh in 1660-62, -and .in 1672
Fray Pedro de Avila y Ayala was killed". there. Fray Juan' Galdo was station~d' at
Halona in' 1671-72, and Fray 'Juan del Bal·in 1680. .
"142. Vetancurt, op. cit., vol. 4, p. 212. .
i43. A. G. I., Patron!,to, leg. 244, ramo 7.
.
14'4 Other friars' who served at Awiitobi prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray
Alonso de Posada (1653-55), Fray Jacinto de Monpean (ca. 1662), Fray Jose de Espeleta (1672), and Fray Jose de Figue1'oa, alia. de Iii. Concepcion (1680) •
. 145. Other friars who' ser~ed .at Oraibi prior to the Pueblo Revolt were Fray .
.Jose de Espeleta (1669-72), Fray Jose"de Trujillo (1672), Fray J~se deE~peleta and
· Fray Agustin de Santa Maria (1680).
146. F;ay Jose d~ Trujillo was ki1I~d at Shongopovi iit 1680.
-..!
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NECROLOGY
JAMES FULTON ZIMMERMAN

Death came ~oJames Fulton Zimmerman, president of
the University of New Mexico, on the evening of October 20,
1944, ~hile he was attending a dinner party at the home of
L. P. Briggs in Albuquerque. He was stricken with coronary
thrombosis. His 'passfng was sudden, but was. not entirely
unexpected as Dr. Zimmerman had suffered a severe heart
attack on a hunting trip several years before from which it
was thought for a while he would not recover. It was only
a short time ago that he discussed with the writer his financial affairs' and asked that a. buyer be found for his farm
under the Rio Grande Conservancy dist~ict holdings which
he had acquired with a view of some day retiring to it.'
Dr.·Zimmerman was born on September 11, 1887, at
Glen Allen,. a small settlement near Lutesville, Bollinger
'County,.in southeastern Missouri, the son of James Madison
and Emily Narcissus McKelvey Zimmerman. A student at
the Marvin Collegiate Institute at Fredericktown, Madison
County, Missouri, i905 to 1908, he also taught public scl'\ool
in adjoiriing Bollinger County in 1905 and 1906. It was from
Vanderbilt University, Na~hville, Tennessee, however, ~t
which he .was a student, 1908-1913, that he 'obtained his
·.R A. and M. A. degrees. It was in the iast-named year, on
October 30, that he married Willa A.della Tucker, who survives him together with two daughters, Elizabeth Adelia
(Mrs. C. Sidney Cottle) of Albuquerque,' whose husband is.a
lieutenant commander in the U. S. Navy In the .Sout~ PaCific,
and Helen Emily (Mrs. R. Howard Brandenburg) of Taos,_
New Mexico.
.
Teacher of history in the Du'ncan Prep~ratory Schoo~
at N.ashville, Tennessee, 1913' to 1915 ; acting professor of
history and government at the West Tennessee Noqnal
School, Memphis, in 1915;. principal of the high. school at
Paris, Tennessee, in 1916; instructor in economics. and so-'
ciology at Vanderbilt University, 1917 to 1919; he enter'eel
Columbia University as a graduate student 1919 to 1923,
.. 83
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receiving his Ph. D. degree' in 1925. In the m~anwhil~, he
.: had been assistant executive. secretarY.of the Institute of
Social and Religious Research, New York City 1923-1925. "
It was in the last nallled year, at the age of 38, that he
became professor of political sCience of tl:J,e University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, a post which he' held when at the age of 39 years, succeeding Dr. David Spence HiiI, 'he
became acting president of the University on January 18, .
1927, and president on September 1, 1927, althollgh· no~
inaugurated until June 4, 1928.
.
Dr. Zimmerman, as a member of the Carnegie Endow.ment for International Peace, was one 6i a European study
group in the summer of 1931. He was a member of the
Committee on Institutions of Higher. Education and vicepresident of the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools 1940-1941; chairman of the Commission
on Cultural Relations with ·LatinAmerica of, the Association .
of American Colleges; member of the Southwestern Political
and Social Science Association; member of the National ,
Association of ,State Universities, serving as president 1940.,1941; an9 member of. the foliowing educational; honorary
and Greek letter fraternities :New Mexico Educational Association, American' Association for the Advancement of
Science, New Mexico Historicai Society, Phi" Beta Kappa; .
Phi Kappa Phi, Alpha Tau Omega,. Sigma· Upsilon, Phi
Gamma Mu. He was president of the Coronado Cuarto Centennial Commission 1935-1940, which in addition to putting
on ~ colorful.state-wide historical pageant in 1940, resulted
-in the establishment of the Coronado State Monument and
archaeological museum at Bernalillo, and the Bandelier series. of historical publications.
The breadth of Dr. Zimmerman's educational and stientific interests can be gauged from the fact' that he was a
zealous member of the School of 'American Researcp. and a
regent of the Museum of New Mexico as well as director
of the Laboratory of Anthropology at Santa Fe,' in whose
transactions he was one of the guiding factors.
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A faithful attendant of the Methodist-Episcopal church
he was also an enthusiastic Rotarian, serving as president.
of the Albuquerque Club and governor of the 42d Rotary
district, including New Mexico and southwestern Texas. He
had visited practically every county and every city and town
in the State on educational errands and traveled far and
wide to attend educational and scientific conferences. It was
. due to the zeal and never lagging effort of Dr. Zimmerman
that the University entered upon a program of intensive
building, broadening of interests, addition of new departments,a post graduate course and scientific research.· He
emphasized a university program paying particular attention to the natural advantages arid development of New
Mexico's resources. Inter-American relations, anthropology,
arts and social sciences were his favorite topics in his many
commencement orations, and other public addresses. He
overlooked no opportunity to obtain money grants or iiJ.:fhlential cooperation and collaboration. in furthering· his objectives. This resulted in the influence of the University
reaching Latin America and in the enrollment of the University increasing in" the first tim years of his presidency
from 610 to 2,569.
The founding of the Vniversity Press was an example.
of the close and profitable coordination of two· State Insti. tutions, the University and the Museum of New Mexico, to'
which were added the School of American Research and the
New Mexico Historical Society. At a conference of Dr. Ed-~
gar L. Hewett, Dr. Zimmerman, the writer, and· Attorney
John F. Simms, plans were formulated for the removal of
El Palacio Press from Santa Fe to Albuquerque and its subsequent development, the founding of the "New Mexico
Quarterly" and an imposing program of book and periodical
publications which have brought the Press and the Univer~
sity and its faculty far-flung fame for their publications.
The Harwood Foundation at Taos, the Chaco Canyon
archaeological station; the San Jose experimental bi-linguai
schObl, summer field schools,. teachers ·college, extension
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courses, and other uI.1dertakings and: innovations of far""
,reaching import, can, be credited' to his administration.
- T4e War placed additionai' heavy' burdens upon the
President of the University. 'The channeling of curriculum
and assignment of faculty to progT~ms adapted to military
training was su~cessfully "accomplished 'without too 'much
disturbance of the regular University instruction. Dr, Zimmerman, however, had sethis face resolutely againsnowering of University standards "(so l1e told thewiiter, only
recently) in order to accommodate any post-warplanning.
He believed educational' facilities' are ample, elsewhere for ,,
, those who after the war sought manual training or could
not, qualify for University entrance" requirements or 'main, tain scholarly standards. "
, The buiiding program fostered'~by Dr. Zi'mmerman has
made the University campus favorably known throughout
the land. ' Almost' a score of' modern' str~ctllres in the archt.. ,
tecturalstyle o{'New Mexico, have been 'added ~iiJ.ce Dr.
Zimmerman became president, 'four of them beingdedicated
at his inauguration. The most pretentious of 'the newest
buildings are the magnificent library ·and the well~plaiined,
administrat~on bllilding.' He was instrumental in allqtting
a part of the University Jandsfor faculty homes and fra-:'
ternity and sorority hous~~, all of Pueblo design of ,which,
'the Uniyersity was the first exponent, Dr. Zimmerman over-'~
coming original 'iocal opposition by demonstrating 'the
adaptability, beauty and historical appropriateness of this
style 'of architecture. 'A fine athletic fleldand stadium, golf
, links and ',extension of ,the landscaping of the campus are
achievements of 'b.'is administration.
'
In his inaugurai address, Dr.' Zjmmernianoutlined comprehensive plans for the growth of the Uni~ersity, so idea.Iistic that many of his hearers dCllibtedtheit practicality. It
was given to him to achieve these but at the sacrifice of his "
health, his very life. He had, to overcome racial prejudices, ,
professional jealousies, political andperi;onal antagonisms;
local wrangling and covert opposition, He had tQ be astute
'
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statesman, adroit politician, resourceful financier. It was
his task many times to reconcile and satisfy viewpoints of
faculty and ever changing boards of regents, to plead with
state governors, under six of whom, Republican and Democratic, he served, to wit: Governors Dillon, SeligmaiI, Hockenhull, Tingley, Miles and Dempsey. He had to persuade
legislature after legislature, finance committees and finance
boards to grant needed financial support; he had to pacify
pressure groups, the press' and public opinion when unjust
opposition to the University and its aims voiced itself~ He
would much rather have devoted himself to scholarly writing
and research.. He was the author of 'The Impressment of
American Seamen,'" "The Amer~can Way in Foreign Affairs" and other contributions to periodicals as well as
numerous important addresses which should. be gathered and
, placed in the University Library. _
Funeral rites were performed at the Studen~ Union '
Building on the campus. The casket rested on a catafalque
adorned with a floral ar'rangement of white chrysanthemums
and red roses, a token from the Zimm~rman family. 'The
R;ev. W. Carl Clement, pastor of the Central Avenue Methodist Church, preached the funeral sermon. A quartet of
maJe singers sang two hymns, and Mrs. Miriam Douglass
played the organ voluntaries and accompaniments. Burial
'was in Fa:irview Cemetery. Pall-bearers wereB~ H. Kinney,
John Milne, Cale Carson, Dr. W. R. Lovelace, M. R. Buchanan, Hugh B. Woodward, Judge Sam G. Bratton and
Thomas L. -Popejoy.
Many were the tribl:ltes paid Dr. Zimmerman by associates and others prominent in educational circles ond
political life. It was Dr. Joaquin Ortega, head of the School
of Inter-American Affairs, who had said that the able leadership of President J. F. Zimmerman-"a man of vision"":""""
taxed his resources and his physical endurance beyond ordinarY,human capacity. U.' S. Senator Carl Hatch said:
"The death of Dr. Zimmerman is a decided ioss, not only to
the university, but to the 'state and all educational institu-
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tions everywhere. He was my personal friend,' and with all
his other friends, I mourn his passing;" Clyde Tingley, city
commission chairmall and goverriorwhen at least 'five university buildings were constructed with Federal aid, paid
: tribute foDr. Zimmerman's indefatigable efforts 'toward
their construction. "He was tireless in pushing through' the '
grants for these buildings," T~ngley said, "and he put the
university ahead. of his health."
, ,
Dr. Edgar L.Hewett, director ·of the Museum of 'New
Mexico and School of American Research, a loyal friend,
collaborator and counsellor, wrote in El Palacio: "He was,
called. up from the ranks to take up the most exacting task
in, the gift of the people, that of the presidency of the State
University. With great modesty, but with steady corifidence,
, he assumed the trust handed to,him. '.Now he gives over to
'. the state the results of a noble task nobly executed.
''
"He was 'a sturdy son',ofthe West~ He came up,from
its soil with the inheritance of strength 'and character that
have given our country so many matchless ,men. A man of
the people, he remained one of them,throughout his iife,
with no other ambition than to· serve them: To this he gave
all that he had. If he realized the distinction of ,being placed
at the head of higher, education 'in -the state, it was never
obvious in his life among his fellows: -He was ever- the
modest, steadfast exemplat: of Christian manhood. "affirm convictions as every strong man is, he was
above prejudice in administration. One could always count
on an attentive conference and an earnest effort to .reacha
just' agreement: I. never knew ,him to make an unfair decision. Firmly he performed' his duties without fear and
without reproach. Upon the foundations laid by able prede-,
cessors, and with associates to whom he gave full confidence
, . and support, he built the great institution that is the pride
of New Mexico.,
"Some of us have been privileged to witness the build":
, ing of our University from the nondescript plant that he
took over into a c~mpus of distinction among the universities.

"-
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of the United States: It was, a distinguished life achievement for any man. Yet he claimed no credit for it.
"May we of New Mexico never underrate and never
forget 'wh~t we owe to the constructive mind of J ames F~l
ton Zimmerman. The guidance of the State University calls
for the best in any mali. It is the domain of youth, of those
who are to carry the state toward its destiny. With what
confidence and courage can youth face its opportunities,
when it has the example of-such a career for its inspiration.
--_~With-what~perfecLcertainty_can_our_country_go30rward
to
its vast destiny so long as from its very soil there always
.
emerges a Great Soul to meet its every need.
"President Zimmerman's work lives· and grows. Its
fruitage is to the generations of the future: Upon everyone.
of his associates, upon everyone of' thousands of students,
rests the obligation to carry the guidon of his leadership on
and on and on."-P.A.F.W.
CHARLES LE

Roy

GIBSON

Charles Le Roy' Gibson, associate professor of chemistry
at the University ·of New Mexico, died at his home in Albuquerque on December 8, .1944.
,Dr. Gibson was born at Clovis, New Mexico, on February 19, 1911, where his father was an official of the A. T. &;
S. F. Railway. He received his secondary education in the
Belen, New Mexico, high school. During his high-school
days, following a trip of the Belen high school football team,
on which he played, he was stricken with poliomyelitis from
.which he recovered, but which left hiinunable to walk
except with the aid of crutches.
He entered the .University of New Mexico .in 1929,
graduating with highest honors in 1933. After a year of
teaching in aNew Mexico high school, he became an assistant in chemistry at the University of New Mexico, and in
nine years received repeated promotions, until at his death
he was an associate professor. Studying during summer
quarters and during a leave of absence, he earned the M.S.

.
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(1.936) and the Ph.D. (1941) at the Urtiversity of Colorado,
,
his major work'beingin physical chemistry.
Dr.G~bson was rated by all 'his students and by: his
colleagiJes on the faculty as 'an exceptionally fine teacher. '.
Not only was he'very b:rilliant himself, but he possessed
'the faculty of 'making· difficult ,academic subjects under7 .
shtndable to, those less gifted. He commandeq the respect
'and affection of every student who took his work. Shortly
after Pearl Harbor,. because of his ability in mathematics
and' physics, he was'loanell by the chemistry department to '
t.each physics in the pre-meteorology courses offered to army
and navy students, for which, work the, university was signally commended by the Armed Forces.
In the anxious days following'the entry of the United
States ·into the war, Dr; Gibson worked constantiy, taking
his first vacation iil several years, beginning July, 1944. 'The
last of October he became seriously illwith malignant hyper,ten,sion, from.' which he died on, December 8. ;
.
.
Dr. Gibson is survived by his widow, ,Anna Vallevik
Gibson, whom he married in AugUst of 194( and his mother,
Mrs. Blanche Gibson,' of Albuquerque.,
Dr. Gibson was a meniberof the Kappa Sigma fraternity and the honqr societies of Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Kappa. He was also a member of the Amer~can
Association for the Advancement of Science and the AmericaI.:lChemical SocJety. '
, , '
JOHN D.-CLARK in Science
~

/

. EDWARD

,

H. SHAFFER .

Edward H. ,Shaffer, b.February, -1898. Served in. infantry in World War I. Wounded and gassed. Educated iIi
public schools of Kansas, his native~state, and Nor:thwestern '
University. Reporter in Lima, Ohio.' Came to New Mexico
in 1923, served as reporter on old AlbuquerqueE1)ening
Herald under H.B. Hening and H. P. Pickrell. In ,1924
went to New Mexico Staie Tribune -and served as reporter,
then managing editor Ullder Carr Magee. Became editor in'
1927 when the paper be~ame.the Albuquerque Tribune., Has ,"
,\
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been active in civic affairs but not a joiner. 'Active in New
Mexico Press Association., Close personal friend of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernie Pyle and of other leading lights 'of the ScrippsHoward Organization. Shaffer has done considerable writ'ing for magazines under various ·names. His wife is a well
known magazine writer and editor. He had 'three children
,
who survive him. r
Edward H. Shaffer, affectionately known to his scores,
of close frieI:!ds as "Shafe," symbolizes better than any other
individual; a period in the development of the New Mexico
press. He had wide influence,as an editorial wrlter, was a
le~der in jour!131istic circles, ,and was a close associate and
,trusted 'counselor of many of .the younger journalists and
promoters of public welfare. He died in the early prime of
a useful and promising career.'
'
A native' of Kansas, he was a disciple of the school of
journalistic thought of the late great William Allen' White '
whose main tenet was a profound faith in, the cOnlmon sense
of the common m,an. In twenty years, Shafe left an indelible
imprint upon New Mexico witli his fine personality and his
clean, clear, and incisive thinking. S~rving in the first
World War, he sustained injuries which weakened his health'
up to his untimely death. His sensitive, discerning intellect
was dfsillusioned by his war experiences' and observations,
,but he was not embittered, and he refused to surrender his'
high ideals.
After brief experience as a reporter in the Middle "West,
he came to Albuquerque in 1923 as a reporter on the old,
Herald. Soon he was working for the New Mexico State
Tribune, now the Alb?tquerque Tribune. In four short years
he rose through the' positions of reporter, and managing .
'editor to editor, a just recognition of his abilities. His intimates know that on more than one occasion he has refused
opportunities to go to better paying positions, on larger
newspapers, largely because he had come to identify himself
so closely with his adopted state.
Who was Ed Shaffer, the man? Quiet, soft-spoken,
'unassuming, he' was a friend and neighbor, a boss and con-
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fidant to be treasured.. He was a 'family 'man of balance,
wisdom, and kindly sympathy. .He was a community member who could be dependec;l upon to side alwaysw:ith what is
. right-and just, and to appreciate what is best amI most
worth while. 'Many .community honors were offered: him,
but he was seldom seen in positions of obvious prominence. It was a part of his philosophy and devotion to duty that he
could not engage promineptly in causes without· surrendering some part of his independence and fairness. . .'
.Who was he as editor? Again, .always soft-spoken,
unassuming, he was a man of unwavering courage andunalterable ideals. .He was approachable always-,-anyone might
see and talk with· him, and feel at ease, but he was seldom
deceived. His editorials did not thunder, but rather' like
surgeon~s scalpels, they cut deep and cleanly to the core of
matters. He was a master oL diction, style, and logic. He
was happiest when he was identified with the underdog,
.
even though he knew the cause a lost oile.
His very human side was well revealed in his alter ego,
Ezra Egg. The perfect foil to the serious idealist in Shaf~,
his chuckling, witty; beloved column.,.creature ,brought a
. daily lift to' thousands. '
.. Least known was Sh~fe the reporter,. but he was'always
.
.
a reporter as good newspaper men are.
Shafe was an editor's. 'editor, and a newsman's news.the public
man, but he never lost his close touch .with
.
",. he
served.-P..A. F.W., JR.
EDWARD LEWIS MEDLER
)

.

Jtidge Edward, Lewis. Medler died at his home, 921
North Third Street, Albuquerque, on· January 21, 1944,.
after two years of illness~ He was born on October 4th,
Washington, D: C., the son of Edward a~d' Sophia
1873,
Medler. His father was a contractor and builder. Medler
attended ~he grade and l).igh schools in Los Angeles, California, and graduated from the Yale 'Univers,ity' Law
School with the degree LLD.cum laude; in June 1895. He
was admit'ted to the New Mexico Bar on July 29, 1895, and
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associated hi:mSelf with the late W. B. Childers and was
admitted to the Supreme Court of the United States Bar on
February 25, 1907. He be'camea member of the Texas Bar
- on December 23, 1918, and the California Bar on March 11,
1929. He served as Assistant U. S. Attorney for New Mex-.
ico from 1900 to 1906.. Judge Medler was a member of the
law firm of Medler and Wilkerson of Albuquerque and later
of the firm of Llewellyn and Medler, Las Cruces, New Mexico. Elev~ted to the bench of the Third Judicial District, he
presided as Judge from 1910 to 1917. In 1916 he presided as·
trial judge of the Villa Raiders on Columbus, New Mexico
resulting in the conviction, sentencing and hanging of seven
of Villa's followers who had taken part in the raid during
which eighteen New Mexico citizens were killed. From
1919 to 1927 Judge Medler practiced law in EI Paso, Texas,
and from 1929 to October 1933 in Los Angeles, California;
returning from California, he opened a law office in Hot
Springs, New Mexico, in 1933. Illness compelled him to
return to his old home in Albuquerque two years ago.
Judge Medler in his early years in New Mexico was
Captain and Regimental Adjutant of the New Mexico
. National Guard. From March, 1935, he served for several
years as a member of the Board of Regents of the New.
Mexico College of Agricultural and Mechanic Arts. He'
was a Republican and a member of the Presbyterian Church
at Las Cruces. A 32d degree Mason, hewas Master in 1900
of Temple Lodge A.F.&A.M. in Albuquerque, Past Poten- .
tate of Ballut Abyad Temple of the Shrine in Albuquerque
and Past Grand Master of the New Mexico Masonic Grand
Lodge.
Married· to Lillian S. Thomas on October 14, 1909, at
Albuquerque who survives him, he also leaves three children:
Ensign John Thomas Medler, U.S.N.; Mrs. John (Eleanor
L.) Lorenzen of.Albuquerque and David C. Medler, amedical student in California.
- At the funeral on January 24, 1944, Rev. E. B. King
offi~iated, .Temple Lodge No.6 A.F.&A.M. having charge
of the services at the grave. The pall-bearers were:John
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Milne, J. A. ~iehl, R.~ H. Hanna, qharlesLembke, G. W. Bor- '
land andR~uben Perry.-P. A. F. W.
JOHN BARON BURG

-

Death came to John Baron Burg in a hospital at Albuqu,erq~eon December 7, 1943.B~Jn in Washington, D. C~,
on May 31, 1878, he was the son of Carl O. Berg, a Civil
I War veteran- and educator; 'and Mary Pircher Burg.
He
~ttended 'private sectarian schools, St. ~ohn's College,
.Georgetown College where he received his A.B. and, A..M.
degrees; . apd Georgetown University, Law ,Departm~nt
" which conferred on him the LL.B. and LL.M. degrees. Burg
was a page in the House of Representatives of the 49th
U. S.Congress, a committee clerkin the U. S.S~nate,of the'
, '54thCongressand law clerk in, the Post-Office Department
1902 to 1907. Admitted to.theBar of the District of Colum- \
bia on December i7, 1898, he practiced inWashiilgton, D.C.,
. before coming to Albuquerque in 1906, being admitted to
the Bar of the Second Judicial District:Courtof the Territory of New Mexico on. April 6, 1909, and that of the Terri- '
totial Supreme Court,on January. 5, 1910;
,
lJurg served as, probate judge of Bernalillo County. and' '
was a member of the lower house of the first state legislature,
of New Mexico'. ' During the 1920's he wasU. S'. Commis- .
sioner. and, in 1936 was elected district attorney of the Sev- "
enth' J~dicial DistriCt, consisting of the counties Of Valen, , cia, Catron, Sierra and Socorro, with headquarters at Los
'Lunas. ,Upon completion of his term in 1941,he returned-to
the practice of law in Albuquerque, where he also served as'
a lI1ember of the board of directors of the Middle Rio Grande
, Coriservancy ,District.
Burg was intere~ted in real estat,e and corporate ent,erprises, having developed several sub-divisions' in Albp,;;
. querque, and having been president of the El Dorado Investment Co., the Las Huertas Gold'Mines Co."theValle Grande
Corporation, and the Title Guarantee and Trust Corpora"Ho'n. Although he vblunteeied for the Spanish-Am~rican'
War and forWoi'ld \VarNo: 1, he saw no active service.,' He
was a memoer of the Knigh,ts' of Pythias.
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Burg is survived by his wife, D9lores'Otero, daughter of
the late Mariano S. and FiIomenaOtero Perea Otero, thus
having been connected by marriage with two prominent
New Mexico pioneer families. A brother, Joseph Paul Burg
of Washington, D. C., also survives.
'
The funeral took place ,at Albuquerque 'on 'Wedn~~day,
,
December 8, 1943. Mas,S was said in the Church of the Immaculate Conception by Rev. D. P. Callaghan. Burial was
i~ Santa Barbara Cenietery.-P. A. F.W. ,
JOSEPH BARNEYATKESON

The' first attorney to locate 'in Artesia, New Me~ico,
Joseph B. Atkeson died on Friday, September 15, 1944, at
his hOme, 303 West Grand Street, succumbing to a heart
attack he had suffered two weeks previously, aJthough he
had been up and about and was resting on a couch whep he
passed away peacefully.
{
,
Atkeson was born in Maniteau County, Misso~ri, on
Septemb~r 29, 1859, and therefore ,would have been 85 years
of age fourteen days after his death. In 1880 he took up his'
residence in Warburn, Texas, where he married Wilhelmina,
D. Lehmann Leslie in March 1893, who survives him, together with a son, Lloyd T. Atkeson of Corpus Christi"
" Texas" arid a brother, William- T. Atkeson of Fortuna,
Missouri.
Atkeson was admitted to the Texas Bar- in 1892. In
1904, he took up his residence in Artesia where he opened
law office, practicing first on temporary license granted
by Territorial District Judge William H. Pope in February,
1904. He was formally admitted by the Territorial Supreme'
Court on January 6, 1909,
'Funeral services were held in the First Christian
Chur~h of Artesia by the pastor, Rev. Kenneth Hess, on
Sunday afternoon, September 17. Active pall bearers were
C. O. Brown, Britton CoIl, 'B. E. Spencer., Albert 'Richards,
Stanley Blocker and Kenneth Wagner. Honorary pall
,bea!ers, most of them' pioneer residents of Artesia were
Albert Blake, J. W. Bradshaw, Judge G. U. McCrary, I. S.
I
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Reser, Jefferson Hightower, Dr. H. A..Stroup,' S. W. Gilbert,
A. Eo Coll, C. E.:M:ann, Rex Wheatley; R. L. Paris.and W. E
Kee. Burial was in Woodbine Cemetery,Artesia~
P.A.F. W~
R. R ROWELLS
.
Judge R.' E. Rowells <lied 'at' his home in Clovis after
an eventful career during which he served as city"attorney
of Clovis, t,he first probate judge of Curry County,' assistant district attorney and a member of the Clovis City Commission. He was born on a farm near Waupun, Wisc~n~in, '
on January 9, 1867, the son of Luke and Margaret Rowells
, and had therefore attained the age of 77, years. He' was
married three times, the first m'arriage being to Mary
Drewry at Lewisville, Arkansas, 1897, who died in 1908. The
second marriage was to Mrs. Nannie E. Long in September,
1910,atAmarillo, Texas,who'died in 1921. The third and
surviving wife was Mrs. Amy Parker' Britt, the marriage taking pl~ce June JO, 1931. He was successively'admitted to the Bars of Arkansas, Indian Territory, Oklahoma
and New Mexico,to the last named on~ January 8, 1908. A
,graduate of the IllinoIs College of Law in Chicago, his first
practice was in Hugo, Oklahoma. He came to C.lovis in
H)07 and was first associated with :W. A. Havener, then with
. ,George L. Reese, 'Sr., and C. Thurston Maltby. He was State
Lecturer of the, Modern Woodmen for several years and'
member of the Odd Fellows, Knights of Pythias and of _
Clovis Lodge No. 40, A.F.&.A.M.-P. A. F. W.
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A Tentativ.e Guide to Historical Materials on the $panish
Borderlands. By Francis Borgia Steck, O.F.M. (Catholic
. Historical Society of Philadelphia, 1943; 106 pp. $3.00.)
Dr. Steck has. himself long been interested in the history of the "Spanish Borderlands"-those parts of the present United States from Florida to California whiCh were for
-so long under the ·Spanish.crown; and of recent years he has
been aware of the manifold and growing interest in. this
field on the part of "teachers, students,' writers, lecturers,
and librarians'." A. guige' to the widely scattered materials
seemed called for, especially in our periodical literature, arid
this modest volume is the result.
The list of periodicals from which 'he has drawn the
materials for this guide (pp. 7-9) includes.not only all of
those in our own country which we should expect to find, but
it includes also periodicals from Italy, Germany, Spain, Canada, Mexico, and Argentina. The titles listed are grouped
in seven sections: general and comprehensive; discov,ery
and exploration (1513-61) ; Florida' (1561-1819) ; Louisfana
(1763-1803); Texas (1689-1836);. New Mexico and"A:H~
zona (1581-1846) ; and California (1769-1846),
'~,
Most, but not all, of the titles are accompanied by hl~
formative comments in fine print; usually authoritative .~nd
excellent -but some Of them need revision.
. . ';'..:.~;
'. . In some cases an important title which. seemed M. 'be
omitted froin the Guide .has been' found in a different s~c~
tion. ·The "break-down" of the Guide into sectiohs is hel~~
ful, but it would seem to call for an indexing of the Guide as
a whole. Possibly Dr. Steck will add this in a later revised
edition.-L. B. B.
A Guide to Materials Bearing on Cultural Relations in New
Mex,ico. Compiled by Lyle Saunders. (University of New
Mexico Press, Albuquerque, 1944; xvi+ 528 pp.; author and
su1;>ject indices. $4.00.)
Here is one of those books which place the reviewer in
a dilemma. Shall he dismiss it with .a few discreet plati97
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tudes,or shall he go)nto some o(the adverse criticism which ' "
seems called for?, For the benefit of those readers who want
a re~l review, we feel thatit is necessary to include some of
the latter.'
"
The original idea 'for sucha\guicie, credited to ,Prof.
Paul Walter, Jr., of the University Of New Mexico, was
certainly- admirable;' and.'the analysis· of' benefits which
might derive from such a project-as portrayed in the Introduction by ,Dr. Joaquin Ortega, head of the School of
Inter.:.American Affairs-is intriguing and stimulating. ,The
compilation itself, .rtllining to a total of 5,335 titles; is
'impressive, indeed rather overwhelming; and in 'our ,own
case we are, glad to say that 'Ye have already noted' various'
leads which it will ,doubtless be well worth while to follow
. up.' An exc.ellent feature of the Guide is the provision of two
indices (by author and by subject), a, feature~hich is
_ . usually missing iIi b'ooks of thiskirid.
'
Our· adverse,_ ,or may. we say constructive,criticisms
are three in number. In the first place"
we scanned
through the book an 'immediate impression was one of being
. appalled at the complete absence of necessary accents. Turning back to Mr. Saunders' Preface' (p. xv), we find his ex- planation offe~ed that, in the "interest of simplicity" accents.
'on "foreigh;' words, with the single exception' of the tilde,
have been' uniformly omitted. ' ,As to the tilde, the names
"Dona Ana" and "Zu,iii:' appear throughout: the Guide some
thousands of times and in no singl~, case is there a tilde. As
to the accent, it would be interesting to know what Mr. Saun.:.
clers' means by "foreign." If he, so indicates, as he must,
words of Spanish origin, he has unconsciously' revealed an •
Anglo bias which is unfortunate. ' English' has been" the
official language in New Mexico fot less than a hUhdred ,
years; Spanish .has been here for over four hundred years~
and, of course, the Indian languages still longer.:, To think
of ,the~as "foreign" is a.bs~rd; and it is a real disservice
to anyone turning to this Guide not to have necessary accents
properly shQwn. Such omissions run into the thousands.
Again, the compiler states (p. xi) that "This is not a

as
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complete bibliography of New Mexico." Well, it is scarcely
a bibliography at all, except in. the most elementary sense of
being a listing of ,materials; certainly it is not such a "critical bibliography" as that visualized by Dr. Ortega (p. v),
furnishing "authoritative knowledge of the work that-has'
been done before." There has been no evaluating whatever
of any of these more than 5,000 titles-unle~s we so regard
the work which has been done on the section Of "Selected
Titles" (pp. 97-123) with the accompanying "DictionaryGuide" (pp. 1-96), But even here, the comments supplied·
with each of the 263 titles selected are purely descriptive and
.' in few' cases do they have the semblance of critical estimates.
In all the supplementary lists, the great maj6:rity of the titles
lack even such descriptive comments. With commendable
and engaging frankness Mr. 'S,aunders a<;knowledges {po
xv) the assistance he has received from numerous individuals and institutions, and confesses that he has "pilfered
freely" from the lists of other bibliographers.
It. would be utterly unreasonable to expect Mr. Saunders
himself to supply a critical appraisal of any large part of
such an enormous mass of material; indeed, he seems to be
personally unacquainted with'most of it except by title.
Apparently he has included in his list everything-good, bad,
and 'indifferent-which has been card-indexed during his
years of research on this project. Countless numbers of
these titles have been the subject of critical review by
students who have been qualified to appraise them, but in
not a single case have we noted such an authority quoted or
even cited. Book reviews seem to have been wholly ignored
by the' compiler and his assistants. An example in point· is
title No. 2433. This bbok, replete.with errors and mistrans. lations, was the subject of at least three adverse reviews;
also Miss Bailey stands charged with having appropriate~
without ,credit the written work of another student in the
.
same field. (J. M:.Espinosa, Cru?aders of the Rio Grande,
. p. xix, note). Perhaps it is best to include.in the Guide even
a book of this kind, but if so, the reader has aright to be
informed of its character. Formal book reviews constitute

.
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an important part of Soutliwestern 'bibiiography, but it
seems to have been' entirely disregarded by Mr. Saunders
. and his assistants.
\
'Wholly disregarded, ~l~o in this Guide is the biblio:-' '
'graphiCal material which appears'i~ the form :of editoriaC
:discussions, notes, communications,-in scientificperiodi-'
. cals, but sometimes also iIi popular magazines and news- .,
papers. Often important' historical facts are presented, in
what we might call such "informal reviews." For example, '.
Dr.Carl,b. Sauer (title 2624) argues that ,Fray Marcos de
Niza could not possibly have made his journey to Cfbola and
back within the time limits alleged. In the same issue,of this
quarterly, ·in the pages immediateiy f~llowing Dr. Sauer's
paper, we pointed out in an' editorial that Dr. Sauer's conclusion was invalid because' it .rested on erroneous premises
which ·he and others had d~awn from the 'basic source materials. The editorial ~asshown 'in ,the "Contents," it was
indexed;-but it nowhere appears in the Guid~.' .
, Disregarded in at 'least one case also h~ve been tl:tose
who,anyon'e w9uld suppose, might have given helpful infor- , '
mation in, an intelligent listing' of materials 'in the Guide.
The'Coronado Library at the University of New MexiCo has
, 'on its shelves some hundreds of volumes of photostat material: gathered chiefly from the' archives in Spain, Mexico,
" and at S~nta Fe; There is no more important bods of source
material in the whole fielq. of South;western Ame~icana;
'most of the facsimiles have been on the shelves for the last
four years ;"a~d the three men chiefly responsible for placing them there
(Dr.. France V. Scholes,( Dean
George P.
.
.
Hammond, and, the writer) have all been' Mr. Saunders'
colleagues on the camlms. At no time; during these years
has anyone' of us been consulted by Mr. 'Saunders; nor is it'
apparept that he. has even looked inside,one of the volumes-'
otherwise, he would have found explanatory forewords, some
, made }\Then the'documents were being photographed and,
others wheri they were. being arranged for binding. In-,
stead;he seems to have depended solely on the liprary accession records and the result may be seen in the Guide on pages, ",
448-450. Que bu:rb~1idad!' '
,
'"
"
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o.ur third criticism is of much less importance. A serial
numbering of titles, consecutive throughout the entire
Guide, doubtless seemed to Mr. Saunders imperatlve-espe¢ially to make brief references possible in' the two indices.
Unfortunately, this makes the Guide inflexible, and 'as one
result we have nearly 500 titles mider Addenda (pp.437470), assembled du:i-ing the last three years and which could
not be distributed in their proper sections because of the
numbering,-and because "the. first parts of the' manu· script were [already] printed" (p. xiv)! Will future additions necessitate still more addenda?
'
Too many. students think, as does the compiler (p. xv),
that "complete bibliographical information" consists of the
name of author, title, date and place of publication: A work
so constituted is nothing more than a "list of sO,urces.". That
is exactly what this book is and, intentionally or otherwise,
it is well expressed in the title which Mr. Saunders selected'
for h,is compilation. There are many and serious omissions,
· 'especially in the field of historical sources; and weare left
in some doubt as to how cpmplete the listing has been even
in those sources which have been used. Yet Mr. Saunders' . compilation is impressive in amount, .arid. doubtless many
students will get real help from it.-L. B. B.

Racial Prehistory in the Southwest and the Hawikuh Zunis.
By Carl c.' Seltzer; . (Papers of the Peabody Museum of
~merican Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University,
· Volume XXIII, No.1, 1944; vii+37 pp. $0.75.)
This ~aperis 'something of 'a landmark in our understanding of the prehistory of the Southwest.
The remains from Hawikuh (the first of the Zulli
pueblos r~ached by Cororiado), as one of the largest skeletal
collections from the Southwest, provide an excellent basis
for analysis of racial relations. ',The remains date from the
earliest Spanish period but can be presumed to be free .of
Caucasian elements. The impressive circumstance is that
Seltzer shows the early Zuni skull .and face form to be
identical, in all essential respects/not only with other Pueblo
)
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skulls from over the whole Southwestern plateau-remains
, dating variously from the 10th to 16th centuries-but with
those from still earlier type-sites of Basket Maker culture
~levels in southern Utah and northeastern-Arizona. On these
grounds he justifiably views all the' material 'as representative of, a single sub-radal type, "Southwest.ern, Plateau
Indians," which occupied the area continuously'from earliest'
times to the present, presenting only minor variations from
group,to group.rhe only groups standing apart are those
of the upper Rio Grande: While the majority of skulls from
Pecos burials, e.g., are of "Southwestern Plateau", type,
there are, some differences here" attributable perhaps ,to'
influences' from the Plains Qr non-Pueblo tribes of the
Southwest.
The importance of Seltzer's conclusion lies iIi the correction ofa traditional error 'regarding the peopling of th~
Southwestern plateau. Ithas been traditional that the early
Basket Makers were a long, narrow skulled (dolicocephalic)
people, supplanted by round-headed (brachycephalic) ,invaders with Pueblo culture. The justification for this antithesis lay in two points: the first finds of Basket Makers
were indeed nptably long~headed and later finds of more
broad-headed Basket l\{akers were ignored; again, as ,T. D.
Stewart long-ago pointed out, the commonly, occurr{ng flattening of backs of Pueblo ski.Ills gave a specious appearance
of relative breadth which they did not actually have.- The
fact is that the norm for both groups is moderate breadth,
of head (mesocephaly), with perhaps ,a slight shift toward
greaterround-headedness in the. later population; but what
should 'be underscored is that all other morphological characteristics of face and, skull are alike in the two groups. "
'rhe view that there was a sharp break between Basket
Maker and Pueblo' cultures was 'abandoned some dec~des
ago: ,we know, rather, that the'latter developed out of the
former by gradual trans~ti<:m. As a result of Seltzer's
investigation we can now phrase the ,prehistoric picture as
0Ileof ~ontinued occupation 6f the area by ~ single relatively stable sub-racial type who' gradually developed cultures
.

,
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from simple Basket Maker beginnings to complex Pueblo
forms.
LESLIE SPIER '

,

Navaho Witchcraft. By Clyde Kluckhohn. (Papers of the
Peabody Museum of American Archaeology, Harvard University, vol. XXII, no. 2,Cambridge, 1944; pp. x+149.
. $2.25.)
This monograph represents many years of work by
,Mr. Kluckhohn in collecting field notes on Navaho Jolk
belief in witchcraft current during the past twenty years.
Part I and the Appendices contain the data, and in Part II
he makes "certain inferences and interpretations as' to the
dynamics of Navaho social organization."
.
The Navaho belief in witchcraft affords an outlet for
certain emotions in the individual and thereby serves a
useful social function; on the other hand it has a reverse
effect of inhibiting normal social activities through fear and .
so is bad.
.
. Mr. Kluckhohn does not publish this study as being
definitive, but it is an excellent and Important piece of
work. If scientific studies had been the basis of the white
man's management .of Indians, the story of the redman
might. have run a different and better course.
FRANK D. REEVE
Pl,ateau, the interesting little quarterly published by the
Northern Arizona Society of· Science and Art, at Flagstaff,
often carries articles which are related in One way or another to Southwestern history. In volume 17, no. 2 (Oct.,
1944), pp. 27-40, is a study by the well known ethnologist
of· the Smithsonian Institution, John P. Harrington (who,
we might say, cut his eye-teeth at the Museum of New
Mexico) on the subjeCt "Indian words in Southwest Sp'anish,.
exclusive of proper nouns." Which reminds us (and possibly
him) that some ten year('l ago he promised a paper to this
quarterly on words of Arabic origin in Southwestern Spanish-which has never materialized.
In the current issue of Plateau (January, 1945), at .
page 54 is a short contribution. by Erik K. Reed on "The'

,
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Dinetxa tradition and pre-:S'panish Navajo distribution."
He ,suggests that this long-accepted tradition may actually
,trace to-the-"numerous Pueblo refugees [who] joined the
Navajo at 'the eni of the seventeenth century.", If this
'should be true,' then he' concludes that the question "of,
Navajo entrance into the Southwest and pre-Spanish Navajo
'- 'distribution in :the South~est is left wide opep.."-L.B.B. "
I'

"Bibllografia de historia. de America (1941-1944)," in Revista .de,historia de Ame1-ica, No. 17 (junio ~e 1944), ,pp.
161-;266.'

Although it is ~MlIy in Spanish, we feel constrainep. to
call the attention' of our readers to this publication of the
InstitutoPanamericano de GeografHi, eHistoria (Mexico,
'D. F.) Unde~ t}ui very ,able dIrection of Dr. Silvio Zavala,
.the Revista holds high rank among pub'lications of this kind.
'Not least, hi value' and, importance is' the bibliographical
sect~on which, in each .i!?~ue, keeps its readers informed, as
to Curl'Emt historical-publications'in all parts of ,Americafrom Canada to Argentina and' Chile; and, (in this country)"
from Maine'toCalifornia. And occasionally citations are'
'from 'Spain and other European countries. 'The Instituto
has b'uilt up a'remarkable range of exchanges (pp; 261-6),
and evidently is on the regular mailing-list of all -important
pU9lishers also. The bibliogra:phicalnote~, prepared a~d
initialed by Dr. Zavala and ,his colleague~, will' compare most
favorably with those in any similar publication. '
,
This'issue carries also' three notable articles: on~ by ,/
Jose Miranda on "Notas sobre la introduccion de laMesbi
en la Nueva Espana,", one, by Pablo Gonzalez Casanova on
"Aspectos politicos de [Juan de] Palafox y Mendoza," and
a third byMillare~ Carlo and Mantecon on "EI archivo de,
notarias del, Departamento del DistritoFederal- (~exico,:
~. F.)." There is also an appreciative obituary on the late
Dr. Herbert ~. Priestley of Berkel~Y; andther~' are forty
, pages of excellent book ,reviews-a section which supplements admirably,the similar sections which we have in our' 'publications in theUpited States.-L.B.B.
'<
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The Americas,
quarterly review_ of inter-American cul- ,
tural history," was inaugurated last year by the new
Academy of American FranCiscan History-which itself
was formally opened, in Washington last April. The ,first'
two issues (July and October, 1944) have carried a .total
of 257 pages, comprising a total of fourteen contributed
articles, a number of' early documents edited' (three by
Fr8.nce V. ,Scholes), aninterestihg section called "Inter-,
American Notes," and a considerable number of book re-,
'views. ,A number of the articles are more or less directly
comiected with the, history of our Southwest, and its Spanish and Mexican' background: "Spain's -investmerit in New
Mexico under the Hapsburgs" ,(L.B.B.) ; "Our debt to the
Franciscan missionaries of New Mexico" (J. Manuel Espinosa) ; '!The Franciscan provinces of Spanish North America" (Marion Habig) ;"A reconsideration of Spanish colonial
culture" (JQhn T. Lanning). Altogether, the new quarterly
has gotten off to_ an auspicious start and the managing
, editor, Dr. Roderick Wheeler, and his immediate assochltes
are to be congratulated.-L.B.B.
'
SOUTHWEST JOURNAL OF ANTHROPOLOGY

, A new periodical devoted to general anthropology; the
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, is soon to be issued
,by the University of New ,Mexico and the LabOratory of,
Anthropology as a, joint publication.' 'While desig1ied pri_marily to provide another outlet for anthropological papers
in: the field at large, some specialization on the Southwest
, is contemplated. An effort is beil)g made to secure papers
on the native cultures of the area (Indian and Hispanic)
which should be of some interest to historians. Historians
are invited to participate with papers having some anthroI pological bearing. Contributions should be addressed to the
editor, Dr. Leslie Spier,_ University of New Mexico.
.
The Southwestern Journal of Anthropolo'gy will appear
as an annual volume of 400-600 pages, in quarterly issues~
The first number is planned for early '1945. Subscriptions,
at $4.00 a year, should be addressed to the University of '
~ew Mexico Press, Albuquerque.

"

,

EDITORIAL' SECTION
Recently it was "suggested that our quarterly ~ought to
have a: "Lion's Den"." Some of our readers doubtless are'
acquainted with this depa~tment'which the' hite Charles F.
Lum~is maintained so characteristically (aml effectively!)
in his magazine. Out West." Far be it from us to emulate
such a polemicist as Lummis, 1;>ut we will' confess ,that occasionally we fe.el like growling-':'and here. we submit what
may
be regarded as three~'growls:"
,
. '
,
.
.
,.

What is "The Southwest"? In the form of a reprint froni'
the Hlmtington Library Quarterly of August'1944, there.
lately came to our desk aIi address by Dr. 'Robert G. Cleland,
"Westward the Course of Empire." ,The address was deliv- .
ered on Fomider's Day at the Huntington, Feb. 18, 1944, "
and seems 'to have been occasioned by grant of $50,000
which had lately been made to them by'. the Rockefeller
Foundation of New York to undertake, "a regional study
,~f the Southwest." And Dr. Cleland stated, ~'The study so
generously financed by the ROCKefeller Foundation is con- ,
cerned with the western reaches of the great ,stream of race,
culture, and institutions that crossed the Atlantic. and'
flowed across the continent ; it is also concerned with. the
important tributaries that 'enter' the main stream, usually
to enrich, sometimes to ,muddy and discolor, and always to
modify the waters of that great stream."
.
.After studying ~the argument of this address, we hav,e
come to the conclusion that the name for this' Huntington
project is a misnomer,' arid that neither those, who arranged'
for it with the Rockefeller nor Dr.: Cleland in this address
have a clear-cut concept of what the Southwest· really is.
"They expect the ,study provided for under this project to
"carry,out the expressed desire and ,purpose of the'founder"
. (Mr. Huntin"gton) who. "believed in the British-American .
tradition."
Is "the Southwest" a distinctive region of our country,
and if so, what are the qualities or factors which make it··
. distinctive? In' oU,r opinion there are three such factors.

a
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(1) It is the region where, because of geographical and
climactic conditions, irrigation is necessary to any successful use of the soiL It is the semi-arid part of our country,
if you will. (2) It is the region where the early Spaniards
found one of the few sedentary peoples of the. new worldthe Pueblo Indians. (3) It is that part of our country where
the Span'iards left most profoundly the way of life,-the
culture, which they brought with them. "The Southwest" ..
. so conceived has, of course no sharply drawn boundaries;
but we may say that where the above three factors are all
present, we have the heart of the Southwest----.,but the regional character is strongly manifest in those areas ~here
only two of the above three factors are found. In other
words, we think of it as extending from at least the Brazos
valley of eastern Texas westward to include southerh Cali.,.
fornia. So defined, the "Southwest" would seem to be as
distinctively a "region" as is New England. or the Old
South.-L.B.B.

l

Travel, for Dec~mber 1944, carries an illustrated article by
Earle R. Forrest on "New Mexico's Stone Autograph, Album"-in other words, EI Morro, better known as Inscription Rock. The article is of the kind which has strong, popular appeal, but to any informed reader it is exasperat-:
ing because of some "threshingof old straw," and numerous
mistranslations and misreadings of dates, even of those
inscriptions which are shown by the illustrations. ,A better
photograph of the' Onate inscription would show correctly
that the year was 1605, not 1606 (an error which goes back
to R. H.Kern in 1849) ; also Onate was returning from his
journey to the South Sea. The inscription of 1620 (the
misreading as 1629 was pointed out some years ago) identifies it with the governor Don Juan de Eulate-not with .
"Zotylo" as· Mr. Forrest seems. to think.. He repeatedly ,
misreads the Spanish "5" for "9"; and with a little research
he might have found a more satisfactory translatioriof the
Silva Nieto inscription. But·why should a popular writer

,
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go to .the trouble of having his 'information correct;, if he
can "get by'~ without that' bother ?-L~B.B: _'
-

'/'

What is Santa Fis 'name historically? ,During; the last few
. ,years, 'Qne and another have, been representing that the
complete name of SantaF~,originally, was' "La Villa' Real
d~ la Santa Fe de San Francisco _de Assisi" (or some slight
,'variant thereof). So fat as we know, this form of the name
~riginated 'in the fertile imagination of Col: Ralph E.
Twitchell who (Leading Facts of New Mexican History, I,
334, note 337) .makes' the categorical statement that "the
'-original and full name cif New Mexico's capital-is Villa Real,
'de Santa Fe de San Francisco." With the: added phrase "de
Assisi" this mime 'appears, e.g., in the bulletin of our His-,
, torical Society, Old Santa Fe and Vicinity.
.
/ We challenge anyone to produce evidencejustifying the
above form of the :qame. In the'cours«;l of nearly,forty years
we have become fairly well acquainted with' the source:
materials of this region; and in no' c,ase do we recall ever '
to have seen the name other than a simple "Santa Fe;" or .
"la Villa deSailta Fe;" or (rarely) "la Villa Real de Santa
Fe.'~ There, Is dignity in a name which in English, means
"The City of. Holy ,FaIth." It would be well for us to safe:-',
guar~ thesirnple dignity of that name.-L.B.B. ,
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CONSTITUTION
OF .THE
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO'.
(As 'amended Nov. 25, 1941) Article 1. Name.
of New Mexico.

This Society. shall be called the Historic~l Society

Article 2. Objects and Operation. The objects of the Society shall
be,'in general, the promotion of historical studies; and in particular,
the discovery, collection, .preservation, and publication of historical
material especially such a's relates to N ew _Me~dco.
Article 3. Membership. The Society shall consist o( Members, Fel-.
lows, Life Members andHon~rary Life Members.

,
(~)Members. P~rsons recommended by the Executive Council
and elected 'by the Society may become members.

'.

(b) Fellows. Members who show, by published work, special
aptitude' for historical investigation may become Fellows. .Immedi~_
ately following. the adoption of this Constitution,' the Executive
Council'shall elect five Fellows, and the body thus created may there~,
after elect additional' Fellows on the 'nomination of the Executive,
Council. The number of Fellows shall never exceed twenty-five.
.
(c) Life Members.·In addition to life members of the Historical
Society of New Mexfco at the date of the adoption herepf, such .other
benefactors of the Society as shall.pay into its treasury' at one' time
;the, sum of fifty' dollars, or shall present to the Society an equivalent
in books, manuscrip.ts, portraits, or other acceptable material of an
historic nature, may upon: recommeildatio ll by the Executive Council
and election by the Society,. be classed as Life Members. .
(d) Honorary Life Members. Persons who have rendered eminent service ,to New Mexico and others who have; by published work,
contributed. to the historical literature of New Mexico or the South~
west, may become Honorary Life Members upon being recommended
by the E;cecutive Council and elected by the Society.
Article .4. Officers. The elective officers of the Society shall be a
president, a Vice-president, a corresponding secretary, a treasurer, and
a recording secretary; and these' five officers 'shall c~nstitute the
Executive Council with .full administrative powers,'
Officers shall qualify on January 1st following their election, and
shall hold office for the term of two years and· until·their successors
shall have been el(!ctedand qualified.

Article 5. Elections. At the October meeting of each odd-numbered
year, a nominating committee shall be named by the president of the
Society and such committee shall make its. report to the Society at
the November meeting. Nominations may be. made from the floor
and the Society shall, in open meeting; proceed to elect its officers by
ballot, those nominees receiving a majority of the votes cast for the
respective offices to be declared elected.
Article 6. Dues.' Dues shall be $3.00 for each calendar year, and
shall entitle members. to receive bulletins as published and also the
Historical Review.
Article 7. Publications. All publications of the Society and the selec-,
tion and editing of matter for publicati,on shall be under the direction
and control of the Executive Council.
Article 8. Meetings. Monthly meetings of the Society shall be held
at the rooms of the Society on the third Tuesday of each month at
.eight P. M. The Executive Council shall meet at' any time upon call
of the President or of three of its members.
Article 9. Quorums: Sev!ln members of the Society and three'members of the Executive Council, shall constitute quorums.
Article 10. Amendments. Amendments to this constitution shall become operative after being recommended by the Executive Council
a~d approved by two-thirds of the members present and voting at
any regular monthly meeting; provided, that notice of the proposed
amendments shall have been given at a regular meeting of the Society,
at least four weeks prior to the meeting when such proposed amend, , ment is passed upon by the Society.

"

Students and friends of Southwestern History are cordially invited to become members. Applications should be addressed to the
corresponding secretary, Lansing B. Bloom, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

